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Metropolis is one of the most 
prestigious recording studios ever 
designed. And within it, you'll find 
the ultimate in audio equipment. 

The new Focusrite studio console. 
It embodies Focusrite's committ- 

ment to the highest standards of sonic 
purity. 

When compared with the 
approach taken by Metropolis, it 
becomes apparent that they have 
shared the same vision. 

To create the finest recording 
environment in the world. 

An experience we're sure you'd 
like to share. 

No Compromise 

NOTHING SHORT OF EXCELLENCE 

FOCUSRITE AUDIO ENGINEERING LIMITED. UNIT 2, BOURNE END BUSINESS CENTRE, CORES ENO ROAD, BOURNE END, BUCKS SLR 5AS. ENGLAND. TELEPHONE ..4410)628 819456. FAX .444 (0)628 819443. 
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«NS NM: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 601 4050 ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT (39) 2000312 JAPAN: TIMELORD (0468) 736226 NNNNAY: LYDROMMET (02) 370218 SNENEN: TAL 8 TON (031) 803 620 NSA: SONIC IMAGE (708)8534544 
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Prove me wrong . , . or then again 
I know something about audio. I expect you do as well. I know some people who 

know a great deal about video and they know others who know even more. I don't, 
on the other hand, know a great deal about video and there is a very good chance 
that you don't either. My video friends know even less about audio and I expect 
their very knowledgeable friends understand even less. There is a gulf between us 
and it doesn't matter as long as we respect and make allowances for each other's 
craft. 

The two disciplines require quite different ways of thinking. They probably use 
different parts of the brain for all I know but there is no doubt they are widely 
different. I have known of projects that started off as a combined abstract video and 
audio album with both aspects being made by the same people at the same time. 
They have had to be stopped as no progress was being made. In the end the music 
was completed first and the video work after. Of course, it works equally well the 
other way around as most audio post -production work does. But together? 

This preamble is really just an expression of concern at the developing interest in 
`multimedia'. This is finding a form largely as a single computer running both audio 
and video signals and allowing varying degrees of creative control of both. At the 
moment the link between the two is fairly basic but with greater computing power 
and storage this will change. I think that in many ways such concepts are exciting 
and on a personal level it would suit any megalomaniacal feelings I may have about 
TOTAL CONTROL over a project. I still can't help but feel that creative people in 
audio are not at home with visual images and vice versa. Working to be conversant 
in both makes us purely average. And the cult of the average is not worthwhile 
following in creative terms. In real life we use the lack of expertise in dual media to 
our advantage. We make creative audio to accompany stimulating pictures, while 
our sounds are `illustrated' by picture makers-we spark off each other. It works 
well when we only have our own field to play in. 

This may sound like the start of a campaign against multimedia-it isn't. But it is 

against giving total control of both areas to a single person because it doesn't work 
very well. No one is able to express themself equally in both areas. If we then 
remove the need for the same person to undertake both media then what are the 
advantages of it being in a single box? Just because something is capable of being 
done is not really justification for doing it. Individually the video and audio 
industries have thrown up some highly creative and exciting artists and work. The 
true expertise of multimedia is learning to integrate the arts, not the technology. 

Keith Spencer -Allen 

Cover: (left to right) Bruel & Kjaer 4009 fitted with diffractive attachment; 
CAD Equitek II; and `antique' mics from Sony-C-19B, C -37A and C-500. 

Photography by Tony Petch 
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SEERDRT 
THE PORTABLE 
AUDIO MIXER 

There has never been anything like it! 

YOU NEED IT! 

44 
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Includes 
a variety of 
features for 

radio, TV, 

film and 
video. 

/ JIc7/5 
Broadcast 
Telecommunication 
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PRO AUDIO PRODUCT 

Elegant solutions to all your interconnection. gróblems 

MANUFACTURE ANO UK SALES. ISOTRACK, PO Box 18, POOLE, DORSET, 8814 8E W (0202) 747191 
1151 rW 
OVERSEAS SALES. KELSEY ACOUSTICS LTD., 28 Powis>Terrace. LONDON, W11 1JH. º 01-727-1049 

ABACUS 
ELECTRICS 

Incorporates 
precision pink - 
noise generator. 

Ultra -bright LEDs 

for clear display 
and battery power 
saving. 

Thirty non-volatile 
memories. View 
any memory 
simultaneously ' with "live" display. 

' RS232 serial port 
for down -loading 
memory data to a 

personal computer. 

For exacting engineers, a precise 

instrument, the ARTA BO 
third -octave audio analyser. 
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ABACUS 
ELECTRICS 

10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick, London, W4 4PH, U.K. 

Telephone (081) 994 6477 Telex 8811418 SPACES G 

Battery portable - 
size 24x16x8cros. 
weighs only 1.5 kg. 

Microphone plus 
two line inputs. 

Parallel printer port 
for plotting 
spectrum graphs 
directly on dot- 
matrix printers. 

12dB or 24dB 
display range, fast 
or slow response. 
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Since 1975 Innovative Connector Technology 

Original design NC3FC 

HEAVY DUTY VERSION 
FOR HOSTILE 
ENVIRONMENTS 

NC3MXHD 

NC3FXHD 

LOCKING JACK SOCKET 
NJ3FP6C 

NA2MPNF 
'XLR' MALE TO 
PHONO JACK 

D' SERIES CONNECTOR 
WITH SOLDER BUCKET 
TERMINATIONS 

NF2C2B 
PROFESSIONAL 
PHONO PLUGS. 
PIN CONTACT 
IN GOLD 

NC3FDL 1 

NA3MF 
'XLR' MALE TO 
`XLR' FEMALE 

Current design NC3FX 

NC3FP 1 

NEW FEMALE PANEL SOCKET 
WITH SHORTEST 
POSSIBLE DEPTH 

NC3FG 
ONE PIECE ' 
NEW PCB CONNECTOR WITH 
M3 THREADS PLASTIC BODY 
WITH STEEL PLATE AT REAR 
OF MOUNTING FACE 

NC3MRC 
RIGHT ANGLE 
CONNECTOR 

NA2FBNC 
`XLR' FEMALE 
TO BNC SOCKET 

NP3TTB 4.4mm JACK PLUG WITH 
CRIMP CONTACTS 

NP3TTA 
NEW 4.4mm JACK PLUG WITH 
SOLDER CONTACTS 

NP3TB 'B' GAUGE JACK PLUG 

NEUTRIK 
MARKETING LTD 
Eardley House, 4 Uxbridge Street 
Farm Place, Kensington, London W8 7SY 

Telephone: 071-792 8188 
Telefax: 071-792 8187 



ALWAYS 
A 

GREAT 
DEAL 

ON 
OFFER. 

ii' l lJ(.1 1Jvr'v I SLG 
WHAT YOU WANT 

PLEASE RING 
MIKE OR JENNY 

MIXING CONSOLES 
TRIDENT DI -AN. 40 frame. 40 channel. Reflex automation. 
Ex. condition fP.O.A 
AMEX MOZART. 56 frame. 48 channel. Superre automation. 
Immaculate fP.O.A 
NEVE V3. 60 Frame. 60 channel. Necam 96 automation £P.O.A. 
NEVE V3. 60 frame. 50 channel. Necam 96 automation. Ex. condition EP.O.A. 
NEVE 8108.48 channel. Necam 96 automation 
NEVE 5316.36 channel. 8group. 8 monitor. External patchbay f P.O.A. 
SSL 4056E. 48 channel. Patchbay. Producers desk. As new.. ............. . P.O.A. 
SSL 4064E. 48 channel. G series computer fP.O.A, 
AMEX 2520.40 frame. 40 channel. Master mix 1 automation ready. 
Extended patchbay. Immaculate fP.O.A, 
AMEK 2500.36 frame. 36 channel. Patchbay. Master mix 1 auto 
HARRISON MR3.28frame. 28 channel. VCA faders. Patchbay fP.O.A. 
SOUNDTRACSINLINE. 36 channel. Patchbay. Stand. Immacdlate EP.O.A 
SOUNDCRAFT 2400.28 channel. VU metering. Patchbay. Stand. 
Private use only EP.O.A. 
SOUNDCRAFTTS24. 56 frame. 48 channel. Patchbay. 
Master Disk Automation fP.O.A. 
SOUNDCRAFTTS12.40channel. Extended patchbay.V.G.C. fP.O.A. 
CADAC. 28 channel. VCA faders. Many extras. Private use only fP.O.A. 

Please telephone for complete list of consoles for all studio and P.A. applications. 

24 TRACK MACHINES 
MITSUBISHI X850. Low hours. Excellent condition. Choice of 3._....... _.. EP.O.A. 
SONY 3324. with 3310 remote. EP.O.A. 
OTARI MTR90 MK2. Autolocator/remote. Low hours. Choice of 3 . 

OTARI MX80. with remote. Private use only f P.O.A. 
STUDER A820. with doihy SR. Auto/remote f P.O.A. 
STUDER A800 MK3. Auto/remote fP.O.A 
STUDER A827. Auto/remote fP.O.A 
STUDER A80 MK2. with MK3 headblock. Remote/auto. 
Low hours R 12,250.00 
STUDER A80 MK2. Auto/remote. Low hours f 11,000.00 
SOUNDCRATT 760 MK2. with 9 memory autolocator. Private use 

only. Special Bargain £5,000.00 
LYREC 532. with 16 memory autolocator. Private use only (5,750.00 
Many other multitrack machines available. 

MASTERING MACHINES 
OTARI MTR10.1/4"with CTC f 3.500.00 
OTARI MTR12.1/4". 7.5/15/30 ipswith CtC. Ex demo (4.250.00 
OTARI MX50/50.1/4".15/30ips with CT C. Immaculate (2,850.00 
STUDER ADO VU. 1/4".15/30ips £2,500.00 
STUDER B67. 7.5/15/30 ips. Choice of 3 

OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT 
from f 1,200.00 

LEXICON 400L with larc £4995.00 
LEXICON 224X1 £4,500.00 
LEXICON 224. with remote £2,250.00 
LEXICON UPI £290.00 
LEXICON MRC f 175.00 
AMS DMX 15-80. I sec/1.8 sec or fully loaded ............... .......... fP.O.A. 
AMS RMX16 f 2.300.00 
DRAWMER 1960__ ..........................................._............._......__.._. £500.00 
DRAWMER DS201... ............................ .........._.._.......,................_.___.. 1210.00 
DRAWMERDL221 £250.00 
SCAMP RACK Choice of 2 £P.O.& 
YAMAHASPX90 £295.00 

Please telephone for our complete list of outboard equipment and our 
comprehensive selection of microphones. amplifiers, monitors and 
other equipment. 

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO VA. 

VISIT 
M.S.AUDIO 

AT 

AES PARIS 
ON 

STAND T64 

M.S. AUDIO 
EUROPE'S 

LEADING SPECIALIST 
IN USED 

PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT. 

Only 30 minutes from central London, 

10 minutes from London Heathrow airport, 
40 minutes from Gatwick airport. 

Offering: 

Full demonstration facilities for all equipment. 

Purchase of unwanted equipment. 

Shipping, freighting and insurance arranged 

worldwide. 

Full studio installations. 

After sales service including warranties on 

multitracks and consoles. 

IS SU6fIDIARIOl 4 S ,YA.WL(RIA! S(RVIC(SImrro 

NORTH LODGE, STONEHILL ROAD, OTTERSHAW,, SURREY 1X86 OAQ. 

TELEPHONE 0932 872672 INTERNATIONAL +44 932 872672 FAX: 44(0) 932 874364 

BROADCAST FOR NO.,W AND 

The EELA AUDIO S 240 is a versatile broadcast mixer, 
designed in collaboration with broadcast engineers. 
Therefore it is equipped with many facilities required by 
broadcasters in the nineties. It is appreciated by producers 
and operators for its ergonomics and simplicity in operation. 

- Full range external fader control 
- ON/OFF logic 
- Cough mute on microphone channels 
- Fader inhibit 
- Channel inhibit 
- Ducking 
- Overall limiting 
- Selective limiting/compression 
- Multiple Clean Feed 

eela audio 
Parmentierweg 3, 5657 EH Eindhoven Airport, Phone: 040-510484, Fax: 040-570482 



eutfiele isturimariAr'elyter, 

The Aval Studiosystem. 
Some things are just beyond compare. 

D&R. Every sound under control. 

D&R: Headoffice, D&R Electronica b.v., Rijnkade 15b, 1382 GS Weesp, The Netherlands, Phone (..) 31 2940 18014, Fax (..) 31 2940 16987. 

U.S.A. Office, D&R USA, Rt. 3 Box 184-A, Montgomery TX 77356, USA, Phone (409) 588 - 3411, Fax (409) 588 - 3299 





The new AMS ST 250 gives professional sound 

engineers the most accurate stereo image avail- 

able. It has been designed to include a host of 

features previously only available on the AMS 

SoundField microphone. 

The multi -power source AMS ST 250 is operated 

by _emote control, which allows switching from 

Left/Right to M -S stereo formats and from vertical 

to end -fire positioning. AMS ST 250 is ideal for 

studio recording, film locatior and broadcast 

applications. 

AMS ST 250 - Clearly the Number One 

Sounds good? To hear more, just 

complete the coupon below anc 

we will send you a free demo CD. 

A Siemens Company 
AMS Industries plc, Billington Rd, Burnley, Lams BB11 5ES, UK. 

Tel Int. +44 282 57011 Fax Int. +44 282 39542. 

AMS North America, 7 Parkland Drive, Bethel, CT 06801, USA. 

Tel Int. +1 203 792 4997. Fax Int. .1 203 730 8549. 



AMEK 

CLASSiC 
THE UNIQUE AUDIO PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

;=s.=......<..,- - 

VIDEOLONDOr-. STUDIO 4 

AMER's CLASSIC offers a unique range of facilities 
for all types of audio production work. Unparalleled 
flexibility of configurations is possible using the 
numerous chassis, module, automation, metering 
and jackfield options. 

The CLASSIC at VIDEOLONDONS new film and 
video post -production suite is a perfect example-. The 
console is equipped with 24 mono and 8 stereo 
inputs, 8 stereo subgroups, and 24 -track buss/tape 
monitoring. Stereo inputs and subgroups have both 
image width and pan controls. NTP plasma meters 
have been specially supplied and the jackfield is 

remoted for rack -mounting. Extensive machine 
control switching has been built into the central 
section of the console. 

Automation for VIDEOLONDON'S CLASSIC is the 
GML Moving Fader System which is fitted to both 
mono and stereo channels and subgroups. The GML 
System, with 10 -bit resolution, uses several 68020 
processors combined with hard disk and massive 
RAM to allow high speed precision control over both 
levels and mutes. Complete mix editing subroutines 
are standard equipment, and the system will slave to 
all forms of SMPTE. 

VIDEOLONDON is one of the UK's leading post - 
production houses and has chosen the AMER 
CLASSIC as the best console for the next step in their 
dynamic growth. Some of the many notable users 
worldwide include ABC, Central TV, Granada TV, 

Molinare, Turner Broadcasting, TV New Zealand and 
TV2 Denmark. 

s66 

Head Office, Factory and Sales: Amek Systems and Controls Limited, 
New Islington Mill, Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield Road, Salford M5 4SX, England. 

Telephone: 061-834 6747. Telex: 668127. Fax: 061-834 0593. 

AMEK/TAC US Operations: 10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601. 
Telephone: 818/508 9788. Fax: 818/508 8619. 
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__.,0, 

- - 
ReIitya 
Brüel & Kjær 

s = - 

_ = FOR DETAILED 
INFORMATION 
FILL COUPON & 
RETURN TO: 

_ 
- - Brüel & Kjær -= Pro Audio (UK) 

Harrow Weald Lodge, 
= 92 Uxbridge Road, 

Harrow, 
MIDDXHA36BZ. = Tel: 01-954 2366 

Brüel & Kjær 
= Pro Audio 

18 Nærum 
Hovedgaade, 
2850 Nærum, 
Denmark 

Series 4000 Microphones Tel: +45 42 80 0500 
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STUDIO SYSTEMS 
F 

4 TO 48ROM TRACK 
TWENTY FOUR TRACK PACKAGE 

DOLBY 'S'+MIDI MUTING- SONIC BRILLIANCE 
The first of the eagerly awaited Dolby 'S' twenty four track machines has arrived. 
We have put together a superb system unequalled anywhere in this price range. 

FOSTEX G24 -S -ALLEN & HEATH Saber 28:16:24 
DENNARD Machine Rack FOSTEX 8546 Remote Cable £13,750 KLOTZ Professional Wiring Loom 
2 inch twenty four track has definitely had its day) 
JELLINGHAUS C -MIX fader automation may be installed as an option £POA 
Financing and leasing terms arranged. Demonstration by appointment. 

'Digital in/out 

AIWA HD -SI DAT RECORDER 
Including: Remote control, carry case & strap, P.S.U., 

all leads, battery and English manual. 

£499+VAT INC. FREE DAT TAPE 

NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
Forget the 'harsh' Japanese units - if you want master quality, warm, natural 

reverb it must be LEXICON. Axis are main agents for the full range. 
LEXICON LXP-1 Reverb & FX £399 LEXICON LXP-5 Multi FX & Harmoniser £799 LEXICON LXP-15 new product £294 LEXICON MRC Remote control 

E 1,294 LEXICON PCM-70 £1,344 LEXICON 300 new product 
LEXICON 480L with LARC £6.674 

LEXICON Super Package comprising: £995 LXP-1, LXP-5, MRC & rack tray 
DBX 160X Ultimate super smooth compressor £359 
ALLEN & HEATH SABER - Mid -price console prices from £3,999 
ALLEN & HEATH SIGMA In -Line consoles. We have a 32:24 in our showroom 
Please telephone for an appointment to view. 
FOSTEX R-8 Plus STUDIOMASTER Proline 8:4:8 £1,695£,695 

FOSTEX G24 -S twenty four track with Dolby 5 
SIGMA In -line prices from £16,629 
TASCAM M3500 24:8:24 Recording console £4,995 
TASCAM 3211" Two track recorder £855 
TASCAM MS -16 16 Track l' E5,500 
TASCAM MSR-16 YS" 16 Track c/w dbx E4,346 
TASCAM MSR-24 1" 24 Track recorder E7,300 
TASCAM TSR-8 'A" 8 Track with dbx £1,999 
XRI Systems XR-300 SMPTE/Midi Synchroniser £239 
XRI Systems XR-400 Midi Mate £173 

DAT RECORDERS 
SONY DTC 1000ES DAT Recorder £1,130 
SONY DTC-55 new, low cost DAT £595 
AIWA HDS-1 Portable, with 44.1 DIG 1/0 E499 
PANASONIC SV-DA10 DAT Recorder E599 
CASIO DA.7 Portable E520 
TASCAM DA.30 Professional £1,179 
MICROPHONES BY SENNHEISER, BEYER, ELECTRO -VOICE, NEUMANN, AKG, SHURE 

AIWA Excelle XD -001 DAT recorder - 44.1 kHz good condition £795 
AKAI MG 14D - as new £1,795 
ALESIS Microverb II new (2 only) £125 
ALLEN & HEATH Saber 32:16 ex -demo £5,750 

E 7,950 
ALLEN & HEATH CMC 24 Mkll brand new 2 only each E1,150 
ALLEN & HEATH System 8 Mk III 16:16 good condition £1,250 
DIGIDESIGN Advert in Box for Apple Mac £595 
DIGITECH DSP-128 Demo model £225 
FOSTEX R.8 showroom model one only £1,100 

£795 
£295 

FOSTEX G16 Ex -exhibition model, guarantee etc £3,500 
HH V-500 Power amp £375 
HH VX-200 Power amp - mint £295 
IBANEZ SDR-10004boxed as new E395 

E1,950 
£95 

FOSTEX Model 80 eight track with new head 
FOSTEX 450 Mixer 8:4:8 re -pond 

ALLAN & HEATH SIGMA 3 years old, configured as 44:24 with DCA group 
faders on monitors - PLUS Producer's desk and stand E7,950 

®- ® FOSTEX G-1 6 
Features include optional built-in SMPTE synchroniser 
PRICE AROUND £4,300 -'ax ; 

DIGIDESIGN SOUND TOOLS 
Complete ready -to -run Package! 'ATARI MEGA 4 inc. monitor & 

mouse; 'DAC 200mb 120 minsl hard disk drive; 'Sound Tools 
System, plus all necessary interfaces & cables. 

£3,999 other disk drives available up to 2.4 gigabytes! P.O.A. 'i--- 
AKAI 

MEGA MEMORY PACKAGE... 
S-1000 Sampler plus DAC R-4000; removable disc drive 

Plus SCSI board; plus 2x2Mb board; plus blank cartridge 

£3250 -I- VAT 
2Mb Memory Boards, for S-100 

AVAILABLE NOW... 
DD1000 Direct to disc optical; magneto recording and editing 

* Four track capability * 1 hour stereo recording @ 44.1KHz 

£7750+ VAT (Phone to arrange demo) 

E199 

Complete AKAI Sample Library available on removable hard disks 
for copying. Free of charge to S1000/S1100 customers. 

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 

ALLEN & HEATH Sigma 44-24 (see box above) 

JBL 4435 Monitors - brand new, special offer 
J.L. COOPER PPS -1 SMPTE/midi box 
LEXICON LXP-1, Slightly marked £285 
LEXICON MRC remote control £195 
NOMAD SMC-1 SMPTE/midi box £125 
RODIME 100Mb SCSI drive for Sound Tools £595 
ROLAND U20 Synth - ex demo £695 
SONY PCM F.1 £475 
SONY PCM 701ES immaculate £450 
STUDIOMASTER 10P-1 comp/lim. ex -demo £345 
STUDIOMASTER Series II 16:16 ex -demo £2,975 
STUDIOMASTER Mixdown 16:8:16, 18 months old £1,250 
TANNOY Little red monitors £450 
TASCAM 38 Bargain £895 
TASCAM Midi-ìzer - one only £950 

Hours of business: Mon -Fri 9.30-6.00 r< Sat 11.00-2.00 
PLEASE ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES 

AMPEX AUDIO and FUJI DM Cassettes 
available at super -low prices 
MAIL ORDER BULK DISCOUNT En1 2f£ 
SEND FOR OUR TAPE PRICE LIST. 

EXPORT SERVICE: We can quote a delivered 
price anywhere in the world within minutes. 
Please contact Tim Eastwood or John Moulds 
with any query you may have. Our price list 
will be sent at your request by First Class Post. 

AXIS AUDIO SYSTEMS, 
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport SK7 3BD. 
Fax: 061-474 7619 After office hours: 0836 533977 

TELEPHONE: 061-474 7626 

AXS. 
awd Lo 

SYSTEMS 
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APRS 91 ... The ONE Show for the pro audio industry. APRS 91 is the 
showcase of the world's products and systems for recording, broadcasting, 
post -production and sound reinforcement. 
It makes APRS 91 The ONE Show for YOU. 

NE SHOW 
The annual, international APRS shows have long been uniquely important 
for exciting new product launches and all the latest in pro audio equipment 
and services. Year on year, we push out to fresh frontiers in technology and 
new markets. 
Exclusively for professional visitors, APRS 91 is The ONE Show, for what 
will soon be the one market of Europe. 

Don't miss APRS 91- the event of the year. 

For free entrance, you must pre -register 
(£5 admission if you register at the door). 

Pre -registration now available from: 
APRS 91 Office, 2 Windsor Square, 
Silver Street, Reading RG1 2TH, England. 
Tel: (0734) 756218. Fax: (0734) 756216. 

5th -7th JUNE 1991 
OLYMPIA 2, LONDON 

Nks4-74.- 

234, rue de Crimée - 75019 PARIS 
Tél. : 33-1-40-38-01-12 - Fax : 33-1-40-35-02-72 

FRENCH DISTRIBUTOR FOR : 

- CAD PRODUCTS, MIXERS, PROCESSORS, EQUITEK 2 MICROPHONE. 
- RADIO SYSTEMS COUPLED WITH A SONY DTC 1 000 DAT. 
- ATC STUDIO MONITORS. 

We ship worldwide 



can't speak for themselves... 

"We recorded and mixed the Beautiful South's new 

album on these little M1 nearfield monitors. They really 

are outrageously accurate, ridiculously loud, and the 

record's No. 1!" 

Mike Hedges 

Record Producer 

"One of the reasons that people come here is the 

monitoring. I recall that Polydor called me up to 

congratulate me once. They had just had 3 separate 

projects from here, with 3 different engineers, going to 

3 different cutting rooms. Every one was cut flat. It was 

the first time ever, apparently! Do I like my M2s? I 

couldn't live without them!" 

Rod Gammons 

Berwick Street Studios 

"I use M2s in my own studio and on location. Working 

with artists like George Michael, Hall and Oates and 

Living in a Box I need a reference point which is 

absolute." 

Chris Porter 

Engineer and Producer 

"Our dubbing engineers feel that we have the best 

audio Post Production facilities in the Network. We use 

Dynaudio Acoustics M3 systems throughout, and they 

play a key role in this claim." 

Graham Lee 

TVS Southampton 

"The DA -M4 is simply the best monitoring system that 

money can buy. It's the first setup I've had where the 

console doesn't get stacked up with different monitors. 

People like them so much, they ask me to swap 

apartments with them! Seriously, though, out of 10 

album projects since May, only one has had to be 

remixed. That's impressive." 

Freddy Hansson 

Sweet Silence Studios, Copenhagen 

clynauclioacoustics 
The Studio 
13-16 Embankment Gardens 
London SW3 4LW 
England 
Telephone 071-352 8100 
Telefax 071-351 0396 



1992 EC Interference 

directive-the implications 
From January 1st next year an EC 
directive on electromagnetic 
interference comes into force, The 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Directive's aim is to unify standards 
of electromagnetic protection and 
methods of test. In effect, it will 
mean that almost all electrical or 
electronic products made or sold 
within the EC will need to be 
constructed so as not to cause 
excessive electromagnetic 
interference nor to be unduly affected 
by electromagnetic interference. 

Manufacturers will need to certify 
that their equipment complies with 
the Directive and to ensure that new 
products also carry the 'CE' mark as 
further proof. The Directive will 
cover not only future products but 

also those already in existence. 
The implications will affect some 

companies more than others. For 
instance those European companies 
that already export heavily into the 
USA will have to have followed very 
stringent existent directives laid 
down by the FCC. The EC directives 
are unlikely to be more stringent. 

The British Standards Institution 
and the AES are both holding 
seminars to discuss possible 
implications. BSI's seminar 'Looking 
Ahead' is on February 28th at the 
Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX. 
The AES British Section are holding 
their seminar 'Will you be legal?- 
Implications of 1992 to audio and 
video engineers', on March 19th. Full 
details from both organisations. 

Design company splits 

market 
Studio design company Studio 
Innovations, which was formed in the 
early 1980s has now spawned a 
subsidiary company called Audio 
Reform. 

Audio Reform will concentrate on 
the high end studios where the 
company aim to question some 
traditionally held acoustic 
philosophies and attract some high - 
end recording facilities. 

The original Studio Innovations 
will concentrate more on the smaller 
end of the market, primarily the 
home studio or musician's studio. 

They aim to work to small and 
precise budgets, and to provide 
simple answers to basic problems. 

Founder Carl Brown has been 
joined by Adrian Gibby as a co- 

director and both promise to raise 
some interesting new theories in both 
markets of studio design, and to 
introduce new products either 
produced by them or distributed from 
elsewhere. 

Studio Innovations are located at 
The Top Office, c/o Rifles, Enfield 
Lock, Ordnance Road, Enfield, Middx, 
UK. Tel: 0992 700324. 

Forthcoming events 
April 8th to 10th Cable & Satellite 
Exhibition 1991, Olympia, London, 
UK. 
April 15th to 18th NAB, Las Vegas, 
USA. 
May 18th to 19th SPARS Technical 
conference on digital audio 
workstations, Orlando, FL, USA. 
June 5th to 7th APRS, Olympia 2, 

London, UK. 
June 13th to 18th International 
Television Symposium, Centre des 
Congres, Montreux, Switzerland. 

June 25th to 27th Multimedia 91 
conference & exhibition, Olympia 2, 
London, UK. 
July 10th to 12th Pro Audio Asia 
91, World Trader Centre, Singapore. 
July 10th to 14th International 
Music Show, Olympia 2, London, UK. 
September 8th to 11th Light & 

Sound Show 91, Olympia 2, London, 
UK. 
September 15th to 18th Vision & 

Audio 91, Earls Court 2, London, 
UK. 

The winning design in a 
non-traditional headphone 
design competition launched 
by Sennheiser last year. 
The competition was open 
to industrial design and 
art students at 
universities across Germany 

Address changes 
Sound and vision consultants, BJ 

Auditorium Design are moving to 
new offices at 4.5 Wilson House, 
John Wilson Business Park, Thanet 
Way, Whitstable, Kent CT5 3QU, 
UK. Tel: 0227 770821. Fax: 0227 
770832. 

Music Lab, the sales and hire 

In brief 
London, UK: WordFit on foreign 

language dub: London's Pelican 
Studio have completed a foreign 
language dub of a feature film using 
DAR's WordFit Automatic Dialogue 
Synchronisation and SoundStation II. 
The Danish to English dub of the 90 
minute drama Dance of the Polar 
Bears was contracted to Pelican by 
Hit Communications. 

London, UK: Livingstone fourth 
room: recording complex Livingstone 
Studios, who already have four 
recording and mixing facilities, are to 
add a fifth studio in 1991. The new 
facility will feature a large 
customised control room and 
recording area for drums and acoustic 
instruments. 

Royston, Herts, UK: TC MIDI 
from Thatched: Thatched Cottage 
have announced the creation of a 
new division, TC MIDI. The division 
will specialise in all equipment with 
a MIDI capability including 
keyboards, samplers and drum 
machines. Sequencing and hard disk 
recording systems will be Mac and 
Atari based and all relevant hard - 
and software will be handled. 

London, UK: British Telecom 
improve TV signals: British 
Telecom are to invest more than 
£1 million in new automatic 
switching equipment to be installed 
at their London Television Network 
Switching Centre (NSC) in the BT 
Tower. The NSC provides facilities to 
carry TV signals between the studios, 
transmitters and headquarters of 
broadcasting authorities. 

Cambridge, UK: Name change: 
Labgear Cablevision Limited have 
changed their name to Teleste 
Cablevision Limited, to bring the 
company in line with their sister 
companies in Norway, Sweden and 
Finland. 

Winter Park, FL, USA: Full Sail 
now training facility for TEF: 
Full Sail Center for the Recording 
Arts is now an official training 

facility for the new TEF System -20 
Sound Lab from Techron. 

company, now have one telephone 
number for all enquiries -071-388 
5392. 

Entec Sound & Light's new 
address is 517 Yeading Lane, 
Northolt, Middx UB5 6LN, UK. Tel: 
081-842 4004. Fax: 081-842 3310. 
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SPOILT 
FOR 
CHOICE 
Choosing between Studer's A820 and A827 multitrack 
machines is not easy. 

True, the A820 is the flagship model and the A827 has been 
produced as a cost-effective solution, but fundamentally they 
are very similar. Both have the ultra fast proven tape transport 
with 14" reel capacity giving the highest spooling speeds 
(up to 15m/s or 590ips) for 24, 16 and 8 track tapes. Both 
feature the same microprocessor controlled DC capstan 
motor for standard 71/2/15/30ips, with reverse play and 
varispeed functions, and both incorporate the same 
comprehensive interfaces for the tape deck and audio 
peripherals. 

The Features 

A820 - The Flagship Model 
Intregration of Dolby 
A/SR noise reduction 
system 
Full automatic alignment 
of audio parameters 
including noise reduction 
Bar graph metering 
PPMNU with a resolution 
in alignment mode of 
1db per segment 

A827 - The Cost -Effective 
Model 

Optional integration of 
TLS4000 Synchroniser 
with local control panel 
Permanent sync output 
per channel for triggering 
noise gates etc. 
Microprocessor 
controlled audio 
alignment (MDAC) 

Whatever decision is made, it will not have been easy. 
Such is the luxury of being 'Spoilt for Choice'. 

STUDER REVOX 
STUDER INTERNATIONAL AG Regensdorf Telephone (4111 8402960 
STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 254-5651 
STUDER FRANCE S.A.R.L. Paris Telephone (114533 5858 
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (4161423-2831 

BRUCH 
groiAnr'°4//j/ 

F. W. O. Bauch Limited 
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ 
Tel: 081-953 0091 Fax: 081-207 5970 



Contracts 
John Storyk has announced the 

completion of the $Y4 million 
renovation of the Manhattan School 
of Music's recording facility, lobbies 
and various student/teacher dining 
and lounge areas. Storyk worked in 
conjunction with New York City 
interior designer Beth Walters. 

DDA have supplied their third 
DCM232 in Brazil to MOSH studios. 
The console is a fully fitted 
56 -channel model with bargraph 
metering fitted on all input modules 
and auxiliary outputs. Singer Jon 
Bon Jovi has just installed a 
DCM232 mixing console in his new 
private studio, complete with DDA 
VCA fader automation. 

Electrosonic of Dartford, Kent, 
are completing a $6 million contract 
for videowalls and the computer 
control of animated displays for a 
theme park in Japan, a contract for 
the A/V systems in McDonald's 
Training Centre in Munich and the 
lighting control system for the SAS 

Hotel in Amsterdam. 
The Mastering Lab, Hollywood, 

CA, have installed Gotham 
Audio's CDR 90 compact disc 
reference system. The system cuts a 
reference CD immediately in the 
studio, directly from the Sony 
PCM 1630 master tape that a CD 
replication plant will use. 

Kajem Victory studio, Gladwyne, 
PA, have recently uprated their SSL 
4048E to include the updated G 

series computer, which adds memory 
to the SSL mixing system. In 
addition Kajem has acquired several 
channels of Neve 1081 EQ modules. 

Klark-Teknik have supplied two 
DDA Q -MUTE consoles to Disney for 
Disneyworld. One console is being 
used to process background music in 
the Polynesian Village restaurant, 
while the other is located in Pleasure 
Island. 

The Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation have ordered a dozen 
Studer 963 series audio consoles for 
the national radio network's Toronto 
Broadcast Centre. The centre is still 
under construction and is the 

culmination of many years effort to 
consolidate all network and local 
radio and TV facilities into one 
location. 

Focusrite Audio Engineering 
and their Japan distributor Timelord 
Inc have announced the first contract 
for supply of the Focusrite Studio 
Console to Japan. Studio Jive, in 
Tokyo, already operate one studio 
with an Amek APC1000 with GML 
automation, and a Sony PCM-3348. 
They have bought a 72 -input 
Focusrite console equipped with GML 
automation. 

Digital Audio Research have 
announced the sale of two 
SoundStation II digital audio 
production systems to Video 
Headquarters (VHQ), one of the Far 
East's largest TV commercial video 
post -production companies. 

Carlton Television in London is 
introducing a large outside broadcast 
truck in 1991 to compete in the 
sports event market. The £1 million 
truck will run up to 10 cameras and 
include 10 betacam SP machines 
wired in composite to accommodate 

Panasonic digital composite VTRs. 
Audio Facilities, a broadcast 

facility and services company, have 
recently completed a consultancy 
contract for Network 1 at the 
Greenwood Theatre, London. The 
first production to use the facility is 
the three times a week live Jonathan 
Ross show, which is transmitted in 
Nicam digital stereo. 

The BBC have placed orders with 
Stirling Audio Systems for the 
Sanken COS./1 miniature lavalier 
microphone. Quantities of the pig -tail 
version have been supplied to the 
BBC Television Centre in London 
and to the BBC's Pebble Mill Studios 
in Birmingham. Sanken's UK 
distributors have recently supplied 
the CMS -7 microphone to Sensible 
Music who rented the mic to a 
BSkyB film crew working on location 
in Africa making a programme about 
rhinos. 

The Swiss Army Service (AFD) 
have bought a DAR SoundStation II 
digital audio production system for 
their recently expanded post - 
production facility in Bern. 

Parametric 
Equalisation 
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People 
Tannoy-Audis have appointed 

Tim Roberts as their new managing 
director. He replaces founder John 
Billet who becomes executive 
chairman of the company. Roberts 

has previous experience with British 
Telecom, TVS and electronics 
manufacturer Grand Met. 

Wilson Carson has joined DDA 

from'Sony Broadcast as their new 

customer support manager. Among 

his responsibilities will be the 

technical support of customers and 

distributors including training 
seminars and console commissions 

worldwide. 
Broadcast Electronics have 

Contracts 
Famous Studios in Cardiff, Wales, 

have installed a DDA DMR12 

console, fitted with the Audio 
Kinetics Reflex automation system. 

announced the recent appointment of 

John J Nevin to the position of chief 

executive officer. Nevin has more 

than 30 years experience in the 

electronics and telecommunications 
industries. 

Continued expansion at Stirling 
Audio has resulted in a number of 

personnel changes within the Stirling 

sales and technical support 
operations. They have recruited 
Adam Rayner from Audio FX to 

represent BBE and Lexicon products. 

Rejoining Stirling after a short break 

is Nigel Scott who will be 

representing the AudioFrame and 

CyberFrame digital audio 
workstations. Keith Sherry assumes 

overall responsibility for Stirling/ 
Syco in-house technical support. 

In Los Angeles, Music Animals have 

just taken delivery of their fifth 

DCM224V console. The DCM224V is 

basically a derivative of the DCM232 

but designed in conjunction with 
Music Animals engineers especially 
for video post -production work. 

Agencies 
DDA have appointed Earpro of 

Barcelona as their distributors in 

Spain. They plan to sell the S, Q and 

D series of consoles through a 

network of dealers, going direct for 

DMR12, AMR24 and DCM232 

consoles. 
Bruel & Kjaer Pro Audio have 

appointed Hilton Sound Sarl to 

represent their range in France. 

Gabriel Nahas, Hilton Sound Sarl, 2 

Villa Ghis 92400, Courbevoire, Paris. 

Tel: (1) 46 67 02 10. 

RG Jones Sound Engineering of 

London have been appointed sole 

British distributors for Renkus- 
Heinz. RG Jones (Morden) Ltd, 

Beulah Road, Wimbledon, London 

SW19 3SB, UK. Tel: 081-540 9881. 

Fax: 081-542 4368. 
Evertz Microsystems have 

appointed Plasmec Systems as 

exclusive UK distributors for their 
complete product range, which 

includes timecode generators/readers 
and chase synchronisers, as well as 

clocks and displays for broadcast and 

recording studio applications. 
Plasmec Systems, Weydon Lane, 

Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL, UK. Tel: 

0252 721236. Fax: 0252 712718. 
Digital Audio Research have 

appointed SAV in Paris as 

distributors for SoundStation digital 

audio production systems in France. 

SAV, 22 rue Rene Boulanger, 75010 

Paris. Tel: (1) 42 40 55 22. Fax: (1) 42 

40 47 80. 

New BBE Sound distributors 
include Mack srl who will look after 
distribution, marketing and sales in 

Italy. Mack srl, via Tiburtina 364, 

Romé 00153, Italy. Tel: 6 438 6644. 

Fax: 6 439 5911. 
Samson Technologies have 

appointed All Access to represent 
them in Asia. All Access, No 21 

Sandanchi Hongo, Jinokuji Ama, 

Aichi, 49011 Japan. Tel: 52 444 2644. 

Fax: 52 443 7738. 

FWO Bauch have recently 

announced their appointment as 

exclusive UK distributor for 

NVision. FWO Bauch. Tel: 081-207 

5970. 

....DN410 - 
The Universal Equaliser 
Unprecedented control - with ten universal 
parametric filters, each capable of performing 
the full range of notch filter and broadband. 
functions anywhere 20Hz to 20kHz. 

Outstanding audio quality - carefully designed 
for minimal distortion and lowest noise, the 
DN410 re -affirms Klark-lèkniks' reputation for 
sonic excellence. 

Professional features - with low and high cut 
filters, dual/mono mode select, fail-safe bypass 
and a choice of termination standards, the DN410 
is thoroughly engineered - to suit your 
application. 
Klark-Teknik reliability - designed -in from 
initial concept, the Series 400 parametrics 
feature quality assurance in the best traditions of 
Klark-Tbknik. 
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The DN41O...Specifications 

i d 

Frequency response (20Hz-20kHz) ±0.5dB 

Distortion @ +4dBm <0.01% @ 1kHz 

Equivalent input noise <-90dBm 
(20Hz-20kHz unweighted) 

Channel separation >75dB @ 1kHz 

Filter bandwidth Variable from 1/.z to 2 octaves 

Maximum boost/cut +1.5 to - 25dB 

+22dBm Maximum output level 

200 See Lane, Farmingdale NY11735. Tel: 516 249 3660 Fex: 516 420 1863 

Klark.Teknik (Singapore) Pie Ud. 7500A Beech Road, 05-305 The Plaza. Singapore 0719. Tel: 293 9736 Fax: 293 9738. 
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AESD 

Ce qui n'est pas 
Clair n'est pas 
français 
Antoine de Rii'arol 1'53-1801 

(What is not clear is not French) 

AESD Studio Series Monitors 
Designed to be used anywhere 
an accurate reproduction of 
source material is required for 
precision audio analysis. 

)eP 
I 

SEE US AT 

THE AES STAND 
NO. B 
rVI 

AESD Ltd., Unit J, 44 St Pauls Crescent, London NW1 9TN, Telephone + 44 (0) 71 267 4313, Fax + 44 (0) 71 267 3983 



Contracts 
Recent contracts for the SCM 

range of ATC studio monitors 
include The University of California; 
The Mill Studios, Berkshire, UK; Bob 

Ludwig; London -based post -production 

house Magmasters and Hilton Sound. 

Recent orders for the Mk III 

version of the Otani MTR90 

multitrack audio tape recorder 

include the New Order band for use 

in their private studio; and Music 

Lab Hire in London. 
David Hewitt's new Remote 

Recording facility has been equipped 
with two Studer A820 24 -track 

analogue recorders with Dolby SR, 

two A810s with centre -track 
timecode, and 961/962 consoles. 

Recent sales of the Meyer HD -1 

studio control monitor include Mike 

Rutherford, Kate Bush, Paul 
Carrack, and Rod Argent with Tanita 
Tikaram. 

Video London have recently bought 

an Audio Kinetics ES -Lock system 
for their Studio Four. The system 

comprises a Penta 5 -machine 
controller and four 1.11 units, 
together with an SSU, which has 

been incorporated to provide 16 event 

relays. 

Management 

buy-out at 

Audionics 
Broadcasting equipment 
manufacturers Audionics are in the 
final stages of negotiating a 

mangement buy-out from the 

News from the AES 
Our next lecture will be held on 

Tuesday March 12th and will be 

given by Egon Meier-Engelen on 

the subject of Digital Audio 
Broadcasting-The Eureka 
System. 

"Remarkable advances in audio 

quality of the recordir.g media and 

growing congestion of the FM 

broadcasting band have rendered 
sound broadcasting an inferior 
source of listening pleasure, 
especially for mobile reception. 
Digital audio broadcasting is 

proving tó be the best solution to 

cure this situation. 
"The Eureka 147-DAB system 

approach has convinc.ngly 
demonstrated that superior sound 

quality, spectrum efficiency and 
immunity to multipath propagation 
effects are economically achievable 
with today's state-of-the-art of 

signal processing and IC 

technology. In a 4 year co-operative 

research project the Eureka 
partners have developed a system 

meeting all needs of sound and 

even data broadcasting." 
Mr Meier-Engelen, who manages 

the Eureka Project will describe the 
initial concepts and the various 
approaches investigated. He will 

also discuss the convergence 
towards a standardisation proposal. 

The presentation will include 

recorded demonstrations. 
The lecture will be held at the 

ITC (formerly IBA), 70 Brompton 

Road, London SW3. The ITC is 

opposite Harrods and Knightsbridge 
underground stations, between the 

Nationwide Anglia Building Society 

and Boots. The evening starts with 

coffee at 6.30pm followed by the 

lecture at 7.00pm. 
The next event to note is that the 

AES British Section will be 

organising a Conference with the 
title Will You Be Legal?- 
Implications of EC Directives for 
Audio and Video Engineers on 

Tuesday March 19th. This will 

cover the effects of legislation to be 

implemented on January 1st, 1992, 

and the chairman will be Allen 
Mornington-West. 

This legislation affects 
manufacturers, designers and 
installers of professional audio and 

video equipment and systems. The 

Conference is intended to reveal the 

extent and scope of the legislation 
and will be discussing the 
strategies for coping with both the 
legal and engineering consequences 
of the European performance 
standards involved. Ignorance of 

the law is, we are advised, no 

defence. The planned conference 

programme is as follows: 

Introduction 9.15-9.30 

Al EEC Harmonisation and 
Directive Background 
Tony Bond, DTI 

A2 BSI Standards Setting Activity 
Gordon Blagdon, standards 
consultant 

A3 The EMC Standards, 
Background and Documentation 
David Hayes, RTL Kenley 

Bl 

B2 

Cl 

C2 

C3 

Dl 

D2 

D3 

El 

Your Route to the CE Mark 
Ted Pease, BSI Testing 
The Role of Quality Systems 
Management, BS5750 
Harold Russell, BSI QA 

Complaints, Appeals and 
Regulating Activities 
Lawrence Green, DTI RIS 
Indemnity Insurance 
IEE/Frizells 
Marketing-Strategic 
Considerations 
Chris Hollebone, Sony 
Broadcast & Communications 

Systems Installations EMC 
Considerations 
Dr A Finney, GPT 
Case Studies in EMC 
Equipment Appraisal 
Stephen Kirk, RFI Ltd 
General EMC Prevention 
Strategies 
Tim Williams, Elmac Services 

Forum Discussion 
Chair: John Woodgate, 
standards consultant 

Please contact: Heather Lane, 
AES British Section, Lent Rise 
Road, Burnham, Slough, Berks. 
SL! 7NY, UK. Tel: 0628 663725. 

Fax: 0628 667002. 

Newcastle -based Metro Radio Group 

plc, who've agreed to the sale 

because the company's activity falls 

outside their core business. 
Audionics have grown in 4 years 

from a two -man operation working 

out of a small engineering 
department at Radio Hallam (the 

Sheffield -based independent radio 

station), to a company with 20 

employees in a larger industrial unit 
in Sheffield, UK. 

The key management and technical 
team remain with the company as 

part of the buy-out. They are Michael 

Adams, engineering director; Phil 

Davies, electronic design & 

development director; Phil Myers, 

production director; and Graham Slee 

who'll manage the sub -contracting 
and printed circuit board side of the 

business. They will be joined by Bill 

MacDonald, fomer managing director 

of Yorkshire Radio Network, who 

will be executive chairman, and 

Graham Blincow, former YRN 

company secretary. 

The sheer cost of purchasing new equipment is always a bitter 

pill to swallow. Add a fast-moving marketplace - and choosing 

the right technology becomes a major headache. Fortunately, -a 

perfect antidote is now available: Hilton Sound's hire service. 

With over ten years behind us - and the biggest selection of 

equipment in Europe - we make it our business to know 

everything about audio. So give Hilton Sound a call. Check out 

the options before you apply the cure. 

HILTON soulvn 
HILTON SOUND PLC 

10 Steedman Street London SE17 3AF. Tel: 071-708 0483 

Hilton Sound sarl2 Villa Ghis 42400 Park Tel + 331 46 67 02 1, 

PIONEERS IN AUDIO ACCESSIBILITY 

SOUNDS 
FOR RAPID RELIEF OF 

PRODUCTION HEADACHES 
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Prism Sound AESIEBU status 

editor 
Prism Sound have announced an 
AES/EBU and SPDIF channel status 
analyser/editor designed to assist in 
identifying reasons for digital 
incompatibility without resorting to 
trial and error. Once the problem has 
been found the unit will allow 
received status to be modified so 
work can continue. The 
analyser/editor also contains a 16 bit 
D/A converter, which enables fault 
monitoring with headphones, etc. 
Other features include timecode 
injection/extraction, audio peak level 
metering and analogue line outputs. 

A full package includes a mains or 
battery operated portable PC 
compatible computer fitted with a 

digital audio interface adapter 
designed by Prism. The analyser is 
available ready installed on a small 
PC, or without for installation on an 
existing system. Screen displays of 
AES/EBU and SPDIF channel status 
are available with the ability to 
override individual fields. Where 
needed the field contents are decoded 
and displayed in text form and the 
'fixes' developed can be stored as disk 
files for later recall. The analyser can 
also be fitted with custom 
implementations to order for end user 
applications of 'user bits'. 
Prism Systems, Intercell Building, 
1 Coldhams Lane, Cambridge CBI 
3EP, UK. Tel: 0223 464739. 

NVision NV2000 multiplexer 
NVision have announced a high programme audio, timecode and cue 
performance digital audio multiplexer information. The basic system is 
designed to simplify audio configured to carry two or four 
interconnections for HDTV, D -1/D-2 channels of audio with analogue 
and C -type VTRs. The NV2000 is interfaces but can be enlarged to 
designed to provide 20 bit encoding eight channels with analogue and 
and distribution capability for digital interfaces. 
multiple channels of programme NVision, PO Box 1658, Nevada 
audio with 110 dB S/N. City, CA 95959, USA. Tel: (916) 

All the audio and ancillary signals 265-1000. 
are multiplexed together into a single UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, Borehamwood, 
datastream enabling one deck of a Herts. Tel: 081-953 0091. 
video routing switcher to carry 

Neumann microphones 
Neumann have announced three new 
microphones. The KMS 140 and 
KMS 150 are condensers with 
cardioid and hypercardioid polar 
patterns respectively. They are 
designed principally as vocal mics 
but with vocal and instrumental 
application. They may be hand held. 
Neumann claim the acoustic filter 
design and transformerless amplifier 
design mean that overloads do not 
occur in normal use. They also say 
the polar response has been 
maintained into the low frequencies 
improving the resistance to feedback 
in stage use. 

The third new mic is the TLM 50. 
This is in the Neumann tradition of 
large stand mounting mics designed 
to meet a sustained interest in the 
obsolete M50 model. The TLM 50 
is transformerless and the capsule is 

only 12 mm in diameter mounted 
within a 40 mm diameter sphere. 

To quote Neumann: 'The TLM 50 
exploits the special acoustical 
pressure build-up and diffraction 
characteristics of a sphere.' The 
result is that the mic response is 
comparable to a pressure gradient 
design in the upper frequency range 
while operating as a pressure 
transducer in the lower frequencies 
with a linear response. The acoustic 
front of the mic is at the side. 
Georg Neumann GmbH, Postfach 
61 04 69, Charlottenstrasse 3, 
D-1000 Berlin 61, Germany. Tel: 0 
30 2 59 93-0. 
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, Borehamwood, 
Herts. Tel: 081-953 0091. 
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, New 
York, NY. Tel: (212) 765-3410. 

SHADOWS ON SCALE 
ELIMINATED 

EVEN DIFFUSION1-1 
OF LIGHT 

LIGHT BOX FOR 
REAR -OF -PANEL 
ILLUMINATION 

1 

Sifam illuminates 
Meter specialists Sifam are now 
offering three forms of rear -of -panel 
illumination on their Presentor range of 
audio meters. Traditionally meters 
are illuminated by festoon lamps at 
the top of the meter but this can 
cause uneven illumination and 
shadows on the scale. Sifam have 
been producing meters with the 
lamps behind the panel, which cured 
much of this problem, but they have 
just added 'midget flange rear -of - 
panel illumination', which they claim 

gives a more even diffusion of light 
and greater visibility. The third 
variation is the use of LEDs to 
increase robustness of the 
illumination. These options are 
available on the Presentor 29WF and 
39WF meters. 
Sifam Ltd, Woodland Road, 
Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY, UK. 
Tel: 0803 613822. 
USA: Selco, 7580 Stage Road, Buena 
Park, CA 90621. Tel: (213) 921.0681. 
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're Proud Intwduce 
ljectro*oustic iìulatorfo gineers* 

Al 

Ease of Use 
Menu Driven, Intuitive 

Logical Step -by -Step Operation 

Simplified Room Data Input 

Accepts AutoCAD Room Files 

Superior Graphics 
Full Color Screen Presentations 
and Print -Outs 

Coverage Display Options: 
Isobars, Paint and Patch 

Versatile Speaker and 
Audience Views 

3-D Energy Grid Shows Multiple 
Source Interference Effects 

The ultimate 
acoustic analysis 

tool for 
Acoustical 
Consultants 

and 
Engineers 

Tx.:t-.i. T Mal 

IBM PC's or Compatibles 
'-------,___ 

Accuracy 
Advanced Algorithms Provide 
Highest Accuracy Simulations 
Available 

Precisely Calculates and 
Displays Reflections, Shadowing 
Effects, Multiple Source Comb 
Filtering, Relative Arrival Times 

Expandable 
andVersatile 

Open Loudspeaker Data Base 

Cluster Drawings with AutoCAD 

Applications Range from 
Simple Coverage Calculations 
to In -Depth Scientific Analysis 

Outstanding 
Sales Presentation Aid 

For a Free Demo Disc, Full Technical Details, 

or Further Information - Contact. 

RENKUS-HEINZ 
Manufacturers of Professional Sound Products 

17191 Armstrong Avenue 

Irvine, California 92714 
Tel 714/250-0166 
Fax 714/250-1035 

*EASE Software -© Copyright ADA (Acoustic Design Ahnert), Germany 

17 Edith Road, Faversham 

Kent ME13 8SD, UK 

Tel 44 795 53 65 74 

Fax 44 795 53 65 73 

Solligrenda 48 

N-0491 Oslo 4, Norway 

Tel 47 2 71 18 80 

Fax 47 2 71 18 85 



Audiomatica mixer controller 
Italian company Audiomatica have 
developed a hardware mixer 
controller for use with the screen 
based mixers found within 
WaveFrame's AudioFrame and 
CyberFrame digital workstations. The 
Contact MIDI panel is described as 
easy to use and fully programmable 
using rotary digital pots, faders and 
switches. The unit has 16 channel 
faders, two assignable faders and two 
stereo mix faders, which can be 
assigned in banks to each DSP 
module. There is a single 4 -band 
parametric EQ section that together 

with four aux sends moves to the 
`active' fader, allows adjustment of 
that channel's parameters. MIDI 
compatibility also allows 
simultaneous control through 
AudioFrame or CyberFrame of 
external MIDI processors and devices. 
Audiomatica, Via Faentina 250, 
50133 Florence, Italy. Tel: 55 575 
221. 
UK: Stirling Audio Systems Ltd, 
London. Tel: 071-624 6000. Fax: 
071-372 6370. 
USA: WaveFrame Corp, Boulder, CO. 
Tel: (303) 447-1572. 

FOR 
SOUND ADVICE 

CONSULT A 
SPECIALIST NOT 

A PRICE LIST 

[BRITANN i A 

l 
Call us for effective advice in music 

recording, broadcast, sound reinforcement 
systems and installations. - Telephone: 071-226 1226 Fax: 071-226 5396 - 

BRITANNIA ROW SALES LTD. 35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N1 8QH 
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Rapid Mac -based FFT 
Rapid Systems have announced a low 
cost 2 -channel FFT spectrum 
analyser in the form of the R381 
whose hardware simply connects to 
the serial port of a Mac 512e, XL, 
Plus, SE or II. The system features 
two independent 14 bit AID channels. 
Trigger level and conditions can be 
set using on -screen tools, or via 
remote control using the external 
trigger. A signal tracer and two 
dynamic cursors make spot 
measurements of voltage, time 
difference and frequency possible. 
Using the software the user can 

cut and paste screen pictures into 
reports or drawings. There is 
provision for a software zoom control 
to analyse small areas. 

Other features include: Autosave 
for unattended use where trigger and 
events to be recorded are set, 
captured and stored to disk; Compare 
allowing a signal from disk to be 
read into either channel and 
compared; and Save allows storage of 
signal with set-up information. 
Rapid Systems Inc, 433 N 34th 
Street, Seattle, WA 98103, USA. 
Tel: (206) 547-8311. 

Digital Dynamics DSP 
Disk recorder/editor manufacturer 
Digital Dynamics have added a Digital 
Signal Processing option for the 
ProDisk range. This is a retrofit plug- 
in option that will extend the audio 
processing functions. Initial deliveries 
will provide internal level control of 
input and output signals, EQ, reverb, 
delay, as well as mixing functions. 
There is provision to connect to an 
external fader panel enabling 
realtime level control and stereo 

submixing. Use with third party 
MIDI software running on a 
Macintosh computer or a sequencer 
will allow mixdown fader automation. 

Future software releases will allow 
for time and frequency domain 
processing in realtime or batch 
processing mode depending on the 
complexity of the material. 
Digital Dynamics Inc, 270-02 East 
Pulaski Road, Greenlawn, NY 
11740, USA. Tel: (516) 271-5600. 
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LEA audio analysers 
French company Systel SA have 
announced a new range of audio 
analysers-the LEA 2000 series-that 
are described as modular, giving 
much scope for possible function and 
system evolution. 

The Generator section has two 
ranges: 10 Hz to 150 kHz and 20 Hz 
to 20 kHz and is equipped with an 
output transformer. Output levels of 
up to 22 dBm are available balanced 
or unbalanced, with or without 
transformer, and a choice of output 
impedances. 

The Receiver section contains a 
fully automatic distortion meter 

function with a frequency range of 
10 Hz to 330 kHz with a residual 
distortion level of -85 dB from 20 Hz 
to 20 kHz. 

The Psophometer function can 
accommodate four filters from a list 
of six available filter characteristics. 

All models have IEEE, RS232 and 
Centronics ports. The unit is compact 
and robust and described as suitable 
for the bench or as a portable. 
Systel SA, Groupe Balloffet, ZI de 
Pissaloup, Parc Heliopolis, Rue 
Edouard-Branly, 78190 Trappes, 
France. Tel: (1) 30 69 0110. 
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Every audio professional 

knows that the DAT format is 

ideal for portable recording. But 

at HHB we believe it need not 

cost the earth. 

That's precisely why we've 

joined forces with Aiwa to 

design our own professional 

DAT portable - the HHB I Pro. 

In spite of its compact 

dimensions, the rugged HHB I 

Pro offers a wealth of features for 

the professional user. A single 

The HHB I Pro stripes tape 

with 'absolute time' information 

as it records. So whenever you 

insert a recorded cassette, you can 

see precisely where you are on the 

tape. With Sony's PCM-7000 

range of studio DAT recorders 

capable of editing to absolute 

time as well as time -code, you 

can be confident that your HHB I 

Pro will function as their ideal 

low-cost acquisition partner. 

The HHB 1 Pro records for 

A professional DAT recorder 
that easy on your pocket. oes 
5 -pin XLR switchable mic/line And i n i t. 
input allows stereo recordings in the field, while audio 

quality is assured thanks to the latest single -bit 

oversampling conversion technology. Of course, AES/ 

EBU as well as SPDIF digital interfaces are provided as 

standard. And because the Pro's informative LCD display 

can be illuminated, monitoring in low -light conditions 

could not be more convenient. 

up to three 

hours on conventional dry cell batteries. Meanwhile, a 

multi -voltage transformer and a NiCad battery pack - 

together with a selection of useful professional accessories 

including a wired remote controller - are supplied as 

standard. Since it weighs in at under £1,000 and less 

than a kilogram, picking up an HHB I Pro from the 

world's number one DAT centre just couldn't be easier. 

v#II'IIv r rllv HHB COMMUNICATIONS LEI 1TED. 73-75 SCRUBS LANE, LONDON NW10 6QU PHONE 081-960 2144 TELEX 923393 FAX 081-960 1160 



The MXP-2900 series. 
Measuring up to any system requirement. 
If you need eight channels for a video edit 
suite or 36 channels for on -air production, the 
MXP-2900 series of audio mixing consoles 
has the versatility to provide the perfect 
solution. With four frame sizes, fifteen 
different module types and user definable 
signal routing, a console can be configured 

MXP-2908 

8 -channel 

MXP-2916 

I I 

16 -channel 

VIDEO EDITING 
Video editor interface 
Preview switching 
Depth of fade control 
Four group outputs 
Cross fade control 

MXP-2926 

for any broadcast application. 
All models feature comprehensive video 

editor interfacing, 'pop-up' fade depth control 
and options for metering and dynamic 
processing. For further information on the 
versatile MXP-2900 console range, contact 
your local Sony office. 

e fa 
Re. 

l 1 

4 
26 -channel 

PRODUCTION 
Assignable dynamics module 
VCA grouping 
Choice of metering 
3 -band equalisers 
Four auxiliary sends 

MXP-2936 

.a 

i.' 

t 
36 -channel 

ON-AIR 
Comprehensive monitor muting 
On -air and rehearsal switching 
Mix -minus output 
Fader start logic 
Robust mechanical and electrical design 

SONY® 
For further information contact. 

Athens 01 2818273 Basingstoke, UK 0256 55011 Brussels 02 7214950 Cologne 0221 59660 Copenhagen 042 995100 Dubai 04 373472 Helsinki 0 50291 Jeddah 02 6440837 Lisbon 01 573046 Madre 091 3581335 Milan 02 618381 Netherlands 02968 81911 Oslo 02'n3530 Pans 01 49454000 Home 0396 5920237 Stockholm 08 7336100 Vienna 0222 61050 Zunch 01 7133311 Eastern Europe. Vienna 0222 554606 Middle East. Geneva 022 7336350 Afnca, UK 0256 55011 



MXP-2908 8 -channel console 
interfaced to BVE-9000 edit control system 

Sony Broadcast & Communications European Headquarters 

Jays Close, Viables, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 4SB, United Kingdom 

Tel: (0256) 55 0 11, Telex: 85 84 24, Fax: G2/G3 (0256) 47 45 85 

Sony Broadcast 2 
& Communications 
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"For the musk mix, we locked two 24 -track machines with 
Dolby SR, a video machine, a four truck, and a MAC computer 
to one of our two MOZARTs. MOZART is o very 

SMPTE-orientated mixing console" Andy Waterman, The 
Bakery, LA, quoted in Post magazine, November 1990. 

Nowadays, time is of the essence. Real time costs 
money, and the ability to work in the artificial world of 
SMPTE time earns money. AMEK's MOZART was designed 

with both sorts of time in mind. Computer -assisted mixing 
is now commonplace but systems of real sophistication 

ere, until the arrival of MOZART, restricted to consoles 
in the highest price range. 

Due to rapid developments in technology, computing 
power is now inexpensive and AMEK, in conjunction with 
STEINBERG, has developed advanced software for console 
automation which is unequalled. 

SUPERTRUE allows the fader and 15 switches per 
input to be automated with real-time or off-line control of 
the functions. Move the faders, press automated switches 
such as Aux On /Of and Eq In /Out- all moves will be 
recorded as you make them, to quarter -frame accuracy. 

Fader and switch moves can be edited - or created - 
off-line 

The heart of SMPTE control in MOZART is the 
automated mixing system. Extended real-time control is 

provided via the Cue Sheet. Cue Events include MIDI 
functions, FADER level changes, SNAPSHOT load and 

blend, SWITCH and MUTE changes, READ / WRITE / 
UPDATE mode selection and MACHINE CONTROL 
locator points. SUPERTRUE also allows you to draw your 
own fader curves on the Fader Jobs screen. Curves can then 
be inserted into the Cue Sheet and triggered on/off 
between two SMPTE points, allowing fades of any shape and 

duration to be created. 

MOZART was designed as an open-ended system. The 
new autolocator hard- and software expansion allows total 
control of multi -machine audio and video systems. The 
Locator panel fitted into the centre of the console provides 
Master Transport Controls with a full range of find, start 
and cycle functions. The machine control window in 

SUPERTRUE allows offsets, location times and pre- and 

post -roll parameters to be set up for multi -machine 

operation. Another window allows automatic, quarter -frame 
accurate punch in/out recording with a full rehearse function. 

Finally, powerful routines provided in SUPERTRUE's 
Mix Processing and Cue operations screens allow extensive 
copying, moving and time -shifting of fader, switch and mix 
information. 

MOZART gives you total synchronization flexibility 
whatever the various sources you are working with - 

multitrack, samplers, hard -disk recorders, video tape, 

computers - any realistic combination. 

With its AMEK and Rupert Neve -designed audio 

systems, and an advancing digital control technology, 
MOZART is the best choice for all time. 

AMIK 
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Head Office, Factory and Sales: AMEK Systems and Controls Ltd., New Islington Mill, Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield Road, 
Salford M5 4SX, England. Telephone: 061-834 6747. Telex: 668127. Fax: ' 

. -834 0593. 
AMEK/TAC US Operations: 10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601. Telephone: 81 13 9788. Fax: 818/508 8619. 



BBE processed guitar preamp 
BBE have joined the host of 

manufacturers offering rackmount 
preamps for guitarists. Launched at 
NAMM, the BBE 651 has the added 
advantage of using the Sonic 
Maximiser circuitry already found in 

the company's range of studio 
orientated products. 

Three front panel or footswitch 
channels are offered; Clean, Crunch 
(American style overdrive) and 
Distortion for the classic British 
sound. Front panel controls are 
available for input gain with the 
Clean channel offering volume, high, 

Soho drummer 

store 
Opened to satisfy the strong demand 
for a one -stop percussion store to 

serve London's busy Soho district, 
Argent's DrumStop places special 
emphasis on latin and ethnic 
percussion as well as drawing on the 
company's wide MIDI experience to 

support any MIDI drum 
requirements. A full selection of 

spares is kept and educational aids 
include aural and visual tutors. 
DrumStop, London, UK. Tel: 

071-379 6690. 

Lync controller 
The Lync LN1000 MIDI controller is 

equipped with a 49 -note velocity 

sensitive keyboard with 
programmable aftertouch. Eight 
different types of velocity responses 

are available to accommodate 
different playing styles. Features also 

include reversible pitchbend wheel, 

programmable modulation wheel and 
realtime volume knob. The LN1000 

offers 128 patch locations each 

containing MIDI channel, programme 
number, velocity response, 
transposition, volume, modulation 
wheel assignment and aftertouch 
assignment information with the 
wheel and aftertouch assignable to 

any MIDI controller number. 
UK: Argents, London. Tel: 071-379 

6690. Fax: 071-240 7696. 

mid and low tone controls; the 
Crunch channel featuring an 
intensity control; and the Distortion 
channel offering tone controls plus 
drive and volume. The separate Sonic 

Maximiser section has pots for effects 

and definition and the entire signal 
path is governed by a master volume. 

In line with other manufacturers 
who are including `power soak' 
circuitry on guitar processors these 
days, the 651 has Speaker Voicing 

Cabinet characteristics across XLR 

outputs for direct connection to a 

mixing console. Other back panel 

sockets are available for a stereo 
effects loop, a tuner output and 

stereo output. The footswitch allows 

the Maximiser circuitry to be 

switched in and additionally offers a 

mute switch with 60 dB attenuation. 
BBE are selling strongly on the 

651's touch responsive performance, 
which, together with the BBE process 

stated to control and correct phase 
and amplitude distortion, makes the 
unit one of the most original guitar 
preamps available. 
BBE Sound Inc, Huntington 
Beach, CA, USA. Tel: (714) 

897-6766. 
UK: Stirling Audio, London. Tel: 

071-624 6000. Fax: 071-372 6370. 

Peavey MIDI master data 

processor 
The MIDI master from Peavey 
features eight MIDI inputs and eight 
MIDI outputs with two independent 
MIDI processors. MIDI data from up 

to eight keyboards may be assigned 
to any or all outputs or either of the 
processors. 

In addition to the routing and 

processing, there is a MIDI merge 
function that can merge the output of 

the two internal processors. The 

processor functions include filtering 
(eight filters); compander 
(compression/expansion); velocity 

switching; and MIDI channel 
switching. 

Kurzweil relaunch 
Kurzweil have re -introduced the 1200 

series of synthesisers following the 
acquisition of the company by Young 

Chang last year. 
Comprising the Pro 88 and Pro 76 

88- and 76 -note weighted velocity and 
pressure sensitive keyboards 
respectively, and the Pro 1 

rackmount version, all feature 163 

sound samples including some from 

the popular K250 plus some brand 
new synth timbres. The series is 

characterised by 24 -note polyphony, 
16 -channel multitimbrality and 
6 Mbyte of sound ROM. Ninety-six 
MIDI control sources can be patched 

to control program parameters and 

64 user programs are offered. 

On the performance side, layers 
and splits can be combined and 
overlapped to a total of four and the 

1200 series has internal effects for 

chorus, tremolo and phasing and a 

MIDI Master Mode permits the 
keyboard to be used as a master 
MIDI controller with all the 
advantages that its splits and layers 
impart. Off-line storage and editing is 

facilitated by Kurzweil's ObjectMover 

software for the Mac, Atari or IBM. 

Kurzweil is back with a vengeance. 

Software 
In line with the drop in price of 

Mac computers, Evenlode 
Soundworks are offering a free 

fully working demo of Steinberg's 
Mac Cubase MIDI recording 
system. 
Evenlode, Stonesfield, Oxford, 
UK. Tel: 0993 898484. 

Version 2 of Digidesign's 
Sound Tools offers new DSP 
functions that include time 
compression/ expansion, pitch 
change, digital compression and 
limiting and digital dither for 

improved low level linearity. 
Digidesign's Sample Cell for 

the Mac II is a 16 bit, 16 -voice 

sampler card with eight 
polyphonic outputs and up to 

8 Mbytes of on -board RAM. A 

600 Mbyte CD-ROM of samples is 

included with the package along 
with Sound Designer II sample 
editing and transferral software. 
Sound Tools hardware is used at 
the input allowing connection to a 

variety of analogue and digital 
sources. When used in conjunction 
with the Studio Vision hard disk 
recorder/MIDI sequencer, Sample 
Cell can operate as an integrated 
sample player running from the 
same computer. 
Digidesign, Menlo Park, CA, 

USA. Tel: (415) 688-0600. 
UK: Sound Technology plc, 
Letchworth, Herts. Tel: 0462 

480000. 

In brief 
Roland UK have moved from 

Brentford into a new purpose 
built 17,000 ft2 office in Fleet, 
Hants. Roland UK, Rye Close, 

Ancells Business Park, Fleet, 
Hants GU13 BUY. Tel: 0252 

816181. 
Chris Martirano has been 

appointed director of professional 
product development for 

Kurzweil music systems. 
Martirano was a Kurzweil district 
sales manager. Chet Graham has 
been named director of the Young 
Chang R&D Institute, located in 

Waltham, Mass, USA, which 

currently houses engineering staff 
devoted exclusively to the 
development of Kurzweil and 
Young Chang technology. 

Studio Sound's Music News is 

compiled by Zenon Schoepe 
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At the end of the touring season and between AES shows, it's no 
surprise that there's little drama in the sound reinforcement 
world. But 1990 certainly saw a hardening of business attitudes, a 
few serious shake -outs and a few takeovers. The evolving face of 
the industry will be reflected in our Live Sound coverage this 
year. 

New moves 
Tannoy-Audix marked the 

opening of their new Manchester 
sales office (tel: 0204 793 086) with a 
contract from Stafford Crown Court 
for a Tannoy-Audix PA and a Vector 
'intelligent fire evacuation and alarm 
system'. 

Wigwam Acoustics have 
relocated their rentals division to a 
new 12,000 ft1 premises in Heywood, 
Greater Manchester. Managing 
director Mike Spratt says it's the 
first phase of a two-year plan that 
will eventually see the company's 

sales and admin departments moving 
onto the new site. Meanwhile lapsed 
Mancunian Phil Barrett (after 11 
years as Fairlight's Scandinavian 
sales manager) joins Simon 
Campbell's sales team. 

Samson Technologies, wireless 
microphone manufacturers of Long 
Island, NY, have doubled the size of 
their facilities with a move to new 
interior -designed premises in 
Hicksville, NY. Their phone number 
is unchanged. 

Studio Sound's Live Sound news 
page is compiled by Mike Lethby 

Installations contracts 
With the touring market suffering 
the effects of economic recession, 
manufacturers and SR service 
companies are looking to installations 
for new business opportunities. A 
tougher approach to marketing has 
led some firms who had previously 
been content to leave this sector to 
established specialists to develop new 
products for use in auditoria, 
conference halls, churches and clubs. 
Clair Brothers made their position on 
this issue clear in a previous Live 
Sound News page-and this month 
there are more. 

Electro -Voice have issued a 
statement outlining their 
commitment to installations, 
claiming they are determined to 
provide "more bang for the buck" for 
venue managers. A variety of E -V 
component systems and MT -4 SR 
systems have been installed in US 
stadia and theatres, including the 
Auburn Hills multi -purpose arena 
near Detroit and the Seattle 
Kingdome (described by E -V as "the 
loudest closed stadium in the US"). 
And a major contract has been 
completed at Singapore's new 
Broadcasting Corporation 
Auditorium, with consoles from Hill 
Audio in England. 

BBE Sound have won an order 
from London's prestigious Limelight 
Club for its 422A phase and 
amplitude distortion corrector for 
dynamic loudspeakers. Used in the 

venue's main dance area system, 
BBE claims it reveals hitherto 
inaudible nuances and subtleties. 

Altec Lansing have stated their 
confidence in the installations market 
in a recent press release. With 
systems in major convention centres 
worldwide-from the Beijing and 
Korea World Trade Centers to the 
Nippon Convention Center in Tokyo 
and Canada's Victoria Conference 
Center-the company state they are 
in the business "for the long haul". 
They have also focused on the hotel 
industry, building a large presence in 
luxury hotel chains in the Far East. 
Altec Lansing-owned by Mark IV, 
who recently added Klark-Teknik to 
their pro -audio portfolio-last year 
notched up an overall 10% sales 
increase. Bob Rodgers, Mark N's 
senior electronics projects engineer, 
used the Los Angeles AES as a forum 
to present his concept for "a standard 
communications interface for 
professional programmable sound 
products and computers"-the PA -422 
serial communications interface and 
device control language. 

Nexo rounded up 1990 with 
numerous installations and sales to 
hire companies of their S12000 
system, including the Harrogate 
Conference Centre through Wigwam 
Acoustics and two Belgian PA firms 
via leading Benelux promoter 
Herman Schueremans' production 
company EML. 

Soundtracs SPA3200 on tour The Winans 

New products 
tc electronic's tc6032 EQ control 

system-developed jointly with Clair 
Brothers and introduced last 
summer-has completed a number of 
major tours including Madonna, 
Fleetwood Mac and Janet Jackson. A 
remote panel controls 32 1 -octave 
tc1128 equalisers, with frequency 
bands indicated by 28 motorised 
faders, at up to 100 metres from the 
EQ hardware. Each tc1128 offers 
features such as frequency band 
interaction correction, 100 presets, 
feedback suppression and a number 
of options including SMPTE and PC 
control, automatic acoustic alignment 
and security lock facility. 

Soundtracs' SPA console, 
launched last year, has won the 
endorsement of two FOH engineers. 
Bob Geldof's engineer Robbie 

Tour news 
Britannia Row have confirmed 

they will purchase the new 
Turbosound UHQ Flashlight system, 
which they have been evaluating on 
large shows since last summer. The 
news should confirm the esoteric 
UHQ's commercial viability, since it 
will compete for business alongside 
Brit Row's large TMS-3 and MSI 
stocks. The firm wound up a busy 
1990 with tours by George Benson, 
Dionne Warwick, Sinead O'Connor, 
Michael McDonald, The La's, 
Depeche Mode, Iron Maiden and Cliff 
Richard's nights at Wembley Arena. 
They also had little difficulty in 
finding two engineers to take their 
control gear to India for a string of 
shows (using local SR) by Samantha 
Fox. January dates included Robert 

McGrath, whose credits include 
Boomtown Rats, Tears for Fears and 
Simply Red, used one on Geldof's 
1990 European tour and found favour 
with the desk's EQ and layout. And 
Richard Bailey, engineer on top - 
selling US gospel act The Winans' 
dates at Birmingham and Wembley, 
regards it as "the purest and most 
flexible in its class". 

Trouper Industries' cable crossover 
protects cables in OB and live sound 
use. The protector is in the form of a 
ramp with a flat centre section and 
cover for the cables and features 
three 2 inch cable troughs. The finish 
is non-skid for the upper and lower 
surfaces and has black and orange 
safety colours. 

The cover is UV radiation resistant 
and will support an average 
semi -truck. 
Trouper Industries Ltd, Gardena, 
CA, USA. Tel: (213) 327-5857. 

Cray, Deacon Blue and the 
remainder of Cliff's UK tour. 

Audiolease are fielding new 
technology for Paul Young's UK tour, 
which wound up at the 
Hammersmith Odeon in January. 
Pre -production versions of their new 
own -design SR cabinets are being 
beta tested as stage sidefills, and 
their newly acquired Midas XL -3 
console is demonstrating its much - 
vaunted abilities in the FOH mix 
position. Other business includes 
Jonathan Butler's UK/Europe dates, 
Motorhead and monitors for EMF. 

Canegreen had a busy Christmas 
season with Van Morrison, Suzanne 
Vega, Aztec Camera in the US and 
UK shows at London's Dominion 
Theatre for streetwise classical 
virtuoso Nigel Kennedy, recorded for 
posterity by George Martin in a 
mobile truck. 
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The strength of Titanium. 
The sound of silence. 

Sanken have taken microphone 

technology to its limits. 
With 60 years of innovation behind 

them, their current range offers the ultimate 

in audio quality and has helped make 

Sanken Japan's leading microphone 
manufacturer. 

At the heart of every one is a Sanken 

diaphragm, precision engineered from 

Titanium just one micron thick. 

Lightweight, durable and 

corrosion -resistant, Titanium 
delivers a natural uncoloured 
sound, significantly improves 

transient response and produces a 

distortion -free performance. 
The benefits are there to be heard in 

every Sanken microphone. 
In the new CU -44X and the acclaimed 

CL' -41 - uncompromisingly designed for 

digital With a unique dual capsule design to 

capture a flat 20Hz-20kHz response. even 

off -axis. 
In the CU -31 and CC -32, small light- 

weight microphones. 

sanken Stirling 

And in the CLAMS -7 and CMS -9 stereo 

microphones, which use a \lid -Side' 

capsule configuration to create a stunningly 

accurate stereo image while maintaining full 

mono compatibility. 
But Sanken's advanced electronics 

achieve more than just a natural and precise 

sound. 
As perfectly demonstrated by the 

Ct 44\, with an internal noise of less than 

13dB they achieve the ultimate. 
The sound of silence. 

For more information, call 

your local Sanken dealer. 

Pen Communications, Inc. 1-12-12 Akesaka, Minato -Ku, Tokyo, 107 Japan. Tel: 03 505 5481. AUSTRALIA Magnatechtronics (Aust) Pty. New South Wales. Tel: (02) 427- 0666. BELGIUM A.S.E. 

Pro -Audio Pvba. Mechelen. Tel: (015) 42 11. CANADA Gould Marketing Inc. Montreal. Tel: 514-342-4441. DENMARK Studio & Lydteknik APS (SLT). Vanloese. Tel: (01) 71-3344. FINLAND MS-Audiotron KY. 

Helsinki. Tel: (90) 566 4644. FRANCE Cyborg/France. Paris. Tel: (I) 48 26 10 27. HONG KONG Tom Lee Music Co.. Ltd. Kowloon. Tel: 3-7221098. ITALY Grisby Music Professional. Castelfidardo. 

Tel: 072-781714/5. KOREA Keuk Dong Sound Co. Ltd. Seoul. Tel: (02) 273-8485. NEW ZEALAND Maser Broadcast Systems Ltd. Auckland. Tel: (8) 478-7889. NETHERLANDS Stage Theater En Studiotech. 

Nieuwegein. Tel: (03402) 4578. NORWAY Siv. Ing. Benum A/S. Oslo. Tel: (02) 14-5460. SOUTH AFRICA Eltron (PTY) Ltd. Johannesburg. Tel: (011) 7470355. SPAIN Fading S.A. Madrid. Tel: (1) 408 67 00. 

SWEDEN Tal & Ton Electronik AB. Goteborg. Tel: (031) 80-362. SWITZERLAND RTG Akustik AG. Basel. Tel: 061-23-1912. U.K. Stirling Audio System Ltd. London. Tel: (01) 624 6000. WEST GERMANY 

Sound Service. Berlin. Tel: (030) 884 30 3-46. 
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Peak 
Perfection 

IMAN 32 44 48 EMP 

The AES/EBM digital 
format is now well on the 
way to becoming the 
established standard in the 
broadcast and professional 
studio domain, however 
metering on most current 
digital audio products is 
vague and provides little 
useful information. 

RTW PPM 1152 EBU 

The new RTW 1152 EBU 
Peakmeter is a vital 
instrument needed for 
level metering in the digital 
domain. It displays every 
single data word, making it 
possible to exploit the 
dynamic range of your 
digital system to the full, 
and to avoid overloads. 

Information on the 
complete range of RTW 
Peak Programme and 
Phase Correlation Meters is 
available, on request, from 
Audio Design, 
Tel: (0734) 844545 

Specify the RTW PPM 
1152 EBU for peak 
perfection! 

AUDIO AA(DESIGN 

Unit 3; Horseshoe Park, 
Panghourne RG8 7JW,U.K. 
Tel: (0734) 844545 
Fax: (0734) 842604 

EUIYTHING 

RODIO 
SOUNDCRAFT CONSOLES GET OUR 

HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION. OF 

SPECIAL NOTE ARE THE SPIRIT 

LIVE AND STUDIO CONSOLES - 

THE NEW LOW COST -HIGH 

VALUE STANDARDS. CALL FOR A 

GREAT SOUNDCRAFT/ TASCAM MSR 

24S PACKAGE. 

WE ARE ONE OF A SELECT FEW . 
OUTLETS FOR THE NEW, DOLBY S 

EQUIPPED, 24 TRACK ON 1" MSR 

245 AND AS SUCH CAN DESIGN A 

PACKAGE INCLUDING THIS FINE 

MACHINE TO SUIT YOUR 

BUDGET/FEATURE BALANCE. CALL US 

NOW TO ARRANGE A PRIVATE 

DEMONSTRATION. 

ócaôóbóó 

AKAI SAMPLERS ARE RENOWNED FOR 

THEIR STUNNING AUDIO QUALITY AND 
DURABILITY. WE STOCK THEM ALL 

INCLUDING 5950, S1000 
!AND 51100 AND HAVE A 

HUGE LIBRARY OF QUALITY 

SAMPLES WHICH IS AT 

THE DISPOSAL OF OUR 

CUSTOMERS. 

THE G16 AND R8 CONTINUE A 

TRADITION OF EXCELLENT VALUE FOR 

MONEY MULTITRACKS FROM FOSTEX. 

WE SUPPLY THEM BOTH AS PART OF 

AMSPOUND PACKAGES OR 

INDIVIDUALLY. PHONE FOR A SPECIAL 

DEAL TODAY. 

AMPSOUND SUPPLY, INSTALL AND BACK-UP AUDIO AND COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE 

PRICES. AND THERE IS ALWAYS a RANGE OF USED, AND OR, 
EX - DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS AVAILABLE. 

A! PM 
153A VICTORIA STREET . ST ALBANS . HERTS ALl 3TA 

TEL: 0727 50075 . FAX: 0727 58977 



IRCÄM-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
RCAM, or Institut 
de Recherche et 
Coordination 
Acoustique/ 

Musique, to give it its 
full title, is situated 
under the Tinguely 
fountain and the 
pedestrian plaza to one 
side of the Centre 
Georges Pompidou in 
the Beaubourg district 
of Paris. Founded by 

director Pierre Boulez 
in the early '70s and 
funded by the Ministere de la Culture, the 
underground complex was officially inaugurated 
in 1978 with a concert in the Espace de 

Projection, designed by Piano, Rogers and 
Francini (above). 

This large 375 m' experimental room, whose 

floor is some 16 metres below ground level, has 

computerised variable acoustics with a 

reverberation time betwen 0.5 and 4.5 seconds. 

The walls and ceiling house prismatic modules 

called `periactes'that can be rotated to present 
absorptive, reflective or diffusive surfaces and the 

tripartite ceiling can also be raised and lowered 

independently. 
In addition to this impressive hall, the complex 

also contains an anechoic chamber, seven studios, 

three laboratories, a large computer room, an 

engineering workshop, technical department, 
conference room and several offices. In some of 

these offices people can be seen in pre -production 

mode, working with Macintosh computers and off - 

the -shelf electronic keyboards. 

In 1978 IRCAM was founded in Paris 
by Pierre Boulez to investigate new 
musical forms and structures. It would 
seem that many of their original aims 
have been eclipsed by developments in 
commercial music products. 
Peter Ridsdale reports on the reality 

In the last few years IRCAM has mushroomed 
above ground in the form of a 25 metre tower 

building, which serves as space for administrative 
and public relations functions. Two adjoining 
buildings are to be taken over in the near future 
for IRCAM's educational department launched 3 

years ago for composers studying at the 
Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique de 

Paris. These new buildings will free space below 

ground allowing further facilities for composers 

and researchers. 
Shortly after Boulez had announced IRCAM's 

aims and objectives in 1974, Peter Heyworth 
wrote in the Observer Review that if IRCAM lived 

up to these expectations: "...it will be a milestone 

in the history of Western music as crucial as the 

advent of the airplane has been in the field of 

transport. IRCAM will probably succeed in 

pushing out the frontiers of sound as drastically 
as the great explorers of the Renaissance 
succeeded in expanding man's knowledge of the 
Earth'". 

After over a decade 
of continuous research 
into the nature of 

sound, music and 
acoustics by teams of 

gifted musicians and 
scientists, artistic 
director Laurent Bayle 
has less sensational 
claims to make on 
behalf of the Institute: 
"We are not sure 
exactly that the results 
that we have now are 
as exciting as the 

research. If we think of the immensity of the 
problems involved (in understanding timbre for 

instance) you could say that we know 
nothing...In January we will be publishing a 

700 page book just to say that it is a big, big 

problem. That you have no final answers, only 

more questions." 
This ingenuous reply is perhaps a little 

tongue-in-cheek when one considers what has 
been achieved at IRCAM but it does show a 

commendable modesty. There is not even the 
slightest attempt to blind with science or to make 

over -extravagant claims. 
"We have some partial: explanations of the 

phenomena of timbre, some objective 
comprehension of timbre if you like but there is 

another problem-that of subjectivity-the life of 

the timbre depends to some extent on external 
elements, which we do not have the capacity to 

traduce in terms of scientific data." 
To put it another and perhaps more prosaic 

way, what happens to a sound in the air is one 
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IRCAM's anechoic chamber 

thing but what happens to it after it has reached 
the ear is another. 

Psychoacoustics is but one of the areas that is 
covered by IRCAM's extensive research 
programme. The other fields include the analysis 
and synthesis of musical sounds, the acoustics of 
concert halls, the propagation and spatialisation 
of sounds and also the physics of musical 
instruments. As part of a more outward looking 
policy, information resulting from this research is 
being shared with acoustic designers and 
instrument makers in order to suggest ways in 
which halls and instruments can be improved. 

All this research is quite apart from the 
intensive work that is going into the development 
of software for quite a number of musical 
applications; the development of ever more 
powerful 'musical workstations' and ways to make 
these high powered systems accessible to the 
composers and musicians who are to work with 
them. It would seem that this is the bottom line 
at IRCAM-research is not conducted for its own 
sake but is primarily geared towards the practical 
exigencies of understanding and making music. 

Composers are either commissioned by IRCAM 
to work on specific projects or they may be invited 
to work there on the strength of scores submitted 
to the selection committee. Jonathan Harvey, for 
instance, who had already received commissions 
from IRCAM for two previous works, was recently 
invited to work on Ritual Melodies. The Institute 
paid for Harvey's studio time and his board and 
lodging while in Paris but the piece was 
commissioned by South East Arts. 

Each year 10 to 15 composers work beneath the 
Place St Merri and since the inception of the 
Institute over 150 works have been produced by 

100 composers; among them are some of the 
heavyweights of contemporary 'serious' music 
such as Boulez, Stockhausen and Berio, and a 
number of notable composers of the 'next 
generation': Birtwhistle, Harvey, Lindburg, 
Murail, Stroppa and Saariaho to name a small 
selection. 

Composers usually take a 6 week preliminary 
course before beginning their own projects and 
they will then work with resident 'tutors' who 
advise them on the best way to realise their ideas 
and give them instruction in the use of the 
systems that are best suited to their needs. 

"That is the nice thing about IRCAM," says 
Harvey, "when you go there you don't have to 
spend a lot of time learning how to do everything 
yourself. It's terribly complex otherwise to get to 
know a big system like that-all the UNIX 
facilities and how to relate to the big computer- 
let alone how to run the program itself." 

Trevor Wishart, who worked at IRCAM in 1986 
says that the Pedagogy course was, "Very 
exciting. I learnt more in 6 weeks there than I 
would have learnt in 6 months anywhere else. 
Particularly in the field of psychoacoustics." 

IRCAM hardware 
One of the major changes in direction in recent 
times has been the concentration on the 
development of software and 'firmware' for 
readily available hardware. The legendary 4X 
synthesiser/sound processor-a powerful and 
unique piece of equipment that is capable of 
analysing, synthesising and transforming acoustic 
sounds in realtime-represented the fourth 

TASCAM 
European Distributors 

Hi-Fi Stereo Center Kain 
Muenchner Bundesstrasse 42, 
5013 Salzburg, 
AUSTRIA. 
Tel: (0662) 37701 

Beltronics 
Rue de la Celidee Straat 29, 
1080 Brussels, 
BELGIUM. 
Tel: (321 2 424 0233 

So and Hoyem A/S, 
Bulowsgarden, 
Bulowsvej 3, 
1870 Frederiksberg C, 
DENMARK. 
Tel: (031) 22 44 34 

Studiovox Oy, 
Hoylaamotie 8, 
SF -00381 Helsinki, 
FINLAND. 
Tel: 0506 1311 

Teac France Sa, 
17 Rue Alexis de Torqueville, 
92182 Antony, 
FRANCE. 
Tel: (011 4237 0102 

Elina SA, 
59/59A Tritis Septemvrious St., 
Athens 103, 
GREECE. 
Tel: (01) 8220 037 

Greenlands Radio Centre, 
PO Box 119, 
3900 Godthab, 
GREENLAND. 
Tel: 299 21347 

GBC Italiana spa, 
Viale Matteotti, 66, 
Cinisello Balsamo, Milan, 
ITALY. 
Tel: (021 618 1801 

Hjodriti - Hot Ice, 
PO Box 138, 
Hafnarfirdi, 
ICELAND. 
Tel: (011 53776 

AEG Nederland NV, 
Aletta Jacobslaan 7, 
1066 BP Amsterdam, 
NETHERLANDS. 
Tel: (020) 5105 473 

Audiotron A/S, 
Seilduksgt, 25, 
PO Box 2068 Grunerlokka, 
0505 Oslo 6, 
NORWAY. 
Tel: (021 352 096 

Goncalves, 
Avenida 5 de Outubro, 53, 1, 
Lisboa 1, 
PORTUGAL. 
Tel: (01) 544029 

Audio Professional SA. 
Francisco Tarrega, 11, 
08027 Barcelona, 
SPAIN. 
Tel: (93) 340 2504 

Erato Audio Video AB, 
Asogatan 115, 
116 24 Stockholm, 
SWEDEN. 
Tel: (081 743 0750 

Telion AG, 
Rutistrasse 26, 
CH. 8010 Zurich, 
SWITZERLAND. 
Tel: (01) 732 1511 

Teac Deutschland GmbH 
Bahnstrasse 12, 
6200 Wiesbaden-Erbenheim, 
WEST GERMANY. 
Tel: (061 1) 71580 

TASCAM 
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SERIOUSLY PROFESSIONAL 
In recent years DAT has 

assumed a central role in 
professional stereo master- 
ing. Until now, however, 
many studios wishing to 
enjoy the undoubted benefits 
of DAT recording technology 
had little choice other than a 
modified domestic unit. 

Now TASCAM, one of 
the worlds leading manu- 
facturers of digital and 
analogue tape recorders in- 
troduces the DA -30 Digital 
Audio tape recorder which 
has been designed specifi- 
cally for the sophisticated 
needs of professional audio 
applications. 

Our commitment to re- 
cording quality means that 
the DA -30 carries, as stan- 
dard, features that on many 
machines either require mod- 
ifications or are expensive 
options: 

TASCAM 
the right track 

ADS/EBU and S/PDIF Digital 
Interfaces allowing direct 
connection to digital equip- 
ment from multitracks to 
domestic CD players. 
44.1 and 48 KHz sampling 
rates (front panel switchable) 
and 32 KHz (digita input 
only) 
1 Bit ( A ) A/D technology 
and 18 Bit 8x oversampling 
D/A converters for superior 
audio performance 
Margin feature displaying 
the headroom remaining in 
dB 

15 pin parallel interface, 
allowing external control of 
the DA -30's transport 
Wired remote control 
So, to get a serious profes- 
sional in your studio, call into 
your local TASCAM dealer 
today. 

TEAC UK LTD 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA Tel: 0923 225235 Fax: 0923 36290 



generation of hardware developed at IRCAM by a 
team led by Giuseppe Di Giugno. Used in 
conjunction with the MATRIX 32 (basically an 
audio routing device) it would be capable of 
taking a note played into it by, say a clarinet, 
almost instantaneously turning it into a cascade 
of notes that were each being turned inside out 
(sounding like clarinets turning into trumpets and 
oboes for instance) while simultaneously being 
sent whizzing round the concert hall. A fifth 
incarnation of this machine, known as the 5A, 
briefly saw the light of day before technological 
developments in the outside world led to a radical 
rethinking by IRCAM staff. It was realised that 
non -dedicated commercial hardware was more 
powerful than that which had been developed at 
IRCAM and that there was absolutely no point in 
re -inventing the wheel. 

A new project was begun that entailed making 
an `accelerateur', which would interface with 
several NeXT computers working in parallel. The 
accelerator is in effect a multiprocessor consisting 
of several boards which each have two Intel 1860 
processors. These boards plug into the `host' 
computers and use their graphic environments 
and filing systems. The result is a machine that 
surpasses the 4X in terms of flexibility. This 
awesome sounding technological beast is known 
as the IMW (IRCAM Musical Workstation) and it 
is expected to be ready for the concert hall in the 
autumn of 1991. There are also plans to make the 
boards and the programming languages that they 
use commercially available by the end of 1991. 

In addition to the six NeXT computers, IRCAM 
was recently given five 3100 DEC machines and a 
6130 VAX by the Digital Equipment Corporation. 
These are now the most powerful computers that 
IRCAM possess and they join their existing 
collection: a VAX 780, a 3/260 SUN and 30 Apple 
Macintoshes. The 6310 VAX was a temporary 
addition and has been be replaced by a 5820 
DEC. This machine is capable of 36 MIPS (Million 
Instructions Per Second) and is therefore over 30x 
faster than the VAX 780. To think that it was 

seriously suggested at one time that the entire 
world would need only four computers! A team of 
four people is fully occupied in ensuring that all 
these machines are networked, debugged, 
compatible and able to support the entire IRCAM 
software library. 

IRCAM software 
At its inception, IRCAM had a PDP10 and used 
software that had been developed at computer 
music centres in the US, notably Stanford 
University and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Programs such as Music V, which 
was written by Max Matthews, and a Phase 
Vocoder developed by James Moorer were among 
the programs used before IRCAM began to 
develop their own software. 

The Chant program developed by Rodet, Potard 
and Barriere was for a long time dominant at 
IRCAM but there are signs now that it is about 
to be superseded. It is essentially an analysis and 
synthesis package, which takes the human voice 
as its primary model, the idea being that if you 
can accurately model the voice then everything 
else will be easy. There are no helpful graphics in 
this program-it is all numbers and text (en 
Francais) and without a tutor to guide the way it 
is reasonably impenetrable. 

"It was originally done as a voice simulation 
program and the idea is that impulses are pushed 
through a model of the vocal system; the larynx 
and the vocal cavities..." Jonathan Harvey 
demonstrates by tapping his cheek while making 
vowel shapes with his mouth. "The cavities are 
changed when I move my jaw to produce the 
required resonance. So what you're doing really is 
constructing cavities with a system of formants, 
or filters if you like, which can be placed 
anywhere; they can be moved very flexibly. That 
is the real power of the program. You get 
constant movement of the jaw or the instrument's 
resonant space (if it were a wind instrument) and 

these formants can be louder or softer or broader, 
in what they allow to be emphasised, or much 
narrower. It can be so narrow that you completely 
shut the formant-it becomes one frequency and 
then you're dealing with additive synthesis- 
adding sine tones to each other. 

"It was quite quickly found that it could make 
pretty convincing imitations of many instruments, 
not just the voice, once the facility for consonants, 
in other words noise, was developed (the `sshh' 
and the 't' and what -have -you). You can control 
all of this in minute detail including its evolution 
in time. The evolution of the fundamental is very 
important-how it jumps around in the 
microsphere; if it's a steady note it sounds 
mechanical, if it's an irregular, jittering note it 
sounds like a real instrument or like the voice. 
That's quite separate from the vibrato which is on 
a much slower scale."' 

One of the Chant modules has already been 
adapted to run on an AtarilSoundstreamer set up 
by the Composers Desktop Project, as has the 
Phase Vocoder, and both are available to 
members of that organisation. 

Formes is a high level musical language 
program, which can be used to structure 
compositions and to control complicated processes. 
It can be used with any kind of synthesis program 
and is used in conjunction with Chant, for 
instance, in Harvey's Ritual Melodies where the 
sounds of synthesised kotos, shakuhachis, Tibetan 
monks, shenais and temple bells are made to 
transform into one another. This is quite a 
different effect from a crossfade as the spectra of 
the sounds themselves are actually mutating. It is 
possible to change from one voice to another three 
times a second or to effect a gradual evolution 
over a period of 30 seconds.' 

The Max software is a good example of current 
trends at IRCAM. This package was developed by 
Miller Puckette and used to be known as Patcher. 
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It was used to control the MATRIX 32 but was 
rather specialised and unwieldy. It has now been 
streamlined, adapted and `MIDIfied' so that it can 
even be run on a Macintosh as a general purpose 
graphic controller for synthesisers and MIDI 
processors. This package will soon be 
commercially available. 

The Signal Editor, which runs on the 
IMW/NeXT, enables the user to zoom in to a Fast 
Fourier Transform spectrograph to examine the 
inner life of a timbre in microscopic detail. 

New packages such as ANIMAL (ANIMAted 
Language) are in the development stage. 
ANIMAL is to be the basis of a graphical 
interface for the NeXT based workstation 
allowing the user to easily visualise sound 
making processes. It will work something like a 
drawing program with the user being able to 
select objects that represent elements of sound 
and then to cut and paste, redimension, copy and 
reverse, etc. As a bit of a non -sequitur I offer the 
following sentence from the IRCAM yearbook, 
purely for amateurs of computerspeak: "An 
ANIMAL application is composed of a tree of 

windows." 
A team led by A Gerzso is working on software 

for Computer Aided Composition. This is where 
IRCAM enters the realms of artificial 
intelligence-composers who think in terms of 

statistical density, stochastic processes and fractal 
equations, as they hum the first few notes of a 
naissant opus may be interested in using the 
computer to take the donkey work out of 
laborious mathematical procedures but any 
discussion of this line of research leads directly 
into the murky waters of musical philosophy and 
personal taste so is outside our scope here. 

Otherware 
A brief glance through the list of works -in - 
progress in the yearbook gives the impression 
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boundary layer 

Contact 
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that everyone who comes to IRCAM is writing for 
the flute this year. This is no coincidence, 
however, it is merely a reflection of the fact that 
the 4X MIDI flute developed by Vercoe and 
Beauregard has been successfully completed. The 
Institute now has two of these flutes. Works using 
the new flute include Boulez' ... explosante -fixe.. . 

in a new incarnation complete with high 
technology. 

One of the major concerns of composers working 
in the electro -acoustic field is the problem of 
blending real and synthesised sounds. No matter 
how sophisticated synthesis techniques become 
there is still one major perceptual hurdle to 
overcome and that is the fact that all synthesis 
systems ultimately use loudspeakers that do not 
share the diffusion characteristics of real 
instruments. Research into the radiation of 
sounds has led to the construction of a 
dodecahedric speaker cabinet with a variable 
directivity index for each speaker of between 0 to 
11 dB for frequencies below 1 kHz and between 5 

to 24 dB for frequencies above. Careful 
measurement in the anechoic chamber combined 

with listening tests have revealed further 
complications relating to directivity during the 
recording of sounds that are to be played back 
through the 12 speaker system for test purposes. 
Once this has been sorted out further tests will be 
carried out in acoustic environments and this 
research will go some way towards determining 
whether or not traditional loudspeaker designs 
will be adequate for the transmission of sounds in 
the future. 

Funding 
IRCAM is funded largely by the French Ministere 
de la Culture and receives roughly £3.6 million a 
year-the same amount of funding as a French 
symphony orchestra-it also generates some 
itself. It is instructive to learn that the French 
government allocates about 1% of the country's 
annual budget to the Arts as opposed to about 
0.4% in the UK. Given this situation, attempts by 
The Sonic Arts Network and also by Sir Fred 
Warner to establish a `National Studio' on the 

Digital Editing 

se Re 

9ssie 
Initial impressions of digital editing systems are 
invariably impressive - but often misleading! 

"It seems to do everything!" 
But come to actually use it 

Sometimes the basics are obscured by all the 
bells and whistles! Is it a really effective editor 

- operating in an efficient, friendly way? 
Can it precisely cue and rehearse edits without 

leaving the screen? 
Can the edit position be easily moved; or the 

waveform be automatically updated to the 
edit cursor, at the click of a mouse? 

Change gain at the edit point and return to unity? 
Are you endlessly creating lists; 

in and out of this or that window? 
Save time by marking cues as you load your 

material - giving instant access when editing? 
SoundMaestro may be a low cost system, but 

it was designed as an Editor and is used by 
demanding classical editors, for whom 

to be right is not enough - it has to be perfect! 
The new Classic programme encapsulates all we 

have learned in four years of making a 
stereo editing system 

Now with the new 32 Meg computers 
its lightening fast! 

Available direct from: 

AUDIO 
9 T 

DESIGN 
Unit 3 Horseshoe Park Pangbourne RG8 7JW 

Tel: 0734-844545 Fax: 0734-842604 

South Bank in London have predictably fallen by 
the wayside. It is not likely that there will be an 
IRCAM by the Thames in the foreseeable future. 

No-one who is seriously interested in the future 
of music can argue that there is no need for 
serious research institutes independent of 
commercial equipment manufacturing concerns 
but there has been criticism levelled at IRCAM 
along the lines that it is something of an ivory 
tower when it comes to music policy. This policy 
seems to cater almost exclusively to a musical 
clientele of the atonal and arhythmic persuasion, 
which comes directly from an aesthetic that dates 
back to the serialism of the '50s and before that 
to Schoenberg and Webern-its defenders, 
however, would point out that without the 
prestige of Boulez the whole thing would never 
have got under the ground in the first place. 

Bayle is very much aware that we are living in 
a time of musical pluralism and observes that in 
terms of an historical perspective there is now: 
"... a period of transition which is characterised 
by a kind of cultural fatigue-there is a perplexity 
of the avant garde because you have many people 
who don't know what is 'the avant garde' 
anymore-there is a tendency for progressiveness 
to go with the past, as is the case with certain 
composers like Ligeti and Kagel... 

"In between the '50s and the '70s the past was 
discarded as stupid and in the '60s and '70s there 
was an attempt at a new construction. These 
times were dynamic, there was a great deal of 
imagination, more interesting artistic points of 
view, etc, but what do we have now? It's normal 
that the new generation is now saying that the 
avant garde is establishment and that it's finished 
and I think that this is healthy. So I say, OK, but 
what are you doing? The reply so often seems to 
be `Well, the past was good'." 

"The new developments at IRCAM are some of 
the most exciting in the world," says Harvey 
while discussing the new Musical Workstation. Is 
he then of the opinion that IRCAM is at the 
cutting edge of music technology? 

"I think so, yes. They have such an excellent 
balance between music and technology. They 
seem to be able to attract the best in both fields. 
There's always a certain tension, which is perhaps 
both good and difficult, but it's a place full of life 
and the fact that Boulez is at the head of it, I 
think, always ensures that it remains important 
musically and that standards are rigorous. The 
level of criticism is very high. It's a funny thing 
that IRCAM music is slightly sneered at by critics 
in the UK but I don't share that. I find a lot of 
the works that people dismiss to be very 
interesting-they may not be great masterpieces 
but they have something about them that is 
unusual, that is new, exciting and pointing to the 
future. I have a great deal of time for IRCAM."D 
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Digital recording techniques call for 
high quality microphones and audio 

processors. 
We supply the microphones. 

Get more information from your dealer or directly from 

AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINO -GERÄTE GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. Brunhildengasse 1, A-1150 Vienna/AUSTRIA Tel. (222) 95 65 17-0, Tx: 131839 akgac a, Fax: (222) 92 34 58 

AKG ACOUSTICS LTD., Catteshall Nharf, Catteshall Lane, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1JG/GB Tel: (4868) 25 702, Tx: 859013 akgmic g, Fax: (4868) 28 967 



A -DAM, 

GOOD N E WS 
recently voted best recording device of 1990, has already brought affordable digital multi -track 

capability to over 700 studios and musicians worldwide. But when you stop to consider 

the powerful features that Akai have packed into the A -DAM system, it's small 

wonder that everybody's buying it. Fast rewind and search time... 

programmable auto -locator... compatibility with other digital formats... 

all this, plus the superiority of digital recording using 8mm cassettes that you 

can buy locally at a fraction of the cost of reel to reel tape. A -DAM is fast, reliable 

AKAI FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: 

AKAI (U.K.) LTD, HASIEMERE HEATHROW ESTATE, 

SILVER JUBILEE WAY, PARKWAY, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX 1W4 6NO 

TEL: 081-897 6388 FAX: 081-759 8268 

DIGITAL WHERE INNOVATION TRIUMPHS 



SPREADS FAST 
and versatile too. You can copy part/whole tracks, make back-up tapes, slip tracks in time, sett digital 

crossfades and store as many as 100 cue points - even the most 

sophisticated functions are supremely easy to use. The DL12O0 locator 

can be used to control up to three DR1200 recorders for synchronised 

12/24/36 track operation. A -DAM also makes the ideal partner for the 

DD1000 digital recorder/editor. Digital technology has brought about a 

revolution in audio recording... and the good news is, with A -DAM, you 
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can afford to be part of it. 

AKAI DIGITAL AUDIO MULTI -TRACK FORMAT RECORDING SYSTEM 



MICROPHONES 
This survey is a complete 
listing of information 
available to us of microphones 
suitable for studio, live and 
location work. We would be 
pleased to hear of omissions 
for inclusion in future surveys 

M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

ACO Pacific ACM48UP C C compact multipurpose 

AKG D12 
D58 
D70 
D80 
D90 
D95S 
D109 
D112 
D125 
D130 
D190 
D310 
D321 
D330 
D510 
D541 
D558B 
D590 
D202 
D222 
D224 
D900E 
C34 
C414-ULS 
C428 
C522ENG 
C562BL 
C567E1 
C568EB 
C747 
C525S 
C401 
C1000S 
The Tube 
C460-ULS 

C426B 
C451EB 

C408 
C409 
C410 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

C 

C 

C 

E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
C 

C 

C 

C 

E 

E 
E 

U 
NC 
C 

C 

C 

HC 
0 

C 

0 
C 

C 

HC 
HC 
0 
C 

NC 
C 

C 

C 

C 

U 
M 
M 
M 

2xC 
H 
0 

HC 
HC 
HC 
HC 

C/HC 
M 

V 
C 

HC 
HC 
HC 

bass applications 
noise cancelling 

lavalier type 
bass applications 

general purpose live 
general purpose live 
general purpose live 
gooseneck 
gooseneck 
gooseneck, noise cancelling 
gooseneck 
voice and general purpose 
variable LF 
variable LF 
shotgun 
stereo 
large diaphragms, low noise 
stereo, large diaphragm 
hand held stereo 
circular boundary mic 
lavalier type, music or speech 
medium distance dialogue mic 
high gain live use, tight pattern 

switchable response 
vacuum tube mic 
modular system; C, 0, HC 

capsules 
stereo, suitable MS/XY 
with CK1 capsule; wide range 

other types 
miniature percussion/drum mic 
mini instr mic on gooseneck 
miniature headset mic 

Amfon BL -9 

BL -3 

C 

D 

C 

C 

10 dB pad, two HPF filters 

AMS ST250 

Soundfield 

C 

C 

S 

V 

switchable X/Y, M/S, remotely 
controlled 

4 -channel and 2 -channel 0/Ps; 
continuously variable pattern 

Audio- 
Technica 

AT801 
AT802 

E 
D 

0 
0 

Key 
Type 

C = Condenser 
D = Dynamic 

Polar pattern 
0 = Omni 
C = Cardioid 
SC = Supercardioid 
HC = Hypercardioid 
8 = Fig -of -8 

U = Unidirectional (used to signify directional pattern that does not 
qualify under any of the above categories) 

H = Hemispherical, ie boundary response 
MS = MS stereo 
NC = Noise cancelling 
BN = Binaural (as in dummy head) 
01C18= denotes pattern choice 
V = Variable pattern, continuous 
M = Multiple pattern, switched 

E = Electret 
R = Ribbon 

M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Audio- AT803B E 0 mini lavalier 
Technica AT805B E 0 mini lavalier 
cont'd AT810 U headset mic 

AT811 E U 
AT812 D U 
AT813 E U 
AT814A D U 
AT81S E SC shotgun 
AT831A 
AT835 
AT836 

E U 
SC 

U 

mini lavalier 
short shotgun 
vocals 

AT838G D U console mounting 
AT841A E H boundary type 
AT851A E U boundary type 
AT871A E U boundary type 
AT877 E SC 
AT4031 C U 
AT4049 C 0 
AT4051 C U 
AT4053 C HC 
AT4071 C SC long shotgun 
AT4073 C SC short shotgun 

Beyer MC740 C V 134 stand mount 
MC742 C S 134 stereo, adjustable capsule angles 
MC734 C C 138 vocal use 
MC736 C SC 123 lightweight shotgun, hand use 
MC737 C SC 122 lightweight long shotgun 
MCE5 E 0 116 tie clip mic 
MCE6 E 0 146 tie clip mic, high level 
MCE10 E HC 116 cardioid version MCE5 
MCE80 E LF filter 
MCE81 C SC for stage use 
MCE86 E SC low cost shotgun 
MPC40 C H boundary type, circular base 
MPC50 C H 130 boundary mic in wood plinth 
MPC60 C C boundary mic, capsule raised 
M69 D HC high sensitivity, music/voice 
M88 D HC instrumental mic 
M160 R HC double ribbon, string instruments 
M200 D C low cost 
M260 R HC instrument mic 
M300 D C vocal/general use 
M400 D SC vocallgeneral use, presence boost 
M500 R HC vocal 
M600 D HC vocal, variable LF 
M700 D HC vocal use 
M420 D HC high quality, live speech use 
M422 D SC low cost speech mic 
HM560 D 8 headset mic 
M580 D 0 extra long reporter's mic 
M380 D 8 140 bass instruments, large 

overload margin 
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The Lindos LA100 Audio Analyser is a versatile audio measurement system comprising th 

LA101 Synthesized Oscillator and the LA102 Audio Measuring Set available as separate 

portable units or combined in 19" rack mount form (2U high). 

Automatic sequence testing (using FSK transmitted over the signal path) permits lines, 

tape machines and other systems to be completely evaluated in less than a minute. The 

results with pass/fail indication may be displayed on the graphic LCD or printed on any 

standard printer. Test sequences, tolerance limits and configuration settings can be easily 

entered into non-volatile memory using the front panel keyboard or a PC. 

Superb accuracy is achieved by the use of laser -trimmed resistors combined with 

software calibration (no trimmers, no drift). 

Synthesized low distortion oscillator (0.003% THD) with quartz stability can generate 

accurate tone bursts and frequency sweeps with no amplitude bounce. 

Extreme Versatility: Measurements including level, frequency, noise, crosstalk, distortion, 

frequency response, phase, jitter, wow & flutter, speed, rumble and quantising distortion. 

Mains and rechargeable battery operation. 

PC Compatible: RS232 interface built-in. PC Support software provides disk storage etc. 

Fully floating and electronically balanced oscillator outputs and balanced inputs. 

Test tapes and discs will be available soon but our smart test modes can be used with 

tones and sweeps on your existing tapes and discs to plot frequency response graphs. 

Proven in use worldwide: Launched in the UK 5 years ago; all major UK broadcast and 

telecommunications organizations have over 100 units. 

£2900 including LA101 Oscillator, LA102 Measuring Set and delivery worldwide. 

Output: 5Hz-38kHz, -100d8u to v26dBu in 0.01d8 steps. 10f2. 7512 or 600D2, two channels. XLR sockets. Level accuracy. 40.03dB. 5 frequency 

and 5 level presets. Input: -110 to v28dBu (with fast autoranging), two channels, XLR sockets. accuracy 40.05dB. Level: true rms 2-100k Hz, 

22-22k Hz (-3dB). VU, PPM (IEC268-10), VU A weighted, rms A weighted. Noise: CCIR 468-4 weighted & unweighted quasi -peak, CCIR/ARM, 

CCIR rms, weighted & unweighted rumble (BS4852). Residual noise: -97dBu (CCIR weighted, q -peak). Crosstalk: 40, 100, 315, 1k, 6.3k, 10k, 

15k Hz, 80-400. 1.8k -21k, 12k -21k Hz (12dB/octave bandpass filter). Distortion: 40, 100, 1 k, 6.3k, 10k Hz THD & 315Hz (3rd harmonic). Wow & 

flutter: IEC386, DIN45507 weighted & unweighted quasi -peak, weighted & unweighted rms. Oscillator weightings: RIAA, CCIR, 50ps and 5 user 

weightings. Tone -bursts fully programmable, 0.1 ms resolution. Monitor: built in. Scope/phones output: BNC socket. Battery life: 5 hours. 

AES, Paris 
19-22 Feb 1991 

Stand F-77 

Please telephone or fax for a leaflet: 

LINDOS ELECTRONICS, Saddlemakers Lane, Melton, 

WOODBRIDGE, Suffolk IP12 1PP, ENGLAND. 

Tel: (0394) 380307 (+44 394 380307), Fax: (0394) 385156 
To order: for ex -stock delivery post your order with a cheque for £2900 (or transfer to account 

50579335 at Barclays Bank PLC, 4 Church St, Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK. Sort code: 20-98-07). 



M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Beyer M101 D 0 slight HF emphasis 
coned M130 D 8 suitable for use in MS stereo 

Bruel 
& Kjaer 

4003 E 0 154 pencil type, line level, power 
supply 

4006 E 0 143 as 4003 but phantom power 
4004 E 0 168 as 4003 but high intensity 
4007 E 0 155 as 4004 but phantom power 
4011 E C 158 
4012 
5930 

E SC 168 
head/torso simulator with 
phase matched 4006 pr for stereo 

CAD Equitek II E 0/C/8 148 large stand mount, 
transformerless 

Coles 4038 R 8 stand mount 

Crown/ PZM-6R E H small PZM, enhanced HF 
Amcron PZM-6F E H as PZM-6R but flat response 

PZM-20 E H permanent installation 
PZM-30R E H larger PZM, enhanced HF 
PZM-30F E H larger PZM, flat response 
PCC -160 E C phase coherent boundary 
PCC -200 E C as PCC -160, variable gate 
CM -100 C 0 
CM -200 C C general purpose/vocal 
CM -310 
SASS -P 

SASS -B 

C 

E 
DF high gain before feedback 

stereo system using PZM 
technology 

boundary mount system for 

GLM100 
GLM200 

0 
HC 

B&K 4006 mics 
subminiature type 
subminiature type 

CM -30 C SC miniature mic for hanging 
applications 

LM300 C SC miniature gooseneck mount 

e 14" 

BUT NO TIME TO SPARE! 
WITHOUT DISRUPTION 

GIVE YOUR EDIT SUITE, CONTROL ROOM OR 
STUDIO A NEW IMAGE! 

TYPICAL COSTS 
20' x 20' £5,000 25' x 50' £15,000 

including labour & materials 
Wide experience in the Design and Construction of 

studios allows us to transform your premises (fabric 
walls, clean carpets, ceilings, new hardwood surrounds etc) 

through the night if necessary, leaving you, 
2 days later, with a 

PRISTINE NEW STUDIO 
Call us TODAY for Further Details 
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N 

MOUNTBATTEN HOUSE 
Fairacres, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 4LE 
Tel: (0753) 841800 Fax: (0753) 840859 
DISCOUNTS ON MULTIPLE ROOMS 

M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Electro. 
Voice 

ND257A 
ND357A 
ND457A 
ND757A 
ND857 
ND308A 
ND408A 
BK1 
PL68 
PL8OBL 
PL88 
PL10 
PL20 
PL5ON/D 
PL6ON/D 
PL7ON/D 
635A 
C090 
DS35 
RE10 
REll 
RE16 
RE18 
RE20 
RE45/ND 
RE50 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
C 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

C 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

C 

SC 
HC 
SC 
SC 
C 

SC 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

SC 
HC 
0 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

SC 
0 

vocal mic 
vocal mic 
vocal mic 
vocal mic, roll -off switch 
vocal mic, roll -off switch 
instrument mic 
instrument mic 
hand held vocal mic, gen instr 

no proximity effect 
no proximity effect 

hand held voice 
tie clip mic 
high gain live vocal use 

stand mount, general purpose 
hand held short shotgun 
hand held voice 

Fostex M11RP 
M22RP 
M33RP 
M44RP 
M77RP 
M88RP 

R 
R 

R 
R 

R 
R 

U 
S 

U 
8 

MS stereo 
outdoor applications 

LF applications 
speech use 

Milab D-37 
VIP50 
DC96B 
VM44 
LSR2000 
LC25 
MP30 

D 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

V 
C 

C 

C 

C 

H 

112 
118 
128 
133 
128 
110 

vocals, guitars, drums 
transformerless, variable filters 
multipurpose, large capsule 
slim style, transformerless 
stage vocal mic 
transformerless, line level option 
boundary type 

Neumann KMS140 
KMS150 
TLM50 

GFM132 
KM100 

KM130 
KM131 
KM140 
KM145 
KM150 
TLM170 
U87 
U89 
SM69fet 
USM69i 
KU81i 
RSM191 
KMR81i 
KMR82i 
KMS84 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

HC 
0 

H 

0 
0 
C 

C 

HC 
V 

0/C/8 
V 

0/C/8 
V 

BN 
MS 
SC 
SC 
C 

138 
142 
136 

137 

140 
140 
138 
138 
142 
140 
117 
134 
123 
132 
130 
134 
128 
128 
138 

hand held vocal mic 
hand held vocal mic 
transformerless, sound related 

to M50 
triangular boundary mic 
modular microphone system, 

range of capsules 

flat direct field response 

bass roll -off 

transformerless, stand mount 
stand mount, multipurpose 
similar but smaller than U87 
stereo, fully variable angles 
stereo, fixed selectable patterns 
stereo dummy head system 
MS stereo shotgun 
short shotgun 
long shotgun 
hand held vocal mic 

Pearl CC30 

TL -4 

MS2/MS8 
TL6 
MD87 
PA54 

C 

D 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

stereo 

transformerless 

double capsule, transformerless 
double membrane system with 

two amplifiers 
MS 

Peavey ERO10 
ERC12 
PVM38 

E 
E 
D 

0 
C 

C 

small 
large 
vocal, 

capsule, recording 
capsule, recording 
live use 
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Paul McCartney's 
triple live album: 

88 concerts, 300 

hours of music, 
520 miles of tape, 

one X-880 32 track 

digital recorder. 

Trip the Live Fantastic 

on a Mitsubishi. 

Mitsubishi Pro Audio 
Mitsubishi (Electric) UK Ltd 

Travellers Lane, Hatfield, Herts AL10 8XQ 

Tel: 07072-78749. Fax: 07072-78694 
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M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Peavey PVM380N D C vocal, live use, tight pattern 
cont'd PVM520TN D C stand mount, instrument use 

PVM580TN D C hand held, vocal use 
PVM45 D HC general instrument use 

PVM48 E C general instrument use 

PV11 E 0 small capsule, flat response 
PEL20 E 0 lavalier 
PEL25 E U lavalier 
PVN535N D C hand held vocal mic 

Ramsa WM -S1 E U 148 sub miniature, wide band 
WM -S2 E U 138 sub miniature, for brass 
WM -S5 E U 158 sub miniature, for percussion 
WM -S10 E U 138 sub miniature, headset type 

WM -D70 D SC vocal use 
WM -D65 D SC vocal use 

WM -D55 D U general use 
WM -P50 D U instrumental use 
WM -P40 D U instrument/vocal use 

Sanken CU41 C C 140 twin capsule, general purpose 

CU44X C C twin capsule, general purpose, 
transformerless 

COS -11 E 0 123 ultra miniature lavalier 
CMS -7 C S X/Y and MS stereo, hand held use 

CMS -9 C MS stereo mic for ENG 

Schoeps Collette 
series 

modular mic range with choice 
of amplifiers and capsules 

MK2 C 0 130 

MK3 C 0 132 tailored for use in reverberant 
soundfield 

MK4 C C 131 

MK4S C C 130 tailored for speech 
MK41 C HC 130 
MK5 C 0/C 131 

M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Schoeps MK6 C 0/C/8 132 

cont'd MK8 C 8 132 

MK21 C C 130 `subcardioid' off axis signals 
lower in level but same tonal 
balance 

BLMO3C C H 130 small boundary mic for Colettes 
BLM3 C H 130 boundary mic 

CM03 C 0 130 compact flat clip -on type 

CMH541C C HC 132 hand held vocal mic 

CMH54C C C 131 hand held vocal mic, range of 

powerings 
CMH52C C 0 132 hand held vocal mic, range of 

powerings 
CMTS501 C 0/C/8 125 stereo mic, also as CMTS301 for 

12 V operation 
KFM6U C S 120 sphere stereo recording system 

Sennheiser MKH2O C 0 134 switchable near/diffuse field 

MKH30 C 8 134 

MKH40 C ,C 134 

MKH50 C SC 134 

MKH60 C SC 125 short shotgun 
MKH70 C SC shotgun 
MD -421U-5 D C general purpose, percussion 
MD -422 D C general purpose 
MD -441D 
K3 series 

D 
E 

SC general purpose music 
modular system with choice 

0/C/SC capsules 
MKE2002 E BN dummy head binaural stereo mic 

MKE2 E 0 small clip -on mic 

MKE212 E BN boundary layer mic 

MKE42 E C stick mic, approx 45 cm long 

BF531 D SC general purpose music 

BF527 D SC general purpose music 
BF509 D C general purpose, percussion 

Its about time. .,. 
msc 

y '2' 'I 18 FEET INCHES 
I. 

METRES 

RELATIVE DELAY 1 DELAY 2 DELAY 3 DELAY 4 )ROGRAM STORE RECALL UNITS 

HOLD FO 
UTILITY 

LEFT I ( R GHT LEFT L_J RIGHT 

UNK LINK 

PUSH FOR COARSE 

TCS - 804 DUAL TIME CORRECTOR 

SAF 

High Audio Performance Advanced Facilities 

105dB usable dynamic range, +20dBu headroom 10 step resolution at all delay settings. 

with fine resolution at low signal levels. 
Automatic calculation of delay required. 

No companding or pre -emphasis means superior 

headroom at high frequencies. 
12 programme memories, with remote recall. 

Exceptional phase linearity and HF accuracy due 
Venus ambient temperature compensation. 

to high sample rate with gentle filtering. Digital level control including automatic headroom compensation. 

Absolute stereo lock (TCS - .304) Relatve shift function to integrate time alignment and distance correction. 

Plus all the solid basics you'd expect from BSS. Sophisticated remote control including Master/Slave MIDI linking, PA -422 

The TCS Range: TCS-804 (Stereo) and TCS-803 (Mono) 

BSS Audio Ltd 
Unit 5, Merlin Centre, 
Acrewood Way, 
St. Albans, 
Hert AL4 OJY 

England. 

Phone: (0727) 45277 
Fax: (0727) 45277 
Telex: 265612 BSS G 

. GEdgeTech -pony 
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M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Shure SM58 D C live vocal mic 
SM57 D C drums, amps, vocals 
SM87 C SC 142 vocals 
SM85 C C 142 vocals 
SM81 C SC 146 acoustic instruments, drum 0/H 
SM80 C 0 147 as SM81 
SM98 C C 153 mini mic for drums, horns, gtrs 
SM99 C SC miniature gooseneck mounted 
SM83 C 0 miniature lavalier 
SM84 C SC miniature lavalier 
SM90 C H 141 boundary type 
SM91 C H 144 boundary type, half cardioid 

response 
SM7 D C vocals 
55SH Mk2 D C redesign of original 55 series 
520D 0 `Green Bullet' harmonica mic 
SM59 D C horns 
VP64 D 0 ENG, A/V production 
VP88 C MS 129 stereo 

M/fr Model Type Polar 
Max 
SPL Details 

Sony ECM -44 E 0 122 lavalier, low cost 
ECM -55 E 0 126 lavalier, multi use 
ECM -66 E C 130 lavalier, musical applications 
ECM -77 E 0 120 lavalier, miniature 
C -38B C 0/C 140 stand mount, multi use 
C-48 C 0/C/8 128 stand mount, high performance 
C-74 C SC 126 shotgun (17 ins approx) 
C-76 C SC 126 shotgun (27 ins approx) 
C-535 C C 138 pencil type, multi mic use 
C-536 C SC 138 pencil type, multi mic use 
ECM -672 E U 114 short shotgun type, camera mount 
ECM-MS5 E MS 130 suitable hand held use 
ECM -979 E MS 130 capsules 90° to axis 
ECM -33F E C 134 hand held/stand use 
ECM -23F11 E C 134 tight cardioid pattern 
F-720 D C general purpose/speech 
F-730 D U vocal recording 
F-760 D U multipurpose voice 
F-115 D 0 all weather outdoor uses 

ACO Pacific Inc, 2604 Read Avenue, 
Belmont, CA 94002, USA. Tel: (415) 595-8588. 
AKG, Akustiche U Kino -Gerate GmbH, 
Brunhildengasse 1, Wien A-1150, Austria. 
Tel: 222 956517. 
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, Vienna Court, 
Catteshall Wharf, Catteshall Lane, Godalming 
GU7 1JG. Tel: 048 68 25702. 
USA: AKG Acoustics Inc, 1525 Alvarado Street, 
San Leandro, CA 94577. Tel: (415) 351-3500. 
Altec Lansing, 10500 West Reno, Oklahoma 
City, OK 73125, USA. Tel: (405) 324-5311. Fax: 
(405) 324-8981. 
UK: Shuttlesound, 4 The Willows Centre, 
Willow Lane, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 4NX. Tel: 
081-640 9600. Fax: 081-640 0106. 
Amfon Co AS, Ronneholmsg 18, Engelholm, 
Sweden. Tel: 0431 181 66. Fax: 0431 18121. 
AMS Industries, AMS Industries Park, 
Billington Road, Burnley, Lanes BB11 5ES, 
UK. Tel: 0282 57011. Fax: 0282 39542. 
USA: AMS Industries Inc, 3827 Stone Way 
North, Seattle, WA 98103. Tel: (206) 633-1956. 
Fax: (206) 547-6890. 
Audio-Technica Corp, 1348 Naruse, 
Machida, Tokyo 194, Japan. Tel: 0427 29 
5113. Fax: 0427 28 1710. 
UK: Audio Technica Ltd, Technica House, 11 

Lockwood Close, Leeds LS11 5UU, West Yorks. 
Tel: 0532 771441. 
USA: Audio-Technica US Inc, 1221 Commerce 
Drive, Stow, OH 44224. Tel: (216) 686-2600. 
Beyer Dynamic Electrotechnishe Fabrik, 
Theresienstrasse 8, Postfach 1320, 
Heilbronn, D-7100 Germany. Tel: 71 316170. 
UK: Beyer Dynamic UK Ltd, Unit 14, Cliffe 
Industrial Estate, Lewes BN8 6JL. Tel: 0273 
479411. 
USA: Beyer Dynamic (USA) Inc, 5-50 Burns 
Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801. Tel: (516) 
935-8000. 
Bruel & Kjaer A/S, Naerum, DK -2850, 
Denmark. Tel: 2 800500. 
UK: Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd, Harrow Weald 
Lodge, 92 Uxbridge Road, Harrow HA3 6BZ. 
Tel: 081-954 2366. 
USA: Bruel & Kjaer Instruments Inc, 185 
Forest Street, Marlborough, MA 01752. Tel: 
(617) 481-7000. 

Conneaut Audio Devices, Harbor & Jackson 
Streets, PO Box 120, Conneaut, OH 44030, 
USA. Tel: (216) 593.1256. Fax: (216) 593-5395. 

Addresses 
UK: Music Lab, 72-76 Eversholt Street, London 
NW1 1BY. Tel: 071-388 5392. Fax: 071-388 
1953. 
Crown International Inc, 1718 West 
Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517, USA. 
Tel: (219) 294-8000. 
UK: Shuttlesound Ltd, 4 The Willows Centre, 
Willow Lane, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 4NX. Tel: 
081-640 9600. Fax: 081-640 0106. 
Electro -Voice Inc, 600 Cecil Street, 
Buchanan, MI 49107, USA. Tel: (616) 
695-6831. 
UK: Shuttlesound Ltd, 4 The Willows Centre, 
Willow Lane, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 4NX. Tel: 
081-640 9600. Fax: 081-640 0106. 
Europe: Electro -Voice SA, Mark IV Industries, 
Keltenstrasse 5, CH -2563, Ipsach, Switzerland. 
Tel: (032) 51 6833. Fax: (032) 51 1221. 
Fostex Corporation, 560-3, Miyazawacho, 
Akishima, Tokyo, Japan. Tel: 0425 45 6111. 
UK: Fostex UK Ltd, Unit 1, Jackson Way, 
Great Western Industrial Park, Southall, 
Middlesex UB2 4SA. Tel: 081-893 5111. 
USA: Fostex Corporation of America, 15431 
Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel: 
(213) 921-1112. 
Milab (International) (AB), PO Box 510, 
Spinngatan 3, S-260 50 Billesholm, Sweden. 
Tel: 42 730 70. 
UK: Klark-Teknik Research, Walter Nash Road, 
Klark Industrial Park, Kidderminster, Worcs 
DY11 7HJ. Tel: 0562 741515. 
USA: Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc, 200 Sea 
Lane, Farmingdale, NY 11735. Tel: (516) 
249-3660. 
Neumann (Georg Neumann GmbH), 
Charlottenstrasse 3, Berlin 61, D-1000, 
Germany. Tel: 30 251 4091. 
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Road, 
Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 081-953 
0091. 
USA: Gotham Audio Corporation, Eighth Floor, 
1790 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Tel: 
(212) 765-3410. 
Panasonic, Matsushita Electric Ind Co Ltd, 
PO Box 51, Osaka Central 530-91, 1006 Oaza 
Kadoma, Osaka, 571, Japan. Tel: 06 908 
1121. 

UK: Panasonic UK Ltd, Whitby Road, Slough, 
Berks SL1 3DR. Tel: 0753 692442. 
USA: Panasonic Professional Audio Division, 
Matsushita Electric Corp of America, 1 

Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. Tel: (201) 
348-7000. 
Pearl Microphones, Box 98, S-26501, Astorp, 
Sweden. Tel: 042-588 10. 
UK: Meridien Communication Ltd, 32 
Greenwich Market, London SE10 9HZ. Tel: 
081-293 0909. 
Peavey Electronics Corp, 711 A Street, 
Meridian, MS 39301, USA. Tel: (601) 483-3565. 
UK: Peavey Electronics Ltd, Hatton House, 
Hunters Road, Weldon North Industrial Estate, 
Corby, Northants NN17 1JE. Tel: 0536 205520. 
Sanken Microphone Co Ltd, 2-8-8 Ogikubo, 
Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167, Japan. 
UK: Stirling Audio, Kimberley Road, London 
NW6 7SF. Tel: 071-624 6000. 
USA: Audio Intervisual Design, 1032 North 
Sycamore, Los Angeles, CA 90038. Tel: (213) 
469-4773. 
Schalltechnik Dr-Ing Schoeps GmbH, PO 
Box 410970, 7500 Karlsruhe, Germany. Tel: 
(0721) 4 20 16. 
UK: SSE Marketing, Unit 2, 10 William Road, 
London NW1 3EN. Tel: 071-388 0339. 
USA: Posthorn Recordings, 142 W 26th Street, 
10th Floor, New York, NY 10001. Tel: (212) 
242-3737. 
Sennheiser Electronic, D-3002, Wedemark 2, 
Germany. Tel: 05130 583.0. 
UK: Sennheiser UK Ltd, B2 Knaves Beech 
Business Centre, Loudwater, High Wycombe, 
Bucks HP10 9QY. Tel: 0628 850811. Fax: 0628 
850958. 
USA: Sennheiser Electronic Corp, 6 Vista 
Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371. Tel: 
(203) 434-9190. Fax: (203) 434-1759. 
Shure Bros Inc, 222 Hartrey Avenue, 
Evanston, IL 60202, USA. Tel: (312) 866-2200. 
UK: I1W International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, 
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717. 
Sony Corp, PO Box 10, Tokyo AP, Tokyo 
149, Japan. Tel: 03 448-2111. 
UK: Sony Broadcast & Communications, Jays 
Close, Viables, Basingstoke, Hants. RG22 4SB. 
Tel: 0256 483506. Fax: 0256 816397. 
USA: Sony Corporation of America, Professional 
Audio Division, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 
07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000. 
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PERFECT SOUND PURE VISION 

PERFORMANCE 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

F ELIABILITY 

Sennheiser name has been associat ç 

with high quality yet affordable audio 

products fcr nearly half a century. In order 

to fully service and support the ever- 

growing customer base, Sennheiser now 

annot:nce the opening of their UK offi 

in High Wycy_nbe. 

Staffed by de-iicated professionals and 

demonstrating the company's total 

commitment to the UK market, 

Sennheiser U1( is the number to wall fo 

sales enqu_r_es, product information and 

technical su x ort. 

Details of our complete range of innovative 

audio equipr ent including Studio, Vocali 

and O.B. m crophones, headphones, aco 

systems and the new range of M. {.H. 

Studio Concenser Microphones featured 

here, are available from Sennheiser. 

For further iniormation call Sennheiser UK 

on (0628) E50811. 

4f SENNHEISER 
Sennheiser UK Itd- B2 Knaves Beech Business Cenre Loudvveter 

High Wycombe -Bickinghamshire HP10 9QY Tel. 0628 850811 

Fax: 0628 850358 
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ONLY AVAILABLE ON SOUNDSTATION 
The unique and essential disk based recorder and editor for video, film and audio post -production. 
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SEGMENT BASED 
PROCESSING 
A revolution in speed and 
convenience - now available on 

the powerful new, 16 channel 
SOUNDSTATION DSP system. 
Segment Based Processing lets 
you add digital parametric EQ, 
gain and panning to every 
individual audio segment via the 
SOUNDSTATION DSP console. 
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t is difficult to overestimate the importance 
of the work of Bill Price in the field of 
recorded popular music. Although now in 
his 40s, it is hard to imagine that he has 

been a professional sound recordist for some 28 

years. Such longevity at the sharp end of pro 
audio is quite an accomplishment in itself. He 
also maintains an enthusiastic approach to his 
work and an appreciation of many types of music. 
He's equally at home working as sound engineer 
on a performance orientated Elton John session as 
he is co -producing an album with Big Audio 
Dynamite which is largely constructed from 
samples. Also few people can equal his vast 
knowledge and experience of recording from the 
early days of analogue multitrack to current 
digital work. 

Price started as a tape op at Decca Recording 
Studios, London, in 1962 and within a few months 
he graduated to sound engineer. At Decca he 
engineered sessions for Tom Jones, Kathy Kirby, 
The Fortunes, John Maya11, Eric Clapton, The 
Moody Blues, The Applejacks and a colossal 
number of other '60s singers and bands. He 
remained at Decca until 1970 when he had an 
interview with George Martin and subsequently 
joined the newly formed AIR team, helping with 
the planning of the company's innovatory 
independent Oxford Street recording studio 
complex. He was chief engineer there until 1975, 
his engineering credits from the period including 
Harry Nilsson, Kenny Rogers, Marc Bolan, Stevie 
Wonder, Pink Floyd, Stan Getz, Paul McCartney 
and Gary Moore. 

While at AIR Price was to form a long lasting 
working relationship with producer Chris Thomas 

BILL PRICE 
Producer Bill Price 

served his 
`apprenticeship' in 
the UK during the 
early '60s. Here he 
tells Ralph Denyer 

the story 
and subsequently engineered many of his projects. 
The two were later to work on the Sex Pistols' 
Never Mind The Bollocks Here's The Sex Pistols 
album, which bore the intriguing credit, 
`Produced by Chris Thomas or Bill Price'. He also 
engineered album sessions for Thomas with Elton 
John, Pete Townshend and The Pretenders. 

In the mid '70s AIR became part of the 
Chrysalis group of companies. Chrysalis also 
acquired Wessex Studios in north London and 
Price left AIR to take on the job d planning a 
complete rebuild of the studios where he 
subsequently became studio manager and chief 
engineer until 1980. 

In 1981 he became managing director of Wessex 

and since then has continued to engineer for 

Chris Thomas. He has also co -produced a number 
of album projects with bands including The Clash, 
Dave Vanian and the Phantom Chords and Big 
Audio Dynamite (aka BAD). He has, particularly 
over the past 2 or 3 years, been very active as a 
mix and remix engineer, working on tracks for 
Paul McCartney, The Mission, Thrashing Doves, 
Rod Stewart, World Party, Nik Kershaw and The 
Heart-throbs. 

From his very early days Bill had an interest in 
electronics, as he explains: "My father was an 
electronics design engineer and so electronics 
were readily available in our house, so to speak. I 

remember from being a small boy, we had a 

television my father had built, which was 
ensconced in a plywood case with a hole sawn for 
the screen. I think I just took electronics as a 

normal thing for anyone to dabble in. I very 
rapidly gravitated towards audio in all its 
different aspects. 

"I used to have a huge box of bits from which I 

could just tie up my own circuits and tinker with 
them. Valve electronics was very easy. The main 
problem was digging the holes out of the metal 
chassis. Once you had a piece of metal with 
enough holes in you could build anything: 
equalisers, record amps, power amps and things of 

that nature. The main reason I wanted to build 
amplifiers was to be able to listen to records at 
ever-increasing volume in my bedroom. It was 
music which generally motivated it all." 

Price went straight from school to work for 
Plessey Telecommunications as an apprentice, 
concurrently taking an HNC electronics course. 
But at Plessey he was to discover that electronics 
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can take a young man in 
unexpected directions: 
"The Plessey side of it 
disillusioned me a bit 
because I was working 
in labs that were heavily 
involved in military 
electronics. I was 

They had this chair, like a giant kid's 
high chair, on which they used to sit 
the acoustic guitarist 

working on something, one module of which 
would come into play should Britain decide to 
drop its nuclear weapon. This was something 
installed in V -bombers and if a coded decimal 
number was sent to the bomber and set up in a 
row of decade switches, the chap opens the safe- 
you know, sort of `Doctor Strangelove'." 

The realisation that he was working on 'the 
ultimate box of destruction', did not sit well with 
this teenage apprentice. This was at the very 
beginning of the '60s and he also had a healthy 
interest in rock'n'roll. He was involved with local 
bands and dabbled in management and 
promotion. He was a fan of Duane Eddy-he of 
the detuned guitar recorded with the aid of a 
grain silo for reverberation-and had been to see 
him live at The Regal, Edmonton, London. Price 
was impressed. 

"One of my favourite albums at the time was of 
Duane Eddy and I was in my bedroom playing 
that with some friends, at ever-increasing volume, 
and we noticed that a certain Eddie Bracket was 
credited as sound engineer on the album cover. 
We all started jeering at what we considered, 
with our adolescent humour, to be this chap's 
unfortunate name. We're talking about 17 -year - 
old boys lusting after sex and the word 'bracket' 
was immediately sexual to us. So we had a good 
laugh at Mr Bracket's surname and then it slowly 
dawned on me that this was a real chap and he 

must be doing something reasonably interesting 
that would tend to appeal to me. I thought: 'Sod 
it, I'll have a go at this.' So I wrote to the address 
that appeared on the sleeve of every album that I 
had." 

Many of the addresses were merely transient 
labels but several were record companies, which 
owned their own recording studios. 

"Of the various people who replied and 
interviewed me, I opted for Decca where I saw the 
redoubtable Arthur Haddy who used to be the 

studio manager in those 
days. I was lucky enough 
to work with some 
fantastic engineers. The 
chaps who were close to 
retirement in the 
recording engineering 
field at Decca were the 

people who'd started with the very beginnings of 
the technology. They'd started recording on wax 
with one microphone and knew the techniques for 
recording a dance band straight on to wax with a 
single STC 'ball and biscuit' moving coil 
microphone. And they still had lots of the 
equipment they had used in those days. 

"They had this chair, like a giant kid's high 
chair, on which they used to sit the acoustic 
guitarist so that he could be offered up to the 
microphone closer than the rest of the band. Then 
the trumpets and the drummer would be right at 
the back of the room as far away as the engineer 
could get them. The singer would be standing 
between the band and the microphone and the 
balance would be achieved by moving the singer 
backwards or forwards. So the two main chaps I 
worked under in those days were Arthur Lillie 
and Arthur Bannister. They were an absolute 
fountain of information and good practice. 

"Arthur Lillie recounted to me the extreme 
battles he'd had with the people who were 
responsible for building the recording equipment 
at Decca, because there wasn't a hell of a lot of 
industry as far as equipment manufacturers were 
concerned when he started. Arthur recounted 
tremendous battles he'd had to get them to build 
something whereby he could use two microphones 
for instance, because he used to specialise in 
popular music. I think one of the credits you can 
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Uncompromising Ruggedness 
for an Uncompromising World. 

Field Production Products 

Extraordinary 
Reliability is 

Built -into Every 
Product We Make. 

It's a tough world out there. 
Outside the safety of the stu- 
dio, anything can happen - 
and often does. That's why 
Shure's field production 
equipment is built to with- 
stand the harshest abuse 
during electronic news gath- 
ering (ENG), remote record- 
ing, and other out -of -studio 
applications. 

Whether it's a simple news 
conference, an on -the - 
scene interview, or report 
from the scene of a fire or 
flood, Shure field production 
equipment is trusted by 
broadcast engineers world- 
wide. Wherever the action 
may be, Shure microphones 
like the new VP88 Stereo 
model, the SM89 Shotgun, 
and the SM63L handheld in- 
terviewing microphone pro- 
vide the natural sound and 
unwavering reliability that 
pros need in high pressure sit- 
uations. 

Shure circuitry units match 
this dedication to perfor- 
mance. Our lightweight (less 
than 1 kilo), easy -to -use FP31 

portable Audio Mixer packs 
an amazing number of 
convenient features into an 
exceptionally compact 
package. The FP32 is a ster- 
eo version. Our FP1 1 Mic-to- 
Line Amp provides up to 84 
dB of gain in fifteen 6 dB 
steps - ideal for long line sit- 
uations. Our FP51 Gated Mix- 
er is a great labor -saver for 
busy technicians. And our ex- 
tremely popular, widely -used 
M267 production mixer is truly 
the industry standard. 

Shure's entire range of prod- 
ucts combines professional 
performance with thoroughly 
field -proven ruggedness. 

Call or write: 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
International Division 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 

60202-3696 U.S.A. 
(708) 866-2200 

Shure GmbH 
Lohtorstr, 24 7100 Heilbronn 
West Germany 
49-7131-83221 
AES Booth # F67 



put down to dear old Arthur was The White Cliffs 
Of Dover by Vera Lynn. And he thought it would 
be a good idea for popular music to have two 
microphones, one for the orchestra and one for the 
singer, because this would save putting off a 
singer who might be nervous about having to 
record by constantly shuffling backwards and 
forwards and hence worrying about the technical 
process. That is an excellent principle which 
easily translates into modern day recording. 

"If you worry 
somebody with the 
technology when they're 
trying to give a good 
performance that is the 
opposite of what a 
recording engineer is 
supposed to be doing. So 
good old Arthur was 
working along those 
lines many years ago 
and he finally persuaded 
Decca to build him 
something with two mic 

the pub and was incapable of making it back into 
the control room. I got a slurred phone call to the 
effect: 'Please put my briefcase out in the corridor 
and I'll sneak out and you can finish the session.' 
Finishing the session didn't involve much more 
than continuing tape -operating because he'd 
already got a sound on the band. Just by sheer 
chance the song that I did was preferred by the 
A&R department and released as the A -side. I did 
also record the mixes. I seemed to get on well 

Stax, Coral or RCA Series single and 'transcribe 
it for orchestra' so to speak and give it to a bunch 
of London session musicians to play. The engineer 
would listen to the record and attempt to copy the 
latest Tamla Motown sound or what have you, 
which was incredibly difficult but at times we 
could achieve a modicum of success. Again it was 
based on the principle, 'We don't know what's 
good about it but it's sold millions in America so 
we just want to copy it as closely as possible. 

Little did the record 

The valve console was of absolutely 
superb quality as long as it didn't 
crackle. Of course, when a valve went 
you had to rummage around at the back 
to find out which of the many thousands 
it was and replace it 

inputs. This was of such enormous benefit that 
they then made something you could plug six 
microphones into, which was rapidly extended 
with another four channels. And when I started 
at Decca a 10 -channel valve console was still in 
use. As I remember, the last valve console they 
built at Decca was a 20 -channel device, which was 
of absolutely superb quality as long as it didn't 
crackle. Of course, when a valve went you had to 
rummage around the back to find out which of 
the many thousands it was and replace it." 

When Price started at Decca a new console was 
being built using newfangled devices called 0071 
transistors. He recalls that the two successful tape 
media at the time were mono -to-mono 15 in/s full 
track on y inch tape, which was superseded by 
the Studer J37 4 -track on 1 inch. To this day he 
feels that for analogue machines, including those 
used for mastering, close to a Y4 inch of tape per 
track remains the best format. I mentioned that 
recently Mike Hedges and Chris Tsangarides had 
said they had both gone back to using Studer 
16 -track on 2 inch tape machines in tandem with 
digital multitrack machines. 

"I can understand why. When the Ampex ATR 
100 2 -track on y inch format came out in more 
recent times, immediately it sounded absolutely 
wonderful, again using nearly ya inch of tape per 
track." 

After around 6 months or so working as a tape 
op and soaking up as much information as he 
could from the senior 
Decca engineers, Price 
somewhat suddenly 
found himself in charge 
and engineering his first 
session. At the time 
there were three 
'sessions' a day at Decca, 
which ran from 10am to 
1pm, 2 to 5.30pm and 

with the producer or something, I can't remember 
now." 

The single was Tell Me When by the Applejacks 
and was a Top 10 hit for the group in March 
1964. Bill was immediately promoted to full 
recording engineer status. 

"To be honest, at that time in the Decca A&R 
department they used to always rely exclusively 
on a process named 'Magic'. This was because 
nobody really knew why one record was a hit and 
another wasn't. They used to look for 'magical' 
elements. So-and-so played the tambourine on a 
hit so the tambourine might have made the record 
successful. The engineer was considered in a 
similar vein: 'We don't know exactly what the 
engineer did but he must be doing something 
right and we'll use him again next week.' And I 
suppose that is still current among record 
companies to a certain extent. I get lots of phone 
calls mainly angled from the point of view that a 
new band a record company wants me to work 
with is a bit like Clash or BAD so they think I'm 
the man to do it. If you actually look at the kinds 
of bands I've worked with in the past, they 
include just about every kind of music you could 
imagine. I don't consider myself to be a specialist 
from any one particular point of view except that 
recently I've specialised in recording bands in the 
general sense." 

During the early to mid '60s Price found himself 
working on pop, orchestral, classical orchestral, 

I don't consider myself to be a specialist 
from any one particular point of view 
except that recently I've specialised in 
recording bands in the general sense 

7 to 10pm. Upwards of four songs would be 
recorded per session. If Price's memory is a little 
hazy on his early credits he can be forgiven as he 
was recording 60 to 80 songs during a busy week 
and was therefore responsible for a major part of 
Decca's output. But one particular session he 
remembers well. The 'superb pop engineer' he was 
tape-op'ing for had achieved a good sound during 
the afternoon session and one potential A -side was 
successfully recorded. Then they all took a break 
before the evening session. 

"For one reason or another, this superb pop 
engineer was paralytic after half an hour up at 

spoken word and special effects sessions. But the 
major influences on popular music were 
originating from the USA. Thus for potential 
chart singles, Decca engineers were actively 
encouraged to get the same sounds that were on 
American records. 

"This happened in several ways. Don't forget 
that in the '60s a lot of British pop hits were 
straight copies of American records, the originals 
of which at that stage, nobody was releasing in 
this country. So one of the jobs the engineer was 
given was to strictly copy the sound. Decca would 
employ a musical director who would listen to a 

companies realise that 
the session musicians 
they were employing, 
such as Jimmy Page 
and John Paul Jones, 
would eventually 
write their own pages 
in the history of 
popular music but as 
Price says, "That's 
another story." 

At one point Decca 
sent a producer over to 

the States to find out how the Americans were 
achieving all these new sounds. The producer was 
unfortunately not technically orientated but at 
least he returned with a list of the model 
numbers of equipment he'd seen in use in the 
studios. 

"This was brilliant for us because we were able 
to say we've got to have them, and overnight we 
had a huge bank of Fairchild compressors and 
Pultec equalisers, the stock -in -trade of the 
American studios. In those days America did have 
the beginnings of an equipment manufacturer 
set-up. Fairchild and Pultec must have been 
among the first. So we were immediately blessed 
with a Fairchild 660 compressor and the 
wonderful Pultec peaking equaliser, the EQP1A3 
or something. It's still wildly fashionable today, I 
remember using that in the mid '60s. The same 
goes for the valve Fairchild. So that was the 
benefit of that producer's trip. He also came back 
with the number 'U47', which he'd seen stamped 
on Elvis Presley's microphone. We told him we'd 
got some of them and were using them already. 
He said, 'Oh, Jolly good!' But it is amazing how 
many of those things are still common currency 
today." 

Towards the end of the time he spent at Decca, 
Price had formed a close working relationship 
with Peter Sullivan. Sullivan was very successful 
as a Decca staff producer, recording many hits 
with Tom Jones, Engelbert Humperdinck, Kathy 

Kirby and others. 
Sullivan decided to join 

forces with John 
Burgess, Ron Richards 
and George Martin-all 
of whom had previously 
been very successful 
staff producers for 
EMI-to form Associated 
Independent Recording, 

aka AIR London, the first major independent 
record production company in the UK. The income 
from record production was substantial, as was 
the money spent hiring studios, as were the 
amounts paid in income tax. The famous and 
ambitious, and quite logical decision was taken to 
build Air Studios. 

During 1967 it was the Price engineered and 
Sullivan produced single Release Me by Engelbert 
Humperdinck that brought a temporary halt to 
Beatles singles automatically going to No 1 in 
the charts. The Penny Lane/Strawberry Fields 
Forever double A -side only made it to No 2, after 
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"Powerful sounds and dynamic images 

are what make a live performance great. 

On world tours with Supertramp, 

Toto, and Pink Floyd there are 

no second chances on the bandstand. 

I depend on my equipment 

to work every night." 

QSC Power Amplifiers... as reliable as 
the players who use them. 
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OSC Audio Products, Inc. 

1926 Placenta Ave.. Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
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Young engineers can get so wrapped up 
in the choice of microphone, position of 
pop shield, and can fiddle about with a 
singer for so long that the poor person 
forgets what they came to the studio to 
do in the first place 
somewhere in the region of 12 Beatles singles- 
depending on which chart you go by-had gone 
straight to No 1 during the week of issue. 

"Peter suggested that I go for an interview with 
George Martin and so off I went and joined Dave 
Harries and Keith Slaughter in the planning of 
Air Studios which eventually opened in 1970. I 
started some months before we actually got going 
with test sessions. George had hoped to bring 
Geoff Emerick who was the engineer he had 
worked with at Abbey Road, Geoff being famous 
for recording The Beatles. But unfortunately at 
the time Geoff was tied up with The Beatles' own 
Apple Studio in Savile Row so he couldn't join us. 
I think it was 5 or 6 years before Geoff got 
himself out of the Apple situation but that's 
another story." 

Bill brought Decca engineer John Punter to Air 
and Jack Clegg who had been at Decca before 
moving to CTS where he had gained valuable 
experience in recording sound for motion pictures. 

"George was quite keen that we should use the 
expertise from both Decca and EMI Studios. In 
those days there weren't that many independent 
studios in the country and with four rooms Air 
was destined to be the largest of them all. George 
thought of Decca and EMI as the competition and 
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he also stole what was a huge chunk of the 
maintenance staff from Abbey Road. Dave Harries 
was one of those people and he is, of course, still 
involved with Chrysalis. 

"There was a bit of the Abbey Road way of 
doing things and I brought with me the Decca 
way of doing things and some of Arthur Lillie's 
good lessons. He always considered it very 
important to put yourself in the place of the 
person you were recording and not to intimidate 
them unnecessarily with technicalities. Young 
engineers can get so wrapped up in the choice of 
microphone, position of pop shield, and can fiddle 
about with a singer for so long that the poor 
person forgets what they came to the studio to do 
in the first place." 

Air had wanted to equip all the studios with 
Studer A80 VU 16 -track tape machines but there 
was a problem with availability and only one 
machine eventually arrived. 3M M56 16 -tracks 
were to be the main multitracks during the 
studio's early years, and then there was Air's 
famous collaboration with Neve regarding 
consoles. 

"We worked very closely with Neve. Quite a lot 
of the facilities we demanded then became Neve 
standard issue in later consoles. Basically there 

were three phases of desks over a period of time. 
The big console now in Studio One is the 
culmination of that process. Malcolm Atkin was 
very much involved in forcing Neve to improve on 
the specifications of their electronics. The basic 
building blocks which their style of consoles use 
were very much improved by Malcolm demanding 
tighter specifications, a few less transformers 
than was typical and things like that. The console 
in Studio One as it stands has subsequently been 
extended. The original bits haven't been changed 
but it was extended by Rupert Neve and the 
original Focusrite company with modules which 
are a hybrid, physically and to a certain extent 
electronically, matching the existing modules and 
being Focusrite modules, have a slightly different 
coloured front panel. So it is a bit complicated to 
explain but that is a jolly good sounding desk. 
One of my favourite Neves, that one." 

When Price went for his initial interview with 
George Martin he was introduced to someone who 
was about his own age who was in the basement 
of Martin's office working with a very strange 
piece of esoteric looking equipment, the likes of 
which he had never seen before, which came in a 
large number of flight cases with a huge number 
of cables. 

"This chap was Chris Thomas who George had 
taken on as a trainee assistant producer to 
himself. Chris had previously worked at EMI. 
And this strange piece of equipment he was 
working on was a Moog synthesiser George had 
imported. I think it was if not the first, the 
second Moog in Britain. It required about 3 or 4 
hours setting up in order to get a sinewave out of 
it. Chris was getting very excited because he 
could work it and he went on to provide 
synthesiser for a lot of pop records of that 
vintage." 

And didn't he play harpsichord on The Beatles' 
Piggies? "Well I think that most people know 
about Chris's involvement with The Beatles by 
now and that's a matter of separate stories. But 
in those days he used to do shifts with George. 
George would work from 10am to 7pm at the 
studios and The Beatles would arrive at some 
time during that stage. George would go home at 
a respectable hour and leave Chris to stay up all 
night and supervise whatever crazy idea The 
Beatles were up to. So Chris had a lot of 
experience." 

The first test sessions at Air, although an 
album was released from the sessions, were with 
Thomas producing Climax Chicago Blues Band 
and Price engineering. They also recorded the 
Apple signing Badfinger at the studios. Other 
albums the two worked together on include Pete 
Townshend's Empty Glass, All The Best Cowboys 
Have Chinese Eyes, Bryan Ferry's Let's Stick 
Together, The Pretenders' Pretenders I and II, and 
Elton John's The Fox, Jump Up, Too Low For 
Zero and Reg Strikes Back. 

"I worked with Chris for many years at Air and 
subsequently as a freelance engineer. And 
basically, in terms of working with rock bands, I 
suppose in a way I learnt 90% of what I know 
from Chris. He must be one of the best producers 
I've worked with. He's superb. He doesn't impose 
his ideas on people. He takes everything in that a 
band has to offer and very subtly capitalises on it, 
at the same time putting his own stamp on a 
track. He's not somebody who rushes into the 
studio and says, `Well, I think the song will be 
much better if you play it at this speed,' or 'I 
want to add keyboards; make it how I want it'. 
He's not that sort of producer at all. He just 
shapes what a band has to offer incredibly 
well." Part Two follows 



A NEW TRACK RECORD 

Fairlight's MFX is the new front runner for Audio Post 

MFX is a 24 -track disc recorder for post production. 
It can play up to 16 tracks simultaneously, for around 
the same price as many 8 -track disc recorders. So it's 

cost effective enough to be used for track lay to 

multi -track tape, yet it has enough tracks to be used 
directly for the final mix. 

The MFX console has dedicated keys for track 
selection, sound effect performance, external 
machine control, and most importantly- fast and 

powerful editing features. You can edit, cut and 
paste non-destructively on all 24 tracks before 

committing anything to tape. 

Twenty-four outputs connect straight to your mixing 

console, with AES/EBU in/out for digital stereo 

transfer. Audio is 16 -bit linear at 44.1 or 48K. 

MFX incorporates the latest generation 2 and 3 hour 

capacity hard -disc drives which can provide over 20 

hours of on-line storage. 

It's fitting that Fairlight should set a new track record 

for audio post. Chances are the music soundtracks 
you're laying up now were produced using sampling, 

sequencing and waveform editing techniques that 

our designers introduced in earlier decades. In fact, 

with the addition of a MIDI keyboard, MFX can also 

run all of Fairlight's Series -III sampling and 
sequencing software. 

With hundreds of Fairlights in use around the world, 

it's the track record that counts. 
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Power. Play. 

Loudspeaker design: To achieve high power 
handling capability, sensitivity suffered. You could 
get more power, but you had to accept less play. 

Another Advance From JBL 
Ever since Jim Lansing flattened voice coil wire in 
the early thirties, JBL has continually edged loud- 
speaker design closer and closer to perfection. The 
introduction of our new 2200 Series models marks 
another JBL advance in transducer technology. 

Vented Gap Cooling: 
As a voice coil's temperature rises, so does its 
impedance, causing power compression. Every dB 

of power compression 
translates into one 

less dB of output. 
To reduce power cotn- 

pression and gain overall 
sensitivity, JBL created vents 

from the voice coil, through 
the magnet structure, to the 

rear of the loudspeaker. As 
the cone travels, heat is 
dispersed and cool air 

returned to the voice coil. 
The result, a true 600 watt 

loudspeaker with high sensitivity. You get twice the 
power handling plus greater output. 

New SFG'" Magnet Structure. 
Through computer modeling and simulation, the 
2200 Series SFG magnet structure achieves optimum 
flux density and significantly lower distortion while 
realizing up to 20% weight reduction. 

We Heard You Loud And Clear. 
Whether you're looking for a mega -watt touring 
loudspeaker, or for a low distortion critical listening 
device, JBL has the model for you. All with the new 
SFG magnet structure with Vented Gap Cooling. The 
new 2200 Series models give you the best of both 
worlds. Power, and play. 

UBL 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 USA 
H A Harman International Company 



The name of Skywalker Ranch is closely associated in 

most people's minds with George Lucas and Lucasfilm. 

While a lot of production work for Lucasfilm does go 

on at Skywalker Ranch, it is perhaps less well known 

that the technical facilities can be hired in the same way as any 

other studio, under the name of Sprocket Systems. 

The facility is situated just north of San Francisco and San 

Rafael and is accessed via the appropriately -named Lucas Valley 

Road, which turns off Route 101. The entrance to the private 
road is inconspicuous and there is no indication at all that it 
might be a studio as it looks exactly what it is meant to be-a 
ranch. It is in a real country setting but with very fast access to 

the entertainment centres, as well as many interesting places to 

visit. Wine connoisseurs will time their sessions to fit in with 

the grape harvest festivals in nearby Napa and Sonoma 

counties. 
George Lucas is, above all, a storyteller and the Ranch was 

built from the ground up to a script. The theme is that the 

ranch had been built by a successful farmer, who then added 

wings on to the main house for the children and then their 

families and so on. The different outbuildings were added during 

the various stages of development until it reached the state it is 

today. Of course, all this was part of the overall design but it 

definitely works. 
The Main House is used for George Lucas's personal office, 

various small screening rooms (one for film and one for video), a 

very comprehensive library for filmmakers, the staff restaurant 
and solarium plus various large rooms, which are used for social 

gatherings. 
Behind the house is the Gate House, which gives access to a 

courtyard flanked by the Carriage House and the Stable 

building. The former houses the THX Design Group with the 

latter containing a demonstration room over the stables for 

Home THX. 
The studio areas are housed in the Technical Building, which 

is situated further round on the circular service road, and the 

building is an authentic Californian winery (together with 

vineyards outside). 

SKYWALKER RANCH 
Within the Californian base of the 
Lucasfilm company, Sprocket 
Systems are the technical studio 
operations. Terry Nelson visits 

Abpve: Scoring stage. Below: Technical House 
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In a world of incredibly costly and overly 
complex mixing consoles, the Sound Work- 
shop Series 34C delivers wide dynamic 
range in a clean, easy -to -use layout. 
Tapes cut on this sensibly designed console 
preserve the intricacies of the original 
session without adding distortion or 
coloration. 

All circuitry in the Series 34C is high - 
slew, yielding excellent transient response. 

Foley stage 

Though Sprocket Systems are heavily slanted towards post - 
production for film and video, music recording by no means 
takes second place. Tom Scott is general manager for Skywalker 
Systems, and his credentials include a Record Plant studio and 
remote operations in Sausalito and Los Angeles during the '70s. 
As far as he is concerned: "My roots are definitely in audio." 

The studio is accessed via a large staircase leading from the 
reception area, with separate entrances for the rear of the 
control room and scoring stage. The control room is spacious and 
is built on an `expanding box' principle, ie the dimensions widen 
as they move away from the window. The acoustic treatment is 
mainly absorptive though the floor is high quality hardwood. 

The main monitors are housed in a soffit over the control room 
window with a reflexion-free path to the engineer position and 
there are also concrete pedestals for mounting close monitors in 
front of the console. 

The control window is a three -sided panoramic installation 
that juts and leans out into the studio area and offers very good 
visual contact with the studio floor, as well as the large screen 
at the far end of the studio. 

Recording centres around a Neve V series console and 
whatever multitrack happens to be around for the session in the 
adjoining machine room, though Lucasfilm do seem to have 
quite a few Otari machines. 

The layout of the control room is such that the console is on 
floor-or lowest-level, with rising platforms behind it providing 
work space for producers and other personnel. This means that 
everyone has a clear view into the studio and can work without 
interference. 

At the time of this visit, Tony Faulkner was in session for a 
series of CDs for Harmonia Mundi and he commented: "The 
sound is beautiful here, just like a small concert hall but more 
controlled. For a start, it is very quiet so I don't have to worry 
about traffic or aeroplanes." 

No multitrack was in sight during Faulkner's sessions as he 
was working straight down to digital stereo. 

"The support here at Skywalker is very good-I could almost 
call it quietly efficient. I can get on with what I have to do yet 

Get the perfect mix from Otari's 
Series 34: Sonic integrity, quality 
construction and affordable price. 

A four band equalizer with 
sweepable frequency selection, 
with each band allowing a range 
of ±15dB. 

When fitted with Otari's DISKMIX'" 
automation system, the Series 34C 
provides computerized mixdown 
with extensive off-line editing 
capabilities. 



if I need anything sorted out, it just gets done very quickly with 
no fuss." 

The least one can say about the studio is that it is impressive, 
as it can easily hold a 125 -piece symphony orchestra. The room 
features no basic parallel surfaces and thus there are no 

standing wave or flutter echo problems. The acoustic design is 

deceptively simple but very effective. 
The two side walls and ceiling can best be described as poly- 

ellipticals (rather than poly-cylindricals) made out of concrete, 
there being a gentle curve terminating in a sharp one. In order 
to change the characteristics of the room, sliding, absorbent 
panels are installed behind the concrete structures and these 
can be pulled out as required. 

Says Tom Scott: "With the room in fully reflective state and 
empty, the reverberation time is in excess of 4 seconds. Whereas 
this might seem a lot, the moment you have a full orchestra in 

here, the time is reduced to around 2 seconds so you do have to 
have that leeway built in. 

"With the panels, you can adjust the time to suit solo artists, 
small groups, etc. However, we do find that when most people 
come here for the first time, they say that the room is too lively 
so we damp it down and then it's 'can we have just a little more 

reverb' until we are back where we started. When you have a 

big room that sounds good, most people end up by wanting to 

take advantage of it and get more natural ambience into the 
recording." 

A small vocal booth is situated to the front left of the control 
room which also looks into the studio. The booth is large enough 
for instrument dubs where a dry acoustic is required. 

The Technical Building has 35 editing rooms for film and 
video, four transfer bays that cater for all formats to all formats 
(including Nagra SN, PCM-F1, DAT and `/a inch DASH) 

complete with all variations of synchronisation, timecode and 
noise reduction, ADR studio, Foley studio, film dubbing theatres 
and a screening theatre. 

For editors, a useful facility is the Lucasfilm sound effects 
library and this is in the process of being fully transferred to 

CD and DAT, complete with a computerised retrieval system. 

Transfer room 

THX-The audience is listening 
In a world full of multiple standards, the 
film industry has a creditable amount of 

them and among those covering sound 
there exists the dreaded `Academy 
Curve'. THX is a set of architectural, 
acoustic and eçnipment performance 
specifications that provide compatibility 
between the sound heard in the dubbing 
studio and that reproduced in the 
cinema. 

Jerry Zernicke, THX project manager, 
comments: "The audience in the cinema 
should hear the same sound quality that 
the mixing engineer heard at mixdown. 
The sound is a1 part of the film 

experience and is every bit as important 
as projection quality." 

If recording studios were to devise 
fixed criteria for monitoring maybe there 
would be less problems at the mastering 
stage or when working between studios. 

With developments such as CDS 
(Cinema Digital Sound), LC Concept 
from France or other digital systems, 
being part of the evolution towards 
digital production for the cinema, 
monitoring standards such as THX will 

be paramount if the full benefits are to 

be passed on to the audience. 

The line and mic inputs, as well as record- 
ing outputs, are transformerless designs 
which use proprietary, laser -trimmed, 
thick -film resistive networks. This provides 
highly accurate tracking of the output stages, 
which clip only at levels that exceed +27dBu. 

Available in configurations from 24 to 
50 inputs, the Series 34C may be equipped 
with Otari's DISKMIXTM Moving Faders or 
DISKMIX VCA automation systems. And 

High resolution metering 
modules with forty segment, 
three color LEDs displaying 
both peak and average modes. 

you may choose either high resolution 
LED metering or VU mechanical metering. 

Quality construction, superb sonic 
performance, reasonable cost, and Otani 

worldwide customer support make the 
Series 34C the perfect choice for the 
recordist, and for the studio owner. 
Call your nearest Otani regional office 
for information. 

The master section concentrates 
important control, switching, 
metering and communications 
functions in one human - 
engineered area. 

Otani, Inc., lbkyo (0424) 81-8626 
Otani Corp., California (415) 341-5900 
Otani (UK) Ltd., United Kingdom 

(0753) 580777 
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd. (65) 743-7711 

Otani Deutschland GmbH., West Germany 
02159/50861-3 
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A modular patch bay 
with seven jacks per 
I/O channel and 
complete facilities 

for an array of 
external pro- 
cessing gear. 



Fred says, if it's we recording it's worth 

FRIDA 
FRIDA combines the well established 
editing facilities of FRED with its own 
fully comprehensive tape recording 
facilities ensuring the highest studio 
standards - wherever the action is. 

Unique family features include: 

lightweight 

portability 

modular design 

ease of operation 

sensible pricing 

and FRIDA is available in TC versions 
and models covering all working 
situations. 

Lyrec 
Min OF DENMARK 

Technology where it counts. 
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Lyrec Manufacturing A/S 
Box 123 (Mileparken 22) ,2740 Skovlunde Denmark 
Te1+45 44 532522 Fax +45 44 53 53 35 

European Distributors 
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Netherlands: +31 20 141749 +31 20 140065 

Norway: +47 2 797730 +47 2 796154 
Switzerland: +4118400144 +41 18410726 
U.K.: +44 84427 8866 +44 84427 8810 
W. Germany: +49 6171 4026 +49 6171 4401 
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A sound effects compilation area has several isolated 
workstations (complete with video screen for the picture) where 

an editor can page through the different categories of sound 
effects, call up the ones of interest and play them through in 

order to decide on the final selection. Tom Scott demonstrated 
the system and it is certainly easy to use, as well as quick and 
efficient. 

The ADR and Foley studios have been conceived as an 
interlocking unit that features a central machine room together 
with film and video projection facilities. Both studios are 

spacious with the Foley stage being one of the largest-and 
quietest-in the US. 

Rather than a console, the ADR control room features API 
microphone preamplifiers, a selection of very high quality 
microphones and a Rane headphone amplifier for multiple feeds 

to the actor(s), producer, editor, script supervisor, etc. The ADR 

controller is a Magnatech EL -2 computerised unit linked to a 

6 -track film recorder and a second stripe recorder for selected 

takes. A 1/4 inch recorder with Dolby is used as a logging 
machine to record all performances and slates for a session 
sequentially. 

The Foley control room features a small SSL 5000 film console 

with four microphone channels (complete with dynamics) and 
24 -track monitoring, most of the recording being done on 

multitrack rather than on 35mm mag recorders. 
There are four film mixing studios at Sprocket Systems: two 

small rooms with SSL 5428 and 5654 consoles and two large 
rooms with SSL 56110 consoles (110 inputs), all with 
automation. The studios are served by a central machine room 

housing a plethora of Magnatech recorders and dubbers, which 
can be assigned to the different rooms as required. Dolby SR 

and A -type noise reduction are also available. 
The layout of the mixing studios and consoles has been 

carefully designed to allow one to four -man operation, depending 

on the project and preferred method of working. 
Planning is one of the omnipresent-but hidden-factors at 

Skywalker, as a tour of the distribution and machine rooms 

demonstrated. 
Tom Scott explained, "The wiring and patching is modular so 

that it can be upgraded or changed at any time without causing 
stoppages. We also give ourselves a lot of margins so that if, for 

Mixing stage 

example, we find we need 24 lines then we'll run 48, thus 
building in expansion. It is a lot of work at the beginning but it 
saves a lot more further on down the line." 

The screening room (in reality, a luxury cinema) seats 300 

spectators and offers full 35 and 70 mm projection facilities 
together with a THX specified sound system. 

Sprocket Systems at Lucasfilm offer all the facilities needed 
for successful post -production and music recording. In terms of 

working atmosphere, it is doubtful whether many studios can 
offer the degree of workmanship and finish of the surroundings 
found at Skywalker and though this is decorative, it does make 
work that much more pleasant. 

Accommodation can be arranged in hotels within easy reach 
but clients wishing to 'live in' can also choose to stay in the 
hotel and apartment rooms on the ranch itself. 
Sprocket Systems, Lucasfilm Ltd, PO Box 3000, San Rafael, 
CA 94912, USA. Tel: (415) 662-1000. Fax: (415) 662-2429. 

Thirteen years after George Lucas 
wrote and directed Star Wars, 
Lucasfilm have emerged as one of 

the most successful independent 
production companies in the world. Their 
special effects R&D and sound quality have 
earned them and their founder a place in 
history as pioneers of visual and sound 
technology. Lucasfilm's feature films have won 

16 Oscars and have received 40 Academy 
Award nominations. To date, the company 
have produced six of the Top 10 box office hits 
of all time. The latest release, Indiana Jones 
And The Last Crusade, was the No 1 hit 
worldwide for 1989. 

George Lucas is dedicated to quality film 
production and his commitment to research 
and development led to expansion which 
prompted the creation of Lucas Arts 
Entertainment Company. This subsidiary is 

comprised of eight divisions. 

THX was established to develop and promote 
advancements in motion picture presentation. 
The division includes the theatrical THX 
Sound System Program, which ensures all 
members of the audience in the THX-certified 
theatre experience sound as it was intended 
by the filmmaker; the Home THX Audio 
Licensing Program, which has developed 
technologies and quality standards to allow 

consumer electronics manufacturers to bring 
the same quality to the home; and the Theatre 
Alignment Program (TAP)-a service that 
specialises in the manufacture and exhibition 

of release prints. 

Skywalker Sound offers a full range of 
recording, editing and mixing services for 
film, video, radio, music and theme park 
attractions for both Lucasfilm and outside 
production companies and has won Academy 
Awards for Star Wars, Raiders Of The Lost 
Ark, ET and Indiana Jones And The Last 
Crusade. In addition, the music facilities have 
become rehearsal and/or recording venues for 
Mick Jagger, Linda Ronstadt, John Williams, 
Bobbie McFerrin, Huey Lewis and The 
Grateful Dead. 

Industrial Light & Magic ULM) was formed 
in 1975 to create the visual effects for Star 
Wars. ILM has contributed to more than 40 

films and has won 10 Academy Awards for 

such films as Star Wars, The Empire Strikes 
Back, Raiders Of The Lost Ark, ET, Return Of 
The Jedi, Indiana Jones And The Temple Of 
Doom, Cocoon, Innerspace, Who Framed Roger 

Rabbit? and The Abyss. 

Lucasfilm Games develops entertainment 
software for personal computers and video 

game machines and recently published the 
international hits Maniac Mansion, Indiana 
Jones And The Last Crusade, The Graphic 
Adventure, Their Finest Hour, The Battle Of 
Britain and Loom. 

Lucasfilm Learning develops innovative 
media -based education products for schools, 

community education, business training and 
public space projects. The division recently 
completed design and production of an 
interactive videodisc product entitled GTV: A 

Geographic Perspective on American History 
targeted toward middle school students. This 
project was developed in collaboration with 
the National Geographic Society and the 
California State Department of Education. 
Other multimedia projects have included 
design examples addressing environmental 
issues and scientific discovery. 

LucasArts Licensing controls licensing and 
distribution of products related to Lucasfilm's 
most popular motion pictures, this division 
emphasises long-term growth and creative 
marketing, managing a diverse portfolio of 

properties. Licensing also provides services to 
other clients including major celebrities and 
internationally recognised trademarks. 

Lucasfilm Commercial Productions 
produces high quality live -action and special 
effects commercials for the advertising 
industry. Recently, the division has gained 
national recognition for its work with such 
clients as USAir, Merril Lynch, Burger King 
and Diet Coke. 

LucasArts Attractions designs and produces 
themed attractions for speciality venues. This 
division was formed following ILM's successful 
involvement in such theme park attractions as 
Star Tours and Body Wars. 
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MONITOR SYSTEMS 
CONTROL ROOMS 
Philip Newell looks at the diversity of 
control room designs and philosophies 

Recording studio control rooms are 
becoming almost as disparate as the 
domestic listening environments in 
which the end product will be enjoyed. 

Complaints are coming from the hi-fi fraternity 
that the variability in spectral balance of modern 
recordings is beginning to become unacceptable. 
There is probably a wider range of monitor 
systems now in commercial use than at any time 
in the past, and the acoustical philosophies behind 
control room designs are beginning to become 
polarised into what are effectively areas of mutual 
exclusivity. Almost inevitably there is a grey area 
in between and design concepts exist aiming to 
straddle the divide. However, gone are the days 
when the established concepts led to one general 
trend in design formats. 

The evolution of control rooms has been from 
something tantamount to a booth, to the present 
day where, in many circumstances, `control rooms' 
and 'studios' are one and the same area. Much 
static equipment such as tape recorders has been 
moved to a machine room; particularly to help 
reduce the disturbance created by their 
mechanical noise but also to make space. The new 
demands on space are made by ever larger 
recording consoles, ever increasing numbers of 
effects units and by the very great quantity of 
space needed for effectively moving the entire 
musical ensemble into the control room. Often 
purpose built studio areas are no more than a 
convenient store for flight cases and superfluous 
equipment. 

While the objectives of control rooms for studios 
generally involved in recording classical/acoustic 
music have changed little, those of control rooms 
for electronic recording are somewhat confused. 
The term 'control room' may now be something of 
a misnomer. If the rooms are to be the 
performance space during the recording process 
they need to be large enough to accommodate all 
required personnel and machines. During 
mixdown, the rooms frequently still house 
enormous amounts of equipment as many 
instruments are MIDI controlled and timecode 
triggered directly into the mix. During recording, 
the monitoring needs to be capable of creating the 
required excitement but when mixing, a more 
'definitive' monitoring environment is required. 
One major problem with all this is that the 
mountains of equipment imported for each session 
can be sufficient in size and variability as to 
render control of the acoustics at best, arbitrary. 

A distinct gap now seems to exist between the 
two sets of requirements of the classical/acoustic 
and rock/electronic camps. The criteria for which 
side of the divide a recording process will lean are 
whether the music ever existed as one 

performance in real space, or whether the music 
was synthetically generated. In the former, real 
acoustic reflexions exist, the perception of which 
rely largely on inter -aural time and phase 
differences as well as amplitude differences, while 
in the latter, positional information is almost 
entirely in the amplitude domain. (Part 10, Studio 
Sound, February 1991, discussed the different and 
often conflicting priorities for the realistic 
perception of each of these domains.) 

Although time domain panpots will soon throw 
another spanner into the works, a degree of 
mutual exclusivity will still apply to optimisation 
criteria for the best perception environments for 
the two aural mechanisms for detection of source 
direction. 

Toole and Olive' state, 'in the making of 
recordings, the monitoring environment should 
have some important acoustical similarities to the 
intended listening environment. There is the 
further implication that the necessary 
similarities, in this respect at least, might be 
satisfactorily achieved electronically, in the form 
of synthesised reverberation' and 'an amount of 
equalisation appropriate for one listening 
condition may not be equally appreciated in 
another. It is one more source of variability in the 
trouble -prone record/reproduce cycle'. They were 
identifying problems in the chain from the 
musician to the record buying public yet, in one 
way, the requirements to fulfil these objectives 
are almost contradictory. 

The first statement refers to the detection of 
timbral subtleties. Depending on whether the 
signal is transient or steady in nature, 
reverberation will either assist or detract from the 
ability to detect those timbral characteristics. The 
second statement implies that any equalisation 
added in the mixing process will be dependent on 
the combination of transient/steady state nature 
of the musical signal and the degree of 
reflexion/reverberation in the mixing room. In 
other words, changing the acoustics of a control 
room by piling in variable and arbitrary amounts 
of keyboards and effects racks will change the 
day-to-day assessment of the appropriate amount 
of equalisation to be applied to a sound but the 
effect cannot be quantified because it in turn 
depends on the transient or steady nature of the 
musical signal. The variables are so 

circumstantial that no general rule can apply and 
this is the cause of one control room compatibility 
problem. 

When all music was of acoustic origin, control 
rooms developed to give the 'clearest' picture of 
what was happening. Hi-fi enthusiasts aspired to 
a control room quality listening environment. The 
rapid expansion of generally available hi-fi in the 

PART 11 

'70s led to the growing use of `domestic' 
references in studios and from that, 'nearfield' 
monitoring was born when it was realised that 
close range monitoring was less affected by room 
interaction. 

By around 1980, the practical requirements of 
the working studio had retarded the progress of 
control room fidelity to such a degree that for 
general use, domestic hi-fi was frequently 'higher - 

fi' than control room monitoring systems. In order 
to hear all the relevant detail while still being 
held back by the constraints of control room 
practical requirements, new approaches to control 
room design were developed. Unfortunately, 
certain compromises had to be made to allow 
their suitability for general musical use. At this 
time totally new music began to grow around new 
technology, and the varying characteristics of 
music of different origination, spawned new 
design concepts tailored to each. Self perpetuating 
cycles had begun. 

By the beginning of the '90s, three distinct 
approaches to contròl room design had become 
apparent: scattering/reflective, diffusive and 
absorbent. The extension of the main line 
development from the classical approach was the 
scattering type of room where distinct reflexions 
retained a certain amount of life. The energy in 
the most objectionable room modes was scattered 
or broken up into less obtrusive smaller modes, 
largely by the use of geometry. Selective 
absorption helped to keep the frequency/reverb 
time parameters within generally accepted 
'desirable' limits. 

By the mid '80s, Tom Hidley, in particular, had 
begun building rooms that were almost anechoic 
from the point of view of the monitoring. These 
rooms were capable of supporting very powerful 
phantom images from highly unstable, amplitude 
panned stereophonic sources. During this time 
diffusive rooms were beginning to emerge, 
frequently using patent diffusers in an attempt to 
straddle the fence that was beginning to divide 
the other approaches. An earlier approach was the 
'Live End, Dead End' concept, which brought a 
more diffused reverb from the rear of the room, 
leaving clean the 'first pass' of the wavefront 
from the monitors. 

Reflective/scattering 
Until recently, the classic requirements for a 
control room were neutral, full -range monitoring; 
sufficient space to house the mixing console, the 
tape machines, outboard equipment, recording 
personnel; and the provision of a pleasant 
environment, conducive to the mood of the work 
in progress. The operational variables were few, 
possibly the number of people in the control room 
would vary but around a fairly consistent 
average. The control room was a constant-a 
fixed, known reference and that was its very 
function. It was the point from which to make all 
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE 

Concept Series Modular Mixing Consoles 
Among the standard options available on the Concept series of mixing consoles are 

choices of: Eq type, frame size, subgroup type, number of aux sends, type of 
metering, degree of mute and fader automation. Special requirements can also 

usually be accommodated. The consoles can be configured for film or sound 
recording, theatre applications, broadcast and live sound reinforcement. You have 

the freedom of choice over the facilities you want. One thing is always standard 
however - the transparency of sound and technical excellence that the Concept series 

has become renowned for. 
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decisions and was the reference on which all 
decisions on sound quality were based. Within the 
constraints of any given building, dimensions 
could be optimised for recording and monitoring. 
Internal shapes and geometrical designs could be 
chosen to give appropriate internal acoustics. The 
shift from the concept of an idealised monitoring 
environment to a multifunctional recording and 
mixing room, has obviously not changed the laws 
of physics. The change has, however, very 
markedly shifted the compromise points and now 
many more variables enter the equations for 
'good' control room design. 

For a long time, I adhered to the general 
concept of the control room being an attempt to 
mimic a typical domestic environment but 
without any of the unduly predominant room 
modes found in most domestic rooms. The usual 
way of scattering each of the room modes over a 
wider frequency range is to angle as many 
surfaces as possible in order to avoid the parallel 
surfaces that reinforce conventional room modes. 
Where the distance between two parallel surfaces 
gives rise to a mode whose wavelength is a 
function of that distance, the parallel surfaces will 
allow a mode to reinforce itself on each 
subsequent 'bounce' between those two surfaces. 
By angling all the surfaces each subsequent 
bounce encounters a different distance between 
the surfaces, hence the Q of the modes are 
reduced, broadening the individual modes towards 
a point of overlap into a more uniform overall 
room response. In general, it is the strongly 
reinforced modes between the parallel surfaces 
that become most noticeable as room colouration. 

Parallel or angled, the total energy in the 
modes will be the same but in the parallel walled 
rooms, the energy is concentrated at certain 

frequencies so is usually more objectionable. This 
concept involves maintaining the reverb times of 
the 'average domestic listening room', while 
attempting to remove any 'untypical' 
predominating modes. 'Untypical' because 
although domestic rooms do have predominating 
modes, they tend to be at different frequencies 
from room to room, hence a predominant mode in 
the control room would be typical of only a very 
small proportion of domestic rooms. It therefore 
seems prudent to reduce any such modes to the 
general level of the others. 

At low frequencies, angled walls are usually 
insufficiently large or angled to have any effect, 
so absorbent trapping is used to deal, as far as 
reasonably possible, with the LF modes. Usually, 
such modes cannot easily be dealt with 
domestically, although three-piece suites do go 

some way towards the break up of the lower end. 
Where the reverb times of a control room are 
undesirably long, mid and high frequencies are 
dealt with by means of surface materials. Control 
room reverb times usually tend towards the low 
side of the usual domestic range, the interesting 
point here being that they have been steadily 
reducing, particularly in rock and electronic 
music studios. 

What we are generally trying to achieve here is 
a control room in which one could reasonably 
represent the general acoustic of a domestic room. 
Such a concept is still valid for classical type 
recordings of acoustic ensembles, especially when 
the number of personnel and equipment within 
the room is kept to a predictable minimum. The 
compromises in such designs have been rooted in 
the need for more floor space-as ever-increasing 
amounts of personnel and equipment have 
invaded the control rooms-and a generally lower 

than previous optimum reverb time. 
The reason for the lower reverb times is 

partially to compensate for the highly reflective 
nature of much of the equipment but also such 
equipment is normally associated with 
electronically generated music, panned in the mix 
solely via left/right, amplitude differentiating 
panpots. 

Such amplitude panned images are highly 
positionally unstable in reflective environments, 
so my approach was to keep lateral reflexiona 
well separated in terms of time and amplitude 
from the axial wavefront leaving the 
loudspeakers. This meant mounting the 
loudspeakers roughly one third of the way along 
the length of the long wall of the room and using 
a front wall that was quite absorbent in the 
mid/high frequency band. Compared to the axial 
wave, lateral reflexiona would thus be required to 
travel a considerable distance to and from the 
side walls in order to reach the ears of the 
listeners. They were thus lower in level and more 
separated in time. Any higher frequency 
reflexions from equipment within the room, which 
may return in the direction of the monitor wall, 
would be absorbed to avoid confusion and 
smearing of the axial wave, as would be the case 
if a hard monitor wall reflected them back into 
the room. 

I still held to the principle that as spaciousness 
was a function of lateral reflexiona, those 
reflexiona must come from the sides. Reflexiona 
from the forward direction served only to time 
smear and timbrally colour the 'true' sound. 
Vertical reflexions were relatively innocuous as 
we are so used to floor reflexiona that evolution 
has led us to largely ignore them. (In 
evolutionary, survival advantage terms, it is 
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EXP/GATE The DL41 Auto -Compressor is the first of a new generation of dynamic processors incorporating many 
automatic finctions allowing the engineer to achieve optimum results in the minimum set up time. 

A full Air oAttack/Release Compressor successfully combines the smoothness of the 'Soft Knee principle with 
the precisiol of a 'Ratio' control. The unit can also be switched to allow the flexibility of manual control of Attack 
and Release times. 

An Expander/Gate features Drawmer's new and unique 'Programme Adaptive Expansion circuitry which 
eliminates' :hatter' on or around Threshold. 

A'Zero Overshoot', 'Zero Response Time' Limiter with variable Threshold allows the user to set an'absolute 
output signal level' that will not he exceeded. 

Drawmer Distribution, Charlotte St. Business Centre, Charlotte St., Wakefield, W. Yorks., WF 1 IUH, England. Tel: 0924 378669 Fax: 0924 290460 
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Tony Larking 

Professional Sales Ltd.SI 

GAMBL 
OUT OF BUYING 

MULTITRACKS 
Akai Adam 24 track digital system. 
(2 x DR1200, may split) with remote. 
private use only VGC POA 
Akai MG14D with autolocator, 
little used and in really excellent 
condition. As New £1,850 
MCI 24 track with remote, an early 2" 
recorder looking for a good home 

Bargain £2,995 
Mitsubishi X850 32 track 
digital, very low hours VGC POA 
Otani MTR90 Mk 2 24 track, 
remote/auto, low hours VGC £15,995 
Otani MTR100 24 track, very 
ow hours VGC POA 
Saturn 24 track, remote/auto VGC £14,995 
Otani MX80 24 track console with 
less than 200 hours use. This machine is 
in excellent condition. Mint POA 
Studer A80 Mk3 24 track, remote/auto, 
one owner, 2,600 hrs VGC £POA 
Studer A80 16 track, remote, 
only 3,200 hours VGC £3,995 
Studer A810 2 track recorder 
unused & boxed As New POA 
Studer A810 2 track recorder only 150 hrs 
use, boxed As New POA 
Studer B67 in console with VU's POA 
Studer A80 Mk1 2 track, less than 500 
hours use VGC Offers 
Soundcraft Mk3 24 track with autolocate, 
private use only VGC £7,995 
Soundcraft 24 track 9 memory 
auto/remote, nice condition £5,500 
Fostex E16 almost unused, boxed 

As New POA 
Sony 3323 24 track digital recorder 

VGC £24,950 

CASSETTE 

RECORDERS 
Revox 8710 boxed As New 
Technics cassette decks. 
Dolby B+C, boxed As New 

POA 

POA 

USED 
EQUIPMENTd 

Won'e 
ttaNehave theto careworry so you 

CONSOLES 
Amek 2500 36 channels + Mastermix, 1 

owner from new VGC £19,995 
Harrision 40 channel 24 Series VCA 
SUBS, 6 auxs, installed in private studio 
for past 5 years VGC £12,500 
Neve 8068 32 ch, p/bay VGC £29,950 
Neve 5316 36 channel broadcast console 

Mint Offers 
Neve 542 4/2 broadcast/transfer 
console (12 ch frame) VGC £9,995 
TAC Scorpian 40th with 28 mono + 12 
stereo channels, p/bay, attractive wooden 
console with 19" rack each endMint PGA 
Neve BCM10/2 VGC POA 
Soundtracs Quartz 3200 32 channels, 64 
line inputs with EQ, midi muting, 2 months 
use, new price £17,900 Save £5k £12,995 
Soundtracs CP6800 40 channels, 24 
monitors & P/bay. 64 linr inputs in remix, 
automated routing and muting, fader 
automation available VGC £14,995 
Soundtracs CM4400 32/24 p/bay, CMS2 
automation. Private use only Mint £6,995 
Soundtracs CM4400 32/24 external GPO 
patchbay Bargain £5,500 
Soundtracs CM4400 28/24 P/bay, 52 line 
inputs in remix Mint £5,500 
Soundtracs 114832 48 channel in line 
console, p/bay, 96 inputs in remix, fader 
automation available, 
private use only VGC £24,000 
Soundtracs 16/8/16 34 line inputs in remix 

VGC £1,495 
Soundcraft 600 24/8/16 unused 

As New £4,500 
DDA AMR24 p/bay, installed 
approx 6 months Mint £25,995 
DDA AMR24 44 channel frame fitted 28 
channels, private use only Mint £25,995 

VARIOUS 
AMCRON DC150 mk2 boxAs New POA 
ART 31 band graphic EU, boxed, 2 
available As New POA 
ART dual 15 band graphic EU, 
boxed As New POA 

APHEX Type C A/Exciter As New 

Drawmer Stereo compressor 
/limiter, boxed As New 
BEL BD80 8 second DDUSampler, 
boxed As New 
BEL BOBO 4 second DDUSampler, 
boxed As New 
BEL BF20 Stereo flanger, boxed 

As New POA 
Rebis Rack with psu, 4 gates, 2 parametr. 
EQ. 2 de -esser modules and patchbay 
modules. Boxed As New POA 
BEL 24 channel noise reduction system. 
boxed As New POA 
ART Pitch Transposer with display. 
boxed As New 
Atari St monitor boxed As New 
MXR Rack with 2 auto flanger 
& 2 x auto phaser VGC 
Tannoy 15° Super Reds VGC 

AKG LSM50 reference As New 
Auratone Super C Sound VGC 
Volstat Mains supply line 
conditioner VGC 

Neumann U47 FET Boxed VGC 
Beyer 201 Mics 4 available VGC 
AKG D12 VGC 

Session Dl boxes 2 available VGC 
Beyer DT100 Headphones 
4 pairs available VGC POA 
Neumann Stereo 48 volt 
PSU 2 available VGC POA 

Neumann U47 valve mic/PSUVGC £1.600 
Neumann U67 valve mic 
with PSU VGC £995 
Fostex 4030 Synchroniser 
with 4035 remote VGC £995 
Dolby SP24 24 channels 
Dolby A VGC £3,750 
Dolby M24H 24 channel 
Dolby A VGC £2,750 
EMT 140 stereo transister echo 
plate with remote, 1 owner VGC £PUA 
Soundcraft 2" 16 track head 
block New £500 
AMCRON DC300A p/amp VGC £395 
Sennheiser MKE212/3 boundary 
mic (2 available) boxed As New @ £195 
PULTEC ME5 valve EQ VGC £795 

POA 

POA 

POA 

POA 

POA 
POA 

POA 
POA 

POA 
POA 

POA 

POA 
POA 
POA 

POA 

NEW PRODUCT 
VTL Model CR -3A 

Large Capsule 
Studio 

Condenser Mic. 
excellent quality 
excellent value 

£495' 

AJ STUDIO 

FURNITURE 
A 

comprehensive 
range of studio 

furniture is 
available. 

EXPORT 
Enquires welcome. 

Courtesy car from Heathrow airport. 

WANTED FOR CASH 
Otani MX80, MTR90 
and other interesting equipment 



better to be aware of the absence of a floor rather 
than the presence of one.) Reflexions and reverb 
from the rear are also generally beneficial in 
terms of spaciousness so long as no `chatter' 
develops from the rear reflexions returning to and 
then reflecting from the front. 

Within this design approach, a conundrum 
began to arise, based largely on expectations from 
the past clashing with the requirements of the 
present. Throughout the '80s, an increasing 
proportion of recorded music was from 
electronically generated sources. The control 
rooms when empty were acoustically quite 
different when loaded with equipment, and the 
unpredictability of the equipment load made room 
optimisation difficult. Unduly deadening the room 
broke the link with the past practices and people 
coming into such deader -than -usual rooms 
frequently felt uncomfortable. Low frequency 
reverb times were largely unaffected by the 
ingress of equipment, so a room that acoustically 
compensated for vanloads of equipment frequency 
showed a reverb time tilt towards low frequencies 
end of the spectrum when in a relatively 
mixdown mode. In order to take down thi 
frequency reverb time, based on the ques 
assumption that the subtleties of the mix 
acoustic were more important than the a( 

during the recording process, some rooms 
be more heavily `trapped' at low frequenc 
leading to a general reduction in overall 
times. 

Subjectively, such rooms still looked as 
they ought to be more reverberant, and o' 

period of a few years the term 'over trapp 
applied to many rooms. Effectively, engin 
producers were not hearing as much LF r 
energy as they had come to expect, so the 
were considered bass light, with the resul 
tendency towards bass -heavy mixes leavin 
rooms. To some degree, this problem was 
compensated for by the frequently disastri 
approach of employing monitor graphics. I 

time -averaged response was assessed on rE 

spectrum analysers, which summed the di: 

reflected signals leading to an imbalance i 

direct/steady state responses of the room/monitor 
combination. By the mid '80s some designers 
began to use loudspeaker directivity control to 
attempt to split the subjective mid/high frequency 
reverb times with respect to the monitors or the 
general conversation within the room. Fig 1 

shows a typical geometry of such a scattering 
room. The increasing percentage of recorded 
music from synthesised sources required a much 
deader acoustic as far as the monitoring was 
concerned, in order to better support the 
amplitude panned stereo imaging and deliver 
more subjective punch: These effects were 
becoming highly fashionable and were actually 
developing around the strengths and weaknesses 
of contemporary monitoring acoustics. 

Other people were using different approaches to 
address the changing requirements of electronic 
music. For example, some designers used the 
'Live End, Dead End' concept where the front half 
of the room was very dead, and all the life of the 
room towards the rear. Such a concept allowed a 
very clean first pass of the wavefront from the 
monitor system to the ears, the life being added 
from the rear of the room. Various approaches 
were largely aimed at better support for the 
stereo phantom images while allowing a reverb 
time in the control room that met conventional 
expectations. These approaches were not so much 
based on `first principles' but were developments 
that sought to provide an improved acoustic for 
the new music while maintaining many of the 

FIG 1 

attributes of the older generation of rooms. 
Recording studio owners had been loathe to 

specialise for fear of limiting their appeal. The 
search for the ultimate control room that was all 
things to all people was still on; the reality, 
however, was becoming quite a different matter. 
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selectively introduced by the addition of reflective 
surfaces into a relatively dead room. The reverb 
time can then be increased by the installation of 
diffusers, which add to the overall reverberation 
while reducing the risk of compromising the 
stereo images, as would be the case if too many 
specular reflexions existed within the 
reverberation. The level of the overall sound 
would be louder in the scattering and diffusive 
rooms as compared to the absorbent room: 
effectively, the rooms would be subjectively 
louder. 

Most rooms using the diffusive technique are 
constructed using patented diffusers, based on 
prime number sequences, which phase scatter the 
incident wave and re -radiate the energy as a total 
reverberation rather than with echoes. The 
technique is relatively new. 

There is, however, much potential for the 
acoustical variability of such diffusers in the 
studios themselves, if not in the control rooms. 
One of my main reservations is that people do not 
as yet have diffusers in their conventional home 
environments. Few people live in anechoic rooms 
either but the anechoic room is essentially 
monitoring what is on tape, without attempting to 
compensate for the average room. The nearfield 
systems in the more reflective environment of the 
mixing console will be used for that. 

I have often wondered just what the effect 
would be of building a diffusive control room with 
a solid floor and a sturdy front wall to house the 

monitors. The walls and ceiling would be of open 

frame construction covered in chicken wire and 
thin fabric. The frames would be built leaving a 
6 ft gap to the solid walls and ceiling. The gaps 
would be filled entirely with logs and brushwood, 
randomly scattered anclwell mixed up, with the 
diameter of the branches varying from 6 inches to 
Y4 inch or less, and lengths from inches up to 
several feet. I am sure that the fire hazard could 
be overcome by careful and adequate supply of 

automatic inert gas discharge devices. It could be 
an interesting approach. Panels of appropriate 
size and texture could be added to the side walls 
for the introduction of any desired lateral specular 
reflexions. The problem with all compromises is 

that different people have different orders of 
priorities. Furthermore, many of the subtleties of 

technically addressing a problem can lead to 
remarkably similar measured solutions: all too 

often, however, despite the objective similarity, 
the subjective differences are far from subtle. As 

yet, we have no means of predicting many of the 
subjective subtleties of objective change. 

Absorbent rooms 
While the arguments continue, the conclusion as 
to what represents the average domestic listening 
room seems to be no nearer. Indeed, it is highly 
contentious as to whether that average would 
have any practical meaning even if it were 
realised. If even 10% of the population lived in 
`average' circumstances, then that would still 
leave a large majority of the music buying public 
totally unrepresented by average reference rooms. 
There is a strong body of opinion that believes 
studio control rooms and monitor systems should 
accurately portray what is on the tape and not 
confuse the issue by attempting to mimic the 
ambiguities of domestic listening conditions. 

Around 1984, Tom Hidley, founder of Westlake 
Audio and Eastlake Audio, returned to the studio 
building scene announcing his totally new 
approach to control room design. He had, among 
other things, taken his ideas on bass -trapping to 
an extreme point of all -trapping, and he exercised 
ruthless control over the room acoustics and 
monitoring. There was a limit to how far he 
would bend as the new approach was to be no 
compromise to anything that would disturb the 
stability of stereo localisation. 

Hidley has promoted his 1980s control room 
concept as the non -environment environment. 
Certainly under these conditions fewer overall 
performance compromises need to be made, 
though the overall practical realisation of the 
technique is somewhat difficult to achieve. 
Monitoring outdoors is a close approximation of 

the goal with the obvious drawback of extraneous 
noises. Large anechoic chambers may seem ideal 
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but even here problems arise. To achieve reverb 
times of 0.1 sec or below at 30 Hz, a room of say 
30 m3 with absorbent wedges of 3 metres length 
would be a good starting point. In theory that is; 
in practice it is obviously out of the question. 
There is, however, another problem. When we are 
outdoors, environmental noise and visual cues 
render the relatively anechoic environment to be 
natural. The low ambient noise level and visual 
constrictions of an anechoic chamber can be most 
disconcerting to many individuals to the extent 
that it would not be conducive to the mood for 
recording or mixing. 

Differential RT 
The monitor dead approach is one solution to the 
problem. This allows for reflexions from the floor 
and front wall of the room, the remaining 
surfaces being highly absorbent down to low 
frequencies. Very rarely, even outdoors, do we 
walk on anechoic surfaces, so a floor reflexion can 
be perceived to be very natural. Reflexions for the 
natural acoustic presented to any people speaking 
in these control rooms are further enhanced by 
the hard surfaces of the equipment in the rooms, 
together with glass or other hard surfaces on the 
front wall only. Looking from the monitor 
loudspeakers however, we can see no reflective 
paths to the listening position. The mixing console 
blocks any direct paths from the floor reflexion to 
the listener's ear. The rear of the mixing console 
itself, or any other pieces of hard equipment, will 
be treated with at least 6 inches of material such 
as Sonex absorbent, in order to prevent any 
reflective path back to the acoustically reflective 
front wall. In effect, the monitors face into an 
anechoic termination, while people in the room 
hear an acceptable amount of 'life' from their own 
speech and actions. The rooms thus sound quite 
natural to be in but are effectively anechoic to 
monitor in. 

Rooms of this nature therefore have 
reverberation times that are entirely dependent 
upon the position of the source of the sound. The 
term 'reverberation time' is used somewhat 
loosely here, possibly 'echo time' would be more 
apt as true reverberation hardly ever exists in 
these rooms. No single reverberation time figure 
can in any way describe the performance of the 
room. 

To the monitors the rooms are effectively dead, 
while to the personnel working within the room, 
they present a perfectly reasonable, naturally 
reverberant acoustic. Many people find these 
rooms very easy to work in, and also that the 
mixes they produce travel well to a wide range of 
domestic listening conditions. For those people, no 
average seems to be the best average: compromise 
to one and you immediately compromise to all. 

This philosophy does seem to have a growing 
army of followers. 

Size requirements 
One drawback to the wider use of this type of 
design is that they do tend to require a rather 
large shell of a building in comparison to the 
final working area within the finished room. A 

typical construction is shown in Fig 2. Except for 
the front wall and the floor, all surfaces are 
covered to around 3 ft deep with angled panel 
absorbers, behind which are continuously joined 
hanging panels running the full length of each 
wall, almost from floor to ceiling. These flanking 
absorbers are quite effective down to frequencies 
whose half wavelengths are equivalent to the 
length of the panel. From this it is obvious that 
maintaining control to very low frequencies 
inevitably involves rather large rooms. There are 
also some audiological perception problems, which 
seem to dictate half wavelength paths equating to 
the length of the room, so for a subjectively, 
acceptably smooth response, one would be looking 
for a room with an absolute minimum front -to - 
back dimension of 14 ft at 40 Hz, 18 ft at 30 Hz, 
28 ft at 20 Hz and so forth. Practical rooms tend 
to be around 16 ft, 24 ft and 32 ft for those 
respective frequencies. In the latter instance, this 
would require an empty shell, prior to the 
construction of the control room, of say 
45 x35 x15 ft high. The laws of physics, however, 
cannot be bent, so that would seem to be an 
absolute prerequisite for such a design concept 
effective to 20 Hz. 

Another prerequisite of this room philosophy, is 
that the floor must not be resonant in the audio 
bandwidth as there is no reverberant masking. 
This can require as a starting point a concrete 
base, floated on rubber, pneumatic, coil 
spring/hydraulic, or other form of suspension, 
with a total system resonance of 10 Hz or less. 
The final solution could be a concrete slab of 8 to 
12 inches thick for conventional, audio frequency 
rooms, and up to 21 ft in the case of the newly 
proposed infrasonic rooms. 

The largest possible space around the room 
perimeter is also desirable. Despite the elaborate, 
absorbent 'trapping' systems, the low frequencies 
still penetrate, bounce off the structural walls, 
penetrate the trapping once again, and return to 
the room environment, albeit severely attenuated. 
An attenuation through the trap of 24 dB or more 
can be achieved down to the halfwave path of the 
trap design, with a minimum of about 22 dB 
being required to prevent any perceivable 
pressure change being audibly detectable in the 
response curve. Even shorter low frequency 
reverberation time can be achieved if the closest 
perimeter wall is itself diaphragmatic. A timber - 

framed structure clad in foam rubber and lead 
would be a worthwhile addition with a further 
surrounding air space before the structural walls 
are encountered. Once again, however, cost and 
shell size are increased, not to mention weight. 

Monitor 
considerations 
From the point of view of monitoring system 
design, the 'non -environment' rooms are 
something of a mixed blessing. Choice of actual 
drivers can be made more readily on the basis of 
sonic characteristics without as much attention 
having to be paid to the directivity indices. All 
listening is carried out virtually on -axis, so what 
happens 40° off -axis is of little consequence as it 
will not be reflected back into the room. Axial 
impulse response assumes a much higher priority 
over total power response than would be the case 
in a more reverberant room. This should 
ultimately lead to more definitive, repeatable, and 
accurate monitoring of electronic/rock music. On 
the other hand, the monitor 'loudness' gets no 
help from the room, as virtually all off -axis 
radiation, which is a significant part of the 
loudspeaker's total output, is absorbed and lost to 
the listener. Therefore, for the same perceived 
sound pressure level at the mixing console, the 
monitor systems need to be capable of producing a 
higher output than would be the case in a more 
conventional room. What is more, these non - 
environment rooms tend to be larger than their 
reverberant counterparts, and due to their 
attempts to reproduce freefield conditions for the 
monitors, the sound levels tend to fall off 
following an inverse square law with respect to 
the distance to the listener: in other words falling 
6 dB with each doubling of distance. It would be 
reasonable to anticipate the use of a monitor 
system with an output capability at least 10 dB 
higher than would be expected for a conventional 
control room of similar internal proportions. 

In terms of perception, the non -environment 
rooms do have differences from conventional 
'scatter the modes' rooms. Phase accuracy within 
a signal appears to be much more perceptible, as 
the characteristics are not masked by the random 
phase of the reflexions from the reverberant field. 
Back in the '50s, Manfred Schroeder produced a 
'phase organ' upon which he could play tunes. 
This consisted of a pulse train having 31 
harmonics from 100 Hz to 3 kHz, all with zero 
relative phase angle. By varying the phase, and 
phase alone, of certain harmonics, notes were 
produced that were clearly audible above the 
100 Hz pulse train buzz. The amplitudes of the 
harmonics were in no way varied. The 'organ' was 
very effective on headphones or in anechoic 
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rooms; in reverberant conditions, however, no 

tones were audible, just a more reverberant buzz! 

Schroeder's Models of Hearing' makes very 
interesting reading. Digital audio recording 
preserves much more phase coherence than 
analogue recording, so relatively suddenly, 
phase/impulse accuracy needs to be addressed in a 

much deeper way than was previously the case; 
hence the sudden upsurge in interest in the more 
phase preserving non -environment rooms. 

The concept of an average listening room is 
relatively meaningless and, certainly for 
electronic music, anechoic impulse accuracy in the 
control room is the most worthwhile goal. 
Obviously, the non -environment control rooms are 
more suitable for this but they need to be large to 
be effective. Below a certain shell size, 
geometrical `scatter and trap' rooms will still 
probably be most practical acoustic answer. There 
are `tricks' such as special ceiling trapping that 
act as waveguides, absorbers and diffusers, 
altering the effective wavepath requirements, but 
space savings of around 15% are about the limit 
achievable by these techniques. The only way I 

can foresee non -environment conditions being 
achievable in smaller rooms, is by fully active, 
digital control using inverse filtering and 
electrically driven absorbers. 

One problem is that of subjective levels of 
artificial reverberation committed to tape in the 
different kinds of rooms. In the dead room, the 
ear seems to be more sensitive to the amount of 
added reverberation such that a less reverberant 
overall sound is accepted as the norm when 
mixing. In a more reverberant control room, 
reverberation is added to the mix as necessary to 
make it noticeable above the naturally 
reverberant room. It appears that it is the 
differential that we perceive, as we soon adjust to 
the environmental levels. No subjective difference 
seems to be evident in the quantity of artificial 
reverberation added to a mix in well designed 
rooms of any system philosophy. The 
reverberation that may be added artificially is in 
any case usually much longer than that of any 
respectable control room, so it is clearly 
distinguishable from the ambient reverberation of 

the room. 

Jacks of all trades, 
or masters of one 
In real life, of course, control rooms do not fall 
neatly into the black, white and mid -grey of these 
three approaches, there are rooms of all shades in 
between. The principles of scattering the modes, 
diffusing reflexions, or absorbing the reflexions 
are, however, the three constituent building 
blocks from which all other rooms are derived. 

Classical and acoustic recordists rely heavily on 
the spaciousness of lateral reflexions to present a 
realistically natural reproduction of recorded 
music containing a considerable proportion of 
inter -aural time/phase cues. Pinpoint positional 
accuracy is not in the nature of the original 
performance, so the spaciousness for definitive 
positioning trade-off seems wholly justifiable. The 
order of the day would seem to be spacious control 
rooms with a generally live acoustic, especially 
from the sides, and relatively constant directivity, 
wide dispersion -angle monitors. As we are seeking 
to attempt to reproduce the actual performance of 
an event, there is no reason to use monitoring 
levels above those experienced at the real event. 
The SPL requirements from the monitors are 
further eased by the `help' from the reverberant 

loudness of the room. Plenty of high top end also 
seems to be desirable for classical work, possibly 
because much of the sense of space comes from 
the higher harmonics. While timbrai neutrality is 

a fundamental goal of all monitor systems, it is 
particularly important in these circumstances as 
one always has a real life comparison, and it is 

also more easily achieved in systems of moderate 
SPL requirements. 

Electronic music has no `original' for 
comparison, it is heard first through the monitors 
of mixdown. Stereo imagery and pinpoint 
positional accuracy is a fundamental of the art 
form. Highly transient sounds, often of extremely 
`unnatural' frequency range can make punishing 
demands on monitor systems, especially when 
played against a realistic backdrop of a drum kit 
at a natural level. Undoubtedly, such music is 

best supported by an absorbent approach to 
control room monitoring. The deadness of the 

acoustic produces no confusing reflexions, but 
neither does it help the loudness. Given the lack 
of help from the room, together with the higher 
required SPL within the room for much 
electronic/rock music, the 1 metre axial output 
from the monitor systems may be required to 
produce 10 to 15 dB more than monitor systems 
for the reflective or diffusive rooms. This extra 
output usually requires larger physical size, 
which serves to exacerbate the problems of 

time/phase integrity for all but axial listening 
positions. Consequently, in reflective rooms, such 
monitor systems would be more likely to produce 
reflected -wave response aberrations, as such 
large, high level systems rarely have fully 
representative off -axis performance. Nonetheless, 
the fact that there is no actual reference to the 
`sound' of a computer generated waveform, and 
given that certain sounds will be perceived 
differently on every different type of domestic 

Ampex ATR- 
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Look to Saki forrour next replacement 
heads. We've got them all: Quarter -inch 
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two -track. NAB or DIN formats in your 
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life ferite construction (up to 10 times longer head life). And only Said offers 
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malstereo 

The new VP8O Stereo microphone 
TRUE MS STEREO 

The Shure VP88 is a single point stereo condenser microphone 
that recreates the sonic environment as few other microphones 
can. The forward facing (Mid) capsule and the perpendicular 
(side) capsule, plus the built-in stereo matrix provide a wide 
natural uncoloured response for optimum stereo imaging 
- yet the VP88 is perfectly Mono compatible. 

The VP88's three switch -selectable levels of stereo 
effects allow you to control the degree of 
stereo "spread" and ambience pick-up to 
achieve the exact image that you require. 

Naturally, the VP88 also provides 
the low noise, low distortion and 
wide dynamic range that have 
made Shure microphones famous. 
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To: HW International, 
3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ 

Please send me further information 
on the New Shure VP88 Stereo 
Microphone 
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POWER ANC 
MOUNTING 

VERSATILITY 
When you're on location 

you never know where the 
action is going to take you, 

so you need a microphone that 
can go just about anywhere. 

That's why the Shure VP88 can 
be powered by self-contained 

battery (with LED indicator) or 
phantom power just by turning a switch. 

The VP88 mounting is versatile too. 
Besides easily mounting on a camera, you 

can use the VP88 on a floor stand, 
fishpole, boom, or as a handheld 

microphone. 
LOW FREQUENCY ROLLOFF 

On outside broadcast and remotes you 
need to capture the action - not the 

rumble of passing traffic, so Shure have 
included a switch -selectable, low -frequency 
rolloff (12dB/octave below 80Hz) to reduce 

ambient noise and vibration pick-up. 
And to further reduce extraneous sound, 

the VP88 is equipped with an advanced shock - 
mounted cartridge and built-in 'pop' screen to 

reduce wind noise. 
ACCESSORY PACKAGE INCLUDED 

The Shure VP88 comes complete with a 30" multi - 
connector 'Y' cable, foam windshield, swivel 

adaptor, battery and zippered carry/storage bag. 
Additional accessories such as locking isolation mount, 

25' extension cable, phantom power supply and 
microphone stand are also available. 

Whatever option you choose, you can be sure of years 
of reliable performance from the only stereo microphone 

that covers both sides of the story - The Shure VP88. 

SHURE 
HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717 
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system, the requirements for imaging, high SPL, 
and extended, high level, low frequency response 
can override some of the more subtle 
requirements of timbrai accuracy. 

When I say subtle, I mean subtle, as gross 
timbrai inaccuracy in such situations is neither 
use nor ornament; but at low frequencies, the rate 
and frequency of roll -off can be very misleading 
from system to system. There are powerful and 
different philosophical arguments applying to 
monitor system bass response. One can either 
maintain it as flat as possible for as far as 
possible then let it drop abruptly, or let it roll off 
gently, beginning at a higher frequency than the 
previous case but possibly extending lower in 
frequency for the 10 dB down point. Subjectively, 
the difference is massive. If one looks at the 
Fletcher -Munson curves for equal loudness, 
although at 1 kHz, 10 dB is considered to 
subjectively double loudness, at frequencies below 
100 Hz, a mere 4 dB can double loudness. The 
different low frequency philosophies for the 
monitors can obviously have drastic repercussions 
on the subjective bass balance when mixing. 

The main point here is that with current 
technology, specialisation of control room 
monitoring and acoustics with regard to the type 
of music most likely to be recorded in that control 
room, would seem to be almost mandatory if the 
best results are to be hoped for. The subjective 
requirements for the different types of music, and 
indeed for the hearing mechanisms associated 
with those different types of music, more or less 
dictate that such should be so. If one were to 
subjectively rate monitor system/control room 
combinations on a scale of A to F, then an A/A 

for classical/electronic is all but impossible to 
achieve with current technology. The way things 

are going, an A/C or C/A is probably a better 
compromise, dependent upon what constitutes the 
majority of any particular studio's clientele, as 
opposed to a BB compromise. In broadcast or 
jingle studios, a BB compromise may be a 

necessity; as is the case with mobile recording 
trucks, which perform a wide range of duties, and 
as they begin from a disadvantaged set of 
dimensions, a C/C may even be a laudable 
achievement. 

The only way I can currently see any hope of an 
A/A would be to use an absorbent room, as for 
rock/electronic music, but with delayed and 
frequency contoured small monitors placed in the 
side walls, enabling the introduction of lateral 
reflexions for classical monitoring. The high 
frequency roll -off and precise delay would take 
some experienced assessment on initial set-up but 
would, once set, hopefully be left at a relatively 
constant setting. Remember, those lateral 
reflexions must come from the sides, they cannot 
be incorporated into the frontal signal if a natural 
perception is desired. 

Further, there are other requirements for the 
classical/electronic specifications. Most classical 
recording engineers seem to require more high top 
on their monitors. The rock/electronic recordists 
tend to use systems which are around 1 dB down 
at 8 to 10 kHz and say 3 dB down at 15 kHz. 
While one would normally expect a reduced top 
end response on the monitors to produce a top- 
heavy tape, a system at high level with a flat top 
end response can produce listening fatigue such 
that a disproportionate amount of top is 
subjectively lost by the ears. The subsequent 
compensation produces a top-heavy tape from the 
monitors with most top. The `1 down at 10, 3 

down at 15' curve seems to have been adopted by 

much of the industry as an unwritten standard. 
This once again relates to the Fletcher -Munson 
curves. 

Certainly, on grounds of timbrai neutrality, 
different monitor systems tend to be preferred by 
the different camps. Here, however, it may be 
possible to mount two monitor systems side by 
side, blanking off the one not in use. If the 
rock/electronic monitors were positioned furthest 
apart, the classical/acoustic monitors would not 
unduly suffer by being slightly closer together, as 
the side -wall mounted, lateral reflexion monitors 
would add a sense of spaciousness, which may be 
compromised by the closer spacing of the main 
classical/acoustic monitors. 

I know that people will vilify me for making 
these statements, as I am aware that they go 

against much of our traditional upbringing. 
Unfortunately, rock/electronic music has grown up 
around the practicalities of the equipment 
available to the recording industry, and has spent 
more time exploiting those practicalities than 
contemplating the altruisms. I certainly do not 
have one favourite monitor/room combination for 
all types of music. 

One final point: as far as optimisation is 
concerned, probably only 2 or 3% of control rooms 
are built in a large enough shell to be optimum 
for anything, so inevitably 97% are compromises. 
A 40x40x15 ft shell should be a realistic starting 
point for any attempt at optimising a control 
room.D 

1 Toole FE and Olive SE, 'The Modification of 
Timbre by Resonances: Perception and 
Measurement', JAES, vol 36, pp 122-142, March, 
1988 
2 Schroeder `Models of Hearing', Proceedings of 
the IEEE 1974 
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When time is of the essence, Klark-Teknik's 
DN735 digital audio recorder cuts your stereo 
lay-off editing time dramatically. Compatible to 

all post production environments, it makes the 
whole process simpler. And it's a far more cost 
effective solution than any tape machine. 

Its primary function is to add an extra two 

klark Teknik Electronics Inc. 
200 Sea Lane, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, USA. 

Tek 15161 249-3660 Fax No: 15161 420-1663 i 

tracks of high quality audio to standard \"TR 

machines in order to simplify stereo editing. 

The standard memory of 44 seconds stereo is 

expandable to almost 3 minutes. The unit can 
record and play back short passages of stereo 
audio in synchronisation with other devices via 

an externally applied SMPTE time code (LTC). 

The RS422 interface, which is fully 

compatible with current broadcast serial 
control equipment, makes the DN735 equally 
powerful when adding stereo audio to random 
access digital picture storage devices. 

Klark-Teknik's technology short-cuts your 
lay-off time with unmatched reliability. 

HINAN ütnm: C3 
The first name with sound system designers 

klark-l'eknik ,Singapore, Pte Limited 
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DIGITAL AUDIO SYNCHRONISATION 
Francis Rumsey summarises AES draft 
recommendations on digital audio 
synchronisation and highlights some of 
the problems to be encountered 

An understanding of synchronisation 
requirements in digital audio systems 
is vital to successful working where 
more than one digital device is used. It 

is a subject that will become more important as 
devices are interfaced without passing through 
the analogue domain, especially in environments 
involving video equipment or timecode. Here it is 
proposed to introduce the recent AES draft 
recommendations for digital audio 
synchronisation, currently available for comment, 
and to address the problem of ensuring that all 
devices in a system operate at the same sampling 
rate, describing the problems that will arise if 
they do not, offering some solutions. Secondary to 
this is the question of machine transport 
synchronisation using timecode but this follows 
naturally and without too many problems if the 
foregoing questions of system synchronisation 
have been tackled correctly. 

Transport vs signal 
It is important to distinguish between the 
synchronisation of two tape recorder transports, 
such as might be required for electronic editing or 
in audio -video dubbing, and the synchronisation of 
two digital audio signals. That said, one cannot be 
discussed without reference to the other, because 
there is a vital inter -relationship between the 
timing of audio data, video signals and timecode 
if successful operation is to be achieved. 

To synchronise two audio machines using 
timecode either an external or internal timecode 
synchroniser is employed, which has control over 
the capstan speed of one or both machines, thus 
allowing the synchroniser to compare the 
timecodes from the two machines and adjust their 
speeds to ensure they remain within a certain 
tolerance of a given offset between the two 
timecodes (in other words to 'lock' them together). 
In a typical arrangement where an audio machine 
is to be locked to a video machine (say for 
dubbing sound to picture) the video machine 
(VTR) acts as 'master' and the audio machine as 
'slave'. In such an arrangement, the video 
machine dictates the running speed of 'master 
timecode' and the audio machine is controlled to 
follow it. In a broadcast environment where it is 
vital that all video signals are synchronous, the 
video machine's speed is referenced to a source of 
video generated by a Sync Pulse Generator (SPG) 
but in environments where video is not required 
to be referenced the VTR may 'free -run', such as 
might be the case with a single VHS machine 
used in a dubbing suite. 

In video -to -video locking (such as in an editing 
suite) all machines are slaves to the reference 
generator, with timecode simply being used as a 
positional reference to locate and lock the 
machines during pre -roll, after which the speed 
control of the machines is released to external 
video sync. 

Analogue tape recorders are mostly free - 

running, in that they do not need to be referenced 
to an external clock of any kind for normal 
operation. Since analogue audio is a continuous 
waveform it does not have any 'timing elements', 
whereas digital audio and video are time -discrete 
signals, which are split into easily -identifiable 
frames, samples or blocks. Two analogue audio 
signals to be mixed together may have any timing 
relationship but the same is not true for two 
digital audio signals or two video signals, which 
must have a fixed timing relationship. From now 
on we must consider digital audio as much closer 
conceptually to video than to analogue audio. 

So, transport synchronisation is the locking of 
two or more machines so their timecodes run at 
the same speed but signal synchronisation is the 
locking of two or more signals (digital audio or 
video) so they run at the same frame or sampling 
rate. In a properly -operating system the two 
should go hand -in -hand: that is, when the two 
timecodes are locked so will be the two signal 
outputs from the machines. But it does not follow 
that signal synchronisation and transport 
synchronisation are the same thing, since there 
are many instances where signals will have to be 
synchronised without there being a tape transport 
in sight, such as in a studio centre where signals 
are mixed or routed digitally, or where digital 
effects devices are interfaced digitally to other 
digital audio equipment. It is these systems 
problems that will predominate over the next 10 

years, as we move away from the isolated use of 
one or two digital recorders in a basically 
analogue world to a situation in which signals 
remain in the digital domain for the majority of 
their lives during production and post -production. 

If timecode is to be recorded alongside analogue 
audio on a conventional audio tape recorder then 
it normally originates from a timecode generator 
that free -runs or is locked to video. The speed of 
the tape machine, though, is controlled by the 
tape recorder's internal crystal oscillator, whose 
stability will dictate the long term speed drift 
over the length of the tape. If the sound recorded 
on this tape machine accompanies a video 
recording being made at the same time then the 
timecode recorded on both allows them to be 
locked together at some later stage using a 
synchroniser. If the speed of the audio machine 
had drifted during the recording then the 
timecode would follow this drift on replay and 
since there is no clear timing element in the 
audio against which to compare the passing of a 
second one cannot say that the recording is either 
synchronous or asynchronous. 

But consider the situation in which the audio 
tape had previously been recorded with a 
clicktrack, which marked the passage of time, say 
one click per second, and that the timing of the 
clicks was known to be accurate. This tape is now 
post -striped with timecode on another track and 
the '1 second markers' on the audio track are 
compared with the 1 second boundaries in the 
timecode. Unless the audio machine were running 
at exactly the same speed on both occasions and 

the speed drift over the length of the tape were 
identical at the same rate, there would be a 
discrepancy between the signals. One second in 
timecode terms may not equal 1 second as marked 
by the clicks, even if by only a small amount. 

Sometimes the timecode may be ahead of the 
clicks, sometimes behind. It is possible to say in 
this case that the timecode is not synchronous 
with the audio, because we have something to 
compare it with. Furthermore, the reason for the 
asynchronicity was that the audio and the 
timecode had been recorded at different times and 
we could not guarantee that the audio machine 
had been running at exactly the same speed on 
both occasions. Had the clicks and the timecode 
been recorded at the same time and had we been 
able to guarantee that 1 second in terms of 
timecode equalled exactly 1 second in terms of 
clicks, then we would have had a synchronous 
recording. The only way to have ensured this 
would have been to reference the click generator 
and the timecode generator to the same clock. 

Had we wanted to post -stripe a pre-recorded 
tape of clicks with timecode, and maintain 
synchronicity between clicks and timecode, we 
would have had to have a means of ensuring that 
the tape speed was exactly the same on both 
passes and thus the tape transport also would 
have had to be locked to the same clock as the 
clicks and the timecode. This is the nature of the 
problem that arises in digital audio systems, since 
the rate of clicks in the above example is 
analogous to the sample rate in digital system. 
Everything has to be locked to the same clock: 
timecode, audio, tape transports, sampling rates of 
mixers, disk recorders and any video equipment to 
be used in conjunction with the audio system. If 
this does not happen then problems arise. 

Digital difference 
The sampling rate of a digital system dictates the 
timing of audio data. If the sampling rate is 
48 kHz, we know that 48,000 samples should be 
generated per second. This rate is dictated either 
by an internal crystal oscillator (rather as the 
analogue tape machine's speed was controlled in 
the above example), or by an external reference 
signal. This external reference may be provided in 
a number of forms, depending on the system 
concerned, and in some cases it may be a video 
signal. The external reference dictates how long a 
second lasts. (A remarkable liberty when you 
consider it!) 

If two digital audio devices are referenced to the 
same external clock then it can be guaranteed 
that their sampling rates will be the same. It 
then becomes possible to interconnect these 
devices digitally and transfer information between 
them. It should go without saying that a device 
operating at 48 kHz cannot transfer information 
directly to one operating at 44.1 kHz but here we 
are talking about two devices, which nominally 
are supposed to be operating at the same rate. 
Even if one device is running at 44.1 kHz and the 
other is running at 44.001 kHz, one cannot claim 
they are synchronous, since samples from one will 
drift in relation to the other. The audible result of 
this when attempting to mix their outputs 
together or to transfer sound from one to the 
other (provided that the incoming signal is within 
the lock -in range of the receiver) is that small 
clicks will be heard at the difference frequency 
between the devices, an effect often referred to as 
'sync slippage'. 

The upshot of this is that we must find a means 
of distributing an audio sync reference to all the 
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Mark Knopfler & Guy Fletcher pictured in their London studio 

Launching a new band with a unique style requires talent. 

Capturing that talent direct to disc requires experience. 

Mark Knopfler and Guy Fletcher have both that talent and experience. 

Experience dictated the choice of console for Mark's private studio. 

Their new band "The Notting Hillbillies" recorded their first album on the 
IL3632 and as with many albums recorded on Soundtracs consoles, theirs 
has been an immediate success. 
The Soundtracs IL 3632 is a compact, sonically pure console with multiple 
inputs (76) each with access to an exceptional equaliser. It enables 
production of either analogue or digital recordings of a standard 
demanded by the most discerning engineers, artistes and producers. 

Soundtracs - combining talent with experience. 
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UK Distributor: Larking Audio Tel 0462 422466 Fax 0462 421171 
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Now Dolby SR is as easy as one, two, three. 
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New MT Series 

1 
Switchable Dolby SR 

. A -type NR 

With both new models you can se- 
lect either Dolby SR or A -type NR 
for any or all channels. You save 
time handling tapes from different 
sources, because you don't have to 
switch cards. 

2Fast, reliable automatic 

. alignment 
Software control enables these new 
units to align themselves automati- 
cally in seconds. There 's no need to 
adjust pots, or manually compen- 
sate for variations between reels of 
tape. You get the same accuracy as 
before, but in a fraction of the time. 

3. Channel grouping 
For multitrack and multi -machine 
use, you can allocate any number of 
channels to separate groups. The 
groups align and function inde- 
pendently, and can be assigned dif- 
ferent operating modes. 

With Dolby SR, analogue is again becoming the preferred recording me- 
dium. Dolby SR dramatically expands analogue's dynamic range while pre- 
serving its natural sound and cost effectiveness. 

Using Dolby SR is now easier than ever, with the new Dolby MT and 
Model 400 Series. The MT handles up to 24 channels; the Model 400, up 
to eight. In multitrack, post -production, and mastering applications, their 
new features save time and boost productivity. 

New 400 Series 

So now you have a 
choice. When time and 
flexibility are of the 
essence, there's the new 
Dolby MT or Model 
400 Series. For econ- 
omy, there's the familiar 
Dolby XP or Model 363 
Series. 

Either way, Dolby SR is the sound investment for analogue recording. 
For further information and a demonstration, contact your Dolby 
professional products dealer. 

Dolby Laboratories Inc 100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 Telex 34409 Facsimile 415-863-1373 
346 Clapham Road London SW9 9AP Telephone 01-720-1111 Telex 919109 Facsimile 01-720-4118 

Dolby and the Double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. ©1989 Dolby Laboratories Inc. S89/8776 DO Dolbÿ 



devices that need to talk to each other. There are 
a number of ways of going about this, depending 
on the operational situation. 

Video recorders 
The subject of the use of video recorders for 

recording digital audio brings up some extra 
points. We are at a stage in the development of 

digital recording where we haven't yet lost the 
first generation of products, many of which were 
based on video recorders. Most people will be 

familiar with the EIAJ format (Sony PCM-F1 and 
701 family) and also the CD -mastering format 
(Sony PCM-1610 and 1630), both of which used 
VTRs for recording. More recently, dedicated 
digital audio recorders have been developed 
(R-DAT, DASH and PD machines among them), 
which have no relationship to video. 

Since the CD -mastering format required the use 

of 30 frames/s or NTSC VTRs it followed that the 
timecode used with these recordings was of the 
same rate. The use of 25 -frame timecode with 
such recordings was not straightforward and the 
sampling rate followed the video frame rate such 
that at 30 frames/s the sampling rate was 
44.1 kHz and at 29.97 frames/s the sampling rate 
was 44.056 kHz. The EIAJ format came in PAL 

and NTSC versions, and again the timecode 
followed the video frame rate (if it were used) 
unless complicated means of timecode 
re -referencing were employed. 

In dedicated digital audio recorders, the 
sampling rate is often switchable and any type of 

timecode may be used with any sampling rate, 
provided they are both locked to the same 
reference. Furthermore, many dedicated digital 
recorders may be referenced to video of any 
standard. The clock dividers in such recorders are 
versatile enough to be able to relate one of a 
selection of video frame rates to one of a selection 
of audio sampling rates but it is important to 

make sure that the correct relationship has been 
established (usually set in software by DIP 
switches or on the front panel). This makes for 

much greater flexibility in operation in 
conjunction with any video standard and thus in 
any country. 

Sync references 
A number of reference signals may be used for 

locking the sampling rate clock of a digital audio 
device. AES draft recommendations' state that all 
machines shall be able to lock to a reference clock 
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TABLE 1 Audio samples per frame for 
various picture frame rates 
Sample 

rate 
(1kHz1 

25 fps 
24 fps (PAL/ 30 fps 
(film) SECAM) (mono) 

29.97 fps 
(NTSC) 

32 4000/3 1280 3200/3 16016/15 
44.1 3675/2 1764 1470 147147/100 
48 2000 1920 1600 8008/5 

provided as a standard AES/EBU interface signal 
whose sampling frequency is stable within the 
tolerance allowed) and that all machines should 
have a separate input for a synchronising signal 
(this takes the form of a single AES/EBU XLR 

socket). 
Currently, digital audio recorders are provided 

with a wide range of sync inputs and most 
systems may be operated in the external or 

internal sync modes. In the internal sync mode a 

system is locked to its own crystal oscillator, 
which should be accurate within ±10 parts per 
million (ppm) if it conforms to AES recommended 
practice (AES5-1984). If in the external sync mode 

the system should lock to one of its sync inputs, 
which may either be selectable using a switch, or 

may be selected automatically based on an order 
of priority depending on the mode of operation (for 

this the user should refer to the operations 
manual of the device concerned). Typical sync 
inputs are word clock (WCLK), which is a 
squarewave TTL-level signal (0 to 5 V) at the 
sampling rate usually available on a BNC-type 

connector; `composite video', which is a video 
reference signal consisting of either normal 
picture information or just `black and burst' (a 

video signal with a blacked -out picture); or 

AES/EBU, which is a reference signal conforming 
to the tolerances outlined below. In all cases one 

machine or source must be considered to be the 
`master', supplying the sync reference to the 
whole system and the others as `slaves'. 

It is also possible to lock a device to its own 
AES/EBU digital audio input (if one exists) and 

this technique is often known as `genlock'. It can 

be used for small systems operating in a daisy - 

chain, or where an external reference is not 

available (Fig 1). Alternatively, a separate WCLK 

may be distributed between devices in cases 

where the AES/EBU interface is not available, 
such as when equipment is interfaced using 
SDIF-2. A `sync' light is usually provided on the 
front panel of a device (or under a cover) to 

indicate good lock to an external or internal clock 

and this may flash or go out if the system cannot 
lock to the clock concerned, either because it has 

too much jitter, is at too low a level, conflicts 

with another clock, or is not at a sampling rate 
that can be accepted by the system. 

Video sync (composite sync) is often used when a 

system is operated within a video environment 
and where a digital recorder is to be referenced to 

the same sync reference as the video machines in 

a system. It also allows for timecode to be 

recorded synchronously on the audio machine, 

since the timecode generator used to stripe the 
tape can be locked to video syncs also. The 

relationship between video frame rates and audio 

sampling frequencies is shown in Table 1. In 

mixed digital audio and video environments a 

number of ways of ensuring that audio, video and 

timecode are locked to the same clock are possible 

(Fig 2). Either everything can be locked to the 
video reference (if all digital audio devices have a 

video sync input), or the audio reference generator 
can be locked to the video SPG. The timecode 

generator would normally be locked to the video 

SPG but we may begin to see timecode generators 
with AES/EBU or WCLK sync inputs if the 
demand exists. 

Distribution 
As in a video environment, it is possible to use a 

central high quality audio reference signal 

Standards Are 
Wonderful... 
Aren't They? 
Standards are wonderful - that's why we 

have so many of them. The proliferation of 

different formats in digital audio inevitably 

leads to problems in transferring audio within 

the digital domain. And solutions don't come 

easy... except when they come in the form 

of Audio Digital Technology's multi -purpose 

FC1 digital audio problem solver. 

The cost-effective FC1 features two 
independent stereo signal paths for 

processing digital audio data, and basic 

functions include format conversion 
(AES/EBU, SPDIF, SDIF-2), the stripping of 

emphasis, phase inversion, coincident time 

correction and channel reverse. Real time 

digital mixing and channel crossfading are 

also possible with the optional remote 
control. So, if you're serious about digital 

audio and care about quality, contact ADT 
now. 

Two Independent stereo signal paths 
24 -bit internal architecture 
AES/EBU, SPDIF and SDIF-2 in and out 
The stripping of emphasis and associated flags 
Truncation and digital dither 
Coincident time correction (CTC) 
Manual override of status bits on output 
Digital mixing and crossfading 
Internal 1kHz oscillator 
Channel reverse 
1Hz, 20Hz and 100Hz high-pass filters 
Phase inversion 
Real-time fader control 

AUDIODIGITALTECHNOLOGY 
The Coach House, Manor Road, Teddington TW11 8BG. 

Telephone 081-977 4546. Facsimile 081-943 1545. 
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generator (the equivalent of a video SPG), the 
output of which is made available widely about 
the studio centre, using Digital Distribution 
Amplifiers (DDA's) to supply different outlets in a 
`star' configuration. In video operations this is 
often called `house sync' and such a term may 
become used in digital audio as well. Each digital 
device in the system may then be connected to 
this house sync signal, and each should be set to 
operate in the external sync mode. In the future, 
as described above, it is most likely that house 
sync will take the form of an AES/EBU=format 
signal and this should be adopted wherever 
possible for the sake of standardisation. 

Using the technique of central sync -signal 
distribution (Fig 3) it becomes possible to treat all 
devices as slaves to the sync generator. In this 
case there is no `master' machine, since the sync 
generator acts as the `master'. It is a concept 
many analogue recording engineers may find 
unfamiliar and it requires that all machines in 
the system operate at the same sampling rate, 
unless a sample -rate converter and signal 
synchroniser are used. 

Alternatively, in a small studio, it may be 
uneconomical and impractical to use a separate 
SPG and in such cases one device in the studio 
must be designated as the master. This device 
would then effectively act as the SPG, operating 
in the internal sync mode, with all other devices 
operating in the external sync mode and slaving 
to it (Fig 4). If a digital mixer were to be used 
then it would be sensible to use it as the SPG, 
but, alternatively, it would be possible to use a 
tape recorder, disk system or other device with a 
stable clock. 

In a configuration such as this it would be 
necessary either to use AES/EBU interfaces for 
all interconnection (in which case it would be 
possible to operate in the `genlock'-type mode 
described above, where all devices derive a clock 
from their digital audio inputs) or to distribute a 
separate wordclock or AES sync signal from the 
master. 

In the genlock configuration, there is the danger 
of timing errors being compounded as errors 
introduced by one device are passed serially down 
the signal chain. 

In situations where sources are widely spread 
apart, perhaps even being fed -in from remote sites 
(as might be the case in broadcast operations) the 
distribution of a single sync reference to all 
devices becomes very difficult or impossible. In 
such cases it may be necessary to synchronise 
external `wild' feeds to the house sync before they 
can be connected to in-house equipment, and for 
this purpose a sample -rate synchroniser should be 
used. 

Sync references, whether in the form of 
wordclock or AES/EBU are better distributed 
using DA's than by `teeing -off' cables. The 
AES/EBU interface is designed to drive up to four 
receivers from one transmitter but don't rely on 
this in all situations. The WCLK signal 
accompanying SDIF signals may be badly loaded 
down if it is paralleled to a number of receivers. 
It is better to chain it between devices by using 
the WCLK IN and WCLK OUT connectors, as one 
would with a video referenced signal. 

AES 
recommendations 
The AES draft recommendations for digital audio 
signal synchronisations define the limits for 
signals that nominally may be said to be 
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synchronous. They state that the signals must be 

of the same sampling rate and that input signal 
frame boundaries must be within ±25% of a 

sample period when compared with the AES/EBU 
reference signal input. Output signals are to have 
a tighter tolerance to prevent the compounding of 

timing errors and should be within ±5% of the 
reference frame edge (defined as the start of the 
'A' preamble of the AES/EBU sub -frame). Fig 5 

shows this diagrammatically. 
The reference signal itself should be in the form 

of an AES/EBU audio signal (either carrying 
programme, line-up signals or silence) having one 

of two standards of accuracy. A Grade One 
reference must have a sample frequency accurate 
to within ±1 part per million (ppm), while a 

Grade Two reference should be accurate to within 
±10 ppm. Grade One signals are intended for the 
systematic timing of studio centres, while Grade 
Two signals are intended for less demanding 
environments where cable runs are likely to be 
shorter and perhaps less equipment involved.' 

Once these recommendations are accepted we 

should begin to see more digital audio equipment 
fitted with sync inputs and perhaps outputs to 

this standard. 

Sample rate 
converters and 
signal synchronisers 
Sample rate converters and signal synchronisers 
are problem -solving devices. A sample rate 
converter changes a digital audio signal from one 
sample rate to another, with minimal signal 
degradation and a synchroniser takes in an audio 
signal and locks it to a local reference. The 
synchroniser is intended for the situation in 
which a remote or free -running signal of 

nominally the same rate as the system sampling 
rate is required to be locked exactly to the house 
reference. This might be needed in the case of 

interfacing a domestic CD player or DAT machine 
into a professional system, where it was not 
possible to lock the domestic machine to the house 
sync. Alternatively it would be useful for 
synchronising signals from remote sources that 
could not be locked to the house sync. 
Furthermore, a synchroniser might also fulfil the 
function of ensuring that data is stable within the 
jitter requirements of a converter'. 

A sample rate converter is useful when 
interfacing devices that operate at different rates 
(eg from the 48 kHz of professional audio to the 
32 kHz of a broadcast transmission system such 
as NICAM 728, or from a 44.1 kHz CD master to 

a 48 kHz DAT machine). There is debate over 
whether sample rate converters affect sound 
quality, and it is true that they will, but the 
extent of the effect is normally extremely small in 
modern designs. 

Conclusion 
The above has provided a short introduction to 

the problems of digital audio synchronisation, 
together with some possible solutions. The 
interested reader is encouraged to refer to some of 

the recent papers describing the system recently 
installed by Thames Television at their Euston 
centre, since this system exemplifies many of the 
points described above concerning the systematic 
referencing of audio, video and timecode in a 

large network. 
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ctually," explains Rod Halling seriously, "Simon 
suggested the three of us band together to buy a 
Portastudio, but it all got a bit out of hand." 

The `three of them' are musicians/producers Roy 
Shipston, Simon Holmes and Halling, and what got out of hand 
is the fact that they now own The Mill recording studios. A 

large two -studio residential complex housed in an 18th century 
flour mill, situated on a private tributary of the River Thames 
in Cookham, Berkshire. 

A watermill has stood on the site from early 1600. During the 
19th century it belonged to Sir Evelyn de Larue who 
entertained many prominent writers at his country residence, 
including Tennyson and Keats. It became a recording venue 
when Gus Dudgeon took over and constructed a studio within 
the original building. Jimmy Page acquired it in 1980 (called it 
The Sol) and recorded his solo work there before selling to the 
present owners last year. 

Only 18 months, or so, ago the Halling/Shipston/Holmes team 
had no such grand aspirations. Having formed HSH in 1988 
they were involved in a variety of projects ranging from film 
scores and corporate videos, to jingles, songs and television 
documentary soundtracks, singing, playing, writing, arranging 
and producing. There inevitably came a point where they felt 
they were spending too much money in other people's recording 
facilities. 

So they began looking around for a suitable house in which to 
install their own studio. As they all lived in London, it seemed 
the obvious place to start. Having.found what they considered to 
be a large house, they invited a friend, engineer John Etchells, 
to cast an opinion. All he cast, however, were doubts and 
aspersions, informing them that they needed a much bigger 
room to serve their purposes. When they came across an 
advertisement for The Sol, as it was then, describing its location 
as being 'on its own island', they envisaged a wooden hut 
erected on a lump of mud in the middle of the Thames. 

When Halling went to check it out he was bowled over, rushed 
the others round the following day and virtually committed to 
buy it on the spot. Finance took a little longer, however, and 
they eventually took over in August 1989. There followed 21/2 

months of refurbishment, after which the first session (new 
artist Steve Booker under the guidance of producer Jon Kelly) 
started work. 

"They used lots of acoustic instruments," says Halling. "The 
studio was built around the idea that it should provide a 
natural environment, taking the natural sound and bringing it 
out; natural ambience." 

Studio manager Karolina Bostrom points out: "People are 
playing live together again. MIDI rather took over for a period 
but we are getting back to bands playing together as bands. 
A&R companies are signing up `bands' again, not sounds." 

Original construction was designed by Eddie Veale. Halling 
was very impressed by the isolation work: "I think they must 
have had shares in ARC; you wouldn't believe the amount of 
concrete that has gone into these walls." Not only were there 
the usual problems of isolating the rooms acoustically, there was 
also a stream rushing past the window to contend with. "It took 
5 days to dig a trench through the concrete for the mixing 
console wiring," Hailing laughs. 

E MILL 
Janet Angus visits The Mill in 
Berkshire, UK. Built on a 
tributary to the River Thames the 
studio is situated in a peaceful and 
creative setting 

"The studio was designed in 1976 for Gus Dudgeon and 
reflected all the design features of that time. While it was 
entirely possible to record great albums (after all the last album 
done in it was Jeff Beck's), it wasn't what we wanted." 

Rather than taking the usual route of appointing a studio 
designer and working up to the equipment, the trio had already 
decided on a Neve VR console and set about assessing 
monitoring. 

Halling: "We looked at UREIs, which are rather outdated now, 
good though we used to think they were; Questeds we felt 
sounded different in different studios; we listened to the 
Genelecs at Metropolis and they were pretty damned good but 
the difference between low to mid and loud volume was rather 
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too much for our taste and the price was-well-astonishing. 
"Then we went to the BBC Transcription Unit where they 

have ATCs-excellent in every detail: stereo imaging, bass end, 
and they sounded the same whether quiet or absolutely flat out. 
We felt we could trust them." 

And this is how they came to meet acoustician Nick Whitaker 
and the Recording Architecture design team. Recommended by 
ATC to install the SCM200 softdome monitors, Whitaker 
arrived at the studio and started to laugh. Halling explains: " `I 
think I know where your bass end problem is,' he said, looking 
at a rather lovely fireplace in the monitor wall!" 

Having filled that and a matching cupboard with bass traps, 
Whitaker measured the room and made recommendations for 
updating the acoustics. 

"The hard ceiling was causing a treble splatter," recalls 
Halling. 

When asked to describe the original control room design 
Halling says: "It was brown," which seemed to sum it up. 
"The tape machines were arranged along the back wall, 
probably disguising the horrible problem with the bass." Aware 
that modern recording requires the removal of machinery from 
the control room, a bit of lateral thinking resulted in the 
resiting of a staircase to create a separate machine room. 

According to Halling and Shipston, the reworked control room 
is now flat down to 25 Hz with "... a lovely round bottom end. 
It shows up any anomaly in the mixes and EQs. It really is dear 
to all of us that what is done in the studio should come out on 
your CD as intended. If it sounds wonderful in the studio then it 
will be really great elsewhere; it is in no way flattering. We do 
believe that the truth is always the best way." 

The 45 m2 room has been treated at the front end (walls and 
ceilings) to combat midrange reflections. Under the console, the 
floor is maple while the rear of the room is carpeted. One side 
looks out across the mill stream to the studio's own small 
island, the other is furnished with a stained glass window 
depicting the mill wheel and stream. Far from being brown, the 
room has been decorated in contrasting greys and blacks giving 
it a contemporary feel, complemented by the light maple wood 
treatment and trims. 

Two black leather settees arranged against the back wall 
provide accommodation for band members and their entourage, 
while between these and the mixing console is an equipment 
rack/producer's table, housing all the outboard equipment. DAT 
and cassette machines are recessed on shelves in the back wall. 
In consideration of the trend towards working in the control 
room, there is provision for inserting guitar amp leads through 
the wall into the studio. 

The Neve VR series 72/60 console, equipped with recall and 
Flying Fader automation, was chosen principally for its sound. 
"We suspected that was where the bookings would lie in the 
future," explains Shipston. "We decided very early on (before 
they even launched the VR), that we wanted a Neve. We simply 
prefer the sound of the desk compared with other makes and 
when, during negotiations, Neve launched the recall for it, that 
was just an added bonus." 

Outboard equipment complement is extensive with AMS dmx 
15-805 digital delays, Bel BDE2600 delay/sampler, Publison 
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DHM89B2, Lexicon Delta T, Eventide Instant Flanger, Summit 
Audio TLA-100A compressors and SU-EQP-200 equalisers, dbx 
160 and 162 comp/limiters, Universal Audio 1176LN limiters, 
Drawmer DS201 dual gates and APSI graphic equalisers. 

There are also Lexicon 480L LARC and PCM70, Yamaha 
SPX1000 and SPX90s as well as Ibanez SDR1000s, ART 
Multi Verb and an AMS rmx 16 digital reverb. 

Housed above the studio are three EMT echo plates including 
a 240 Gold Foil. ("A lot of American clients like that.") 

Although the bulk of outboard equipment came as a job lot 
with the facility, the new owners added many of the valve 
compressors and equalisers. "There wasn't even a DAT machine 
here," exclaims Halling, as though the facility therefore dated 
back to the Ark. An '18 bit' Technics DAT machine is employed 
for mastering, with other options including SR Y4 inch or 1 
inch. 

A 9 ft Bechstein grand piano in the studio has been furnished 
with a MIDI controller in the keyboard. 

In the machine room, behind the control room, are two Studer 
A827s and a Mitsubishi X880 digital multitrack. Studers were 
chosen on the basis of past experience. Shipston: "We felt they 
were a good investment as well as being reliable. The new A827 
was attractively priced and offered an uncomplicated and good 
tape transport. The idea of a machine which offers auto line-up 
was not all that appealing to us; we don't have a jingle 
producing environment where different tapes are coming into 
the studio every hour-people come here for weeks on end-so 
that feature (offered on other makes of machine) wouldn't 
necessarily be of much benefit." 

Studio acquisition isn't the only matter to get out of hand it 
seems. Hailing: "We didn't originally intend to buy a digital 
multitrack-rather go the Dolby SR route. The Mitsubishi 
machine was very persuasively sold to us and I must admit 
more than 50% of our business has been done on the strength of 
it." 

The X880 arrived in November 1989, and The Mill is now 
planning to offer a DASH 48 -track within the next 18 months. 

Meanwhile, the three multitrack machines may be synced up 
in any combination-Studer/ Mitsubishi being a popular choice. 
There is timecode patching from the machine room. 

The air conditioning plant is housed in an adjoining room. 
Prior to its installation and during the very hot English summer 
a local advertising agency arrived with an order for 35 tracks to 
be produced in less than a month. "We said yes, of course, and 
then realised what we had done. You see one of the rules here is 
that you never say no. Say yes, and then work out how to do it. 
At one point the temperature rose to 103°F. The equipment was 
fine; nothing broke down just us!" 

The studio itself also overlooks the mill stream-the daylight 
providing a comfortable working atmosphere. The room, 84 m1 
with a 13 ft high ceiling, has been designed to be principally 
live and incorporates two isolation booths. Design input came 
from a number of sources, including all three owners, their chief 
engineer John Etchells, and associate drummer Charlie Morgan. 

"It's very important to talk to people who are used to making 
great sounds and pick their brains until both they and we are 
satisfied," says Halling. "If we didn't feel happy with the room 
we wouldn't have the confidence to sell it. We wanted the 
acoustic to immediately sound good in the room as well as being 
controllable. When we acquired the building the studio was 
completely soft-ceilings, walls the lot. We felt that more or less 
the whole room should be live, with a large degree of 
controllability. We didn't want to bodge it and therefore took 
the time to investigate different ways of doing it." 

The result is a maple floor, which may be carpeted if required. 
The walls are also maple clad, the rear wall being reversible 
between maple and Rockwool by means of doors that fold back 
to offer the alternative acoustic. The two booths have maple 
walls on three sides with glass fronting onto the main studio 
area. An adjacent corridor doubles as a small isolation area for 
amplifiers, etc. 

As is always the way, originally acquired to service the needs 
of the Halling/Shipston/Holmes composition, production and 
recording company, HSH Music, the trio found that they now 
had difficulty gaining access .to their own studio. Not to be 
outdone, they installed themselves in the garage, duly 
refurbished and acoustically treated. 

Thus two birds were killed with one stone as they had a 
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substantial amount of recording equipment left over from the 

original studio update. All original tape machines and console 

from the main room were just sitting about not earning their 

keep. The grand old MCI 500 series 40 -channel console has 

therefore been put to work along with two JH24 multitrack and 

JH110 Y4 inch tape machines. 
"We designed the control room layout (I won't say `acoustics') 

ourselves, taking all the computers and MIDI equipment into 

consideration," says Shipston. "As it is intended for our own use 

we felt we were most concerned with the ability to move around 

the room in the right sequence without getting in each other's 

way. John Etchells gave some acoustics input but it is not on 

anything like the scale of Studio One." 
Halling: "The MCI 500 is basically a great desk with fantastic 

EQ. We have used the tape machines a lot and get really good 

sounds. They naturally need on -going care and attention, 
probably needing aligning more often than the Studers. You 

must treat them more like the old fashioned machines they are 

but if they are kept up to scratch they perform exceptionally 

well." 
The original JBL monitors, however, have not fared so well. 

"We put those up basically because we had them and it didn't 
seem right to discard a perfectly good speaker. It was our 

intention just to equip this room with all our leftover gear but I 

really can't work on these JBLs. The main point for monitoring 

these days is to be accurate rather than loud." 

In addition to all the recording equipment, Studio Two is 

crammed full with Halling's, Shipton's and Holmes's various 

instruments including a selection of keyboards and MIDI 

equipment. In the small adjoining studio area (which is again 
live), there is also Charlie Morgan's drum kit, which makes his 

contributions to the recordings a relatively quick and simple 

process. "When we need him he just comes along and plays 

without any setup problems." 
The studio is littered with guitars, Boogie and HiWatt amps; 

there is even an old Hammond organ complete with Leslie 

cabinet. "All these things are being used more and more these 

days," adds Halling. 
Although the recording area is small, Hailing maintains that 

a good drum sound is achievable due to the high ceiling. "It is 

also good for vocals." 
At the back there is a small area divided into three rooms 

offering kitchen, storage and toilet facilities, making the studio 

completely self-sufficient. Nothing, however, is sacred, and just 
when HSH thought they were home and dry with their own 

private recording facility, ELO booked in to record in Studio 

One but somehow managed to overspill into Two and install 

themselves in both simultaneously. 
Next door to Studio Two is the maintenance workshop, 

engineer Phil Buckley's domain. "If the equipment breaks down 

you have to be able to fix it straight away; on -site maintenance 

is therefore essential." 
As of February of this year The Mill signed an exclusive deal 

with Pete Townshend to manage bookings at Eel Pie. As a 

result of this there is a reciprocal maintenance arrangement 
whereby both studios are covered 24 hours a day by the two 

maintenance teams. 
Having taken on mammoth proportions, the project's 

Berkshire location seemed an academic change of plan. Only 10 

minutes drive from the M4 motorway, it is as little as 30 

minutes' drive from London. All three components of HSH live 

in West London as do many major record companies these days 

and, quite apart from anything else the attractiveness of the 

location was deemed to totally outweigh any objections to 

moving out of town. 
Having made the decision, the trio have become total converts. 

Halling: "It is a completely different environment to town. 

People think you flop in the country but in fact you tend to 

work harder. It can take only 6 weeks here to do what would 

take 8 in town. Daylight in the rooms helps; I get really 
claustrophobic in the classic basement studio now. 

"The environment really does affect you. When ELO worked 

here recently they got up at a reasonable hour and played 

tennis or something before going into the studio for a 12 hour 

day. It's just grown up people doing it in a grown up way. So 

many people act like kids in studios. They work 18 hours and 

then sleep 15 hours; all that does is knock you out. Record 

companies are no longer prepared to pay for a band's social life 

in the studio. There are lots of places to have fun around here- 
boating, sports activities, etc-but people don't. They may fish 

for our killer pike, which keeps eating the ducklings, but that's 

as far as it goes. 
"When the Booker project was here for 10 weeks, they went 

out twice, and one of those occasions was when we dragged 

them to the pub for a drink! 
"The location doesn't make you want to run away; it channels 

creativity, the first time we stayed here ourselves as a client (we 

thought we'd better find out what it was like), we found we 

were getting up earlier every day. Three tracks were sewn up in 

a week: recorded, mixed, the lot." 
The residential aspect of The Mill was never in any doubt, 

even though it was not part of the original HSH plan to take on 

such a big commitment. Halling: "It would be a terrific waste of 

a beautiful location and building not to offer residential 

facilities. Part of the whole ethos of the place is to mellow out 

and get on with your work. Producers with children may go 

home but everyone else always stays. We feel that it is 

important to at least have the option to be residential. 

The four existing double/twin bedrooms and associated 

bathrooms, were redecorated and furnished. A further two 

bedrooms with en suite bathrooms were constructed by 

rearranging the accommodation above the studio, while also 

providing office space, which offers all the usual office facilities 

to a client. All the rooms have a tranquil outlook-many of 

them overlooking water. The most spectacular have been 

constructed within the space originally occupied by two 14 ft 

water wheels. The associated wildlife provides added interest, 
with many unusual birds visiting the banks of the stream. 

Arranged in three distinct areas, the accommodation allows for 

the tensions that can build up during an album project, with 

space to get away from everyone when circumstances demand. 

Up to 11 people can be provided for, though numbers don't 

usually approach that. A catering firm provides full time cover, 

offering 'good home cooking with a once -weekly fab spread'. 

Dietary preferences are investigated on the studio booking forms 

and, by having a company rather than a person responsible for 

the catering, should a cook be off work through illness a 

replacement is provided within minutes, rather than days. 

Meals are timed to suit the band and a kitchen garden is being 

developed to provide organically grown vegetables. 

In addition to the bedrooms there is a living room with 

television, etc, which looks out across the island and waterways. 

There is also a separate pool/games room. Outdoor recreation 
may soon include some small boats. "We did have some canoes," 

says Shipston, "which arrived during the storms but we had to 

give them back to the Venture Scouts when they finally 

discovered where they had got to!" 

If you are in any doubt about having to drive to a studio 'out 

of town', just try it. Having ambled along the riverside, watched 

a few boats negotiating the locks and generally absorbed the 

peaceful atmosphere you will be hard put not to feel inclined to 

creativity by the time you arrive. 
The Mill, Recording Studios, Mill Lane, Cookham, Berks 
SL6 9QT, UK. Tel: 06285 23522. 
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Nobody promised us a Rose Garden but 
1990, more than any other year in 
recent memory has turned into a 
festival of thorns. The financial 

climate of the audio world has not turned sour for 
all concerned but it is clearly reflecting the 
greater economic pressures of the various national 
economies. The `R' word, Recession, is heard more 
and more from both independent and government 
forecasters. Many studios, rental houses, 
equipment makers and resellers are thriving but 
almost everybody has grave concern about 
controlling expenditure and of receiving credit 
from banks, etc, for expansion or equipment 
purchases or just sustaining the bottom line. This 
in a year when commercial credit has become 
tighter than at any time in recent history. 

Some simple techniques can be employed to 
prevent escalating costs from becoming major 
cash flow problems during these and other 'lean' 
times and also to keep control of expenses during 
`fatter' periods. Credit needs can also be managed, 
at least to some small degree, without resorting 
to -difficult -to -obtain commercial loans or equity - 
reducing venture financing. The following areas 
deserve individual attention as control points for 
the internal economic well-being of business 
enterprises involved in the commerce of audio. 

Controlling space allocation 
The objective evaluation of current space usage is 
a vital factor for any business enterprise. No one 
wants to cut back existing space usage because of 
hard times, only to find the facilities cramped 
when boom times return. On the other hand, 
many studio facilities control storage space and 
parking spaces external to the main studio 
complex. If the undesirable alternatives in a 
fiscally compromised situation is total shutdown 
or staff cutbacks, the loss of parking and/or 
storage space is a much more tolerable 
alternative. Several studios have taken to leasing 
space in 'storage condominiums' or `U -Store' 
complexes, as an alternative to more expensive 
space they used to control. Street parking can be 
found by the staff of many studios, though safe 
night-time access for female staff members can be 
a very real complication. If actual studio space is 
not being used and you rent it, it is probably time 
to take a long hard look at your current space 
requirements. If the space is owned or long-term 
leased, perhaps it could be leased (or sub -leased) 
out to a `third' party. One recording studio had a 
fourth `room' that was virtually unused over a 6 
month period. By leasing the space to a CD 
mastering facility, the full service reputation of 
the studio complex was enhanced while new 
income was created and expense cut. 

Use of personal credit 
No issue is quite as vexing for a studio owner or 
small audio manufacturer as the problem of 
bridging a period of slow payment by clients. That 
is the one problem that most often plagues the 
cash flow of any small business, let alone the 
audio industry. In today's economic climate, it is 
very, very difficult to get such a bridging loan 
from a commercial bank or thrift institution. 
Venture credit can be obtained in some cases but 

Martin Polon 

Our US columnist 
offers some 

essential cost 
saving advice 

it carries the most onerous penalty of loss of 
financial control in many instances. The path that 
many studio and small business owners 
frequently ignore involves using personal credit. 
Many times a facility owner will have as much as 
£25,000 ($50,000) of credit extended to him or her 
based on their good personal credit history. They 
may have a home that has appreciated over the 
last 10 years or so. It is frequently not difficult to 
obtain £25-50,000 ($50,000-100,000) in such a 
fashion. However, such a personal credit 
extension can and should be used only once and 
to bridge a cash flow gap that is unresolvable in 
any other way. If such a gap is not temporary in 
the mind of the owner, however, it would be 
foolish to use such a personal credit extension. So 
the bottom line is to analyse debt and cash flow 
very carefully before committing personal credit 
resources. 

Use of credit cards 
Many studio operations, manufacturing companies 
and a broad range of other business enterprises in 
audio issue their staff members company credit 
cards. Such cards are viewed as a symbol of 
success, a valuable tool for illuminating business 
expenses with the per employee, per card 
breakdowns and as a simpler way than extending 
cash advances or doing expense reimbursements. 
Take it from a business school professor who says, 
"Employee credit cards frequently cost a company 
more than anyone realises. Firstly, if you have 10 
employees with so-called `Gold' cards, you are 
paying a fee of £30 to £40 ($60 to $75) per card. 
Ten times that means you could be creating 
overhead of close to £500 ($1,000) just for the 
privilege of having the cards. If you have 100 
employees, the total just for fees becomes 
staggering. With 1,000 employees... and so on." 

A second issue is that there really aren't any 
savings in bookkeeping at your end with company 
cards. The bill for each card has to be scrutinised 
by management each month, the employee has to 
OK the items charged and each bill has to be 
paid off. A third item of interest in the use of 
company cards is the real cost of the card. Any 
credit card ends up costing you more than you 
think. If your employees buy fuel for business 
trips, they pay a `credit card' price for petrol. The 
cash price is usually 5-10% lower. If you send 10 
employees to Paris to attend an AES Convention 
and they all use their company `Gold' card, you 
will have 10 times say £1,000 ($2,000), for airfare, 
hotel and food for a week. The credit card 
companies these days charge interest from the 
moment a charge is entered into. That means the 
£10,000 ($20,000) total for all 10 individuals will 

be surcharged by the close to 20% annual rate 
that most credit card companies impose. On a 
monthly basis, that works out to about 1.60% per 
month and for that £10,000 ($20,000), £160 ($320) 
per month in interest alone. Lastly, study after 
study indicates company credit cards encourage 
overspending on entertainment and meals- 
especially with the nurturing of potential clients. 
Bottom line: use company credit cards very 
carefully, if at all. 

Control of utilities 
Reduce your expenses for the basic utilities. OK, 
in the US we can curb our water bill by putting 
in new water efficient toilets or sticking bricks in 
old ones, lower our electric bill by putting in 
lower wattage bulbs and save on heating costs by 
lowering the thermostat. Yes, those solutions will 
work but in addition we can install disconnects on 
water and electric connections that are exposed to 
the public in a back parking lot. One 
manufacturer was providing water to a competitor 
who pulled a water wagon to load up at an 
outside spigot twice a week at 3am in the 
morning. Use solar power, if at all feasible, to 
heat hot water. Use the hot water to heat the 
studio or facility. It's done all over the world. 
Even the cost of converting to solar energy is 
frequently encouraged with tax credits. Make sure 
your facility is energy efficient. See that the 
building or buildings are well sealed against heat 
loss. Use fans to help circulate air in summer 
(and heat in winter), thus reducing the cost of air 
conditioning. Use `cooler' lighting in recording 
studios to reduce the amount of air conditioning 
needed. There is an acoustic payoff to this, too. 

Control of telephone 
Oh, boy, can we save some money here. First, no 
free telephone calls for clients. No 
exception ...none of the time. The abuse of studio 
telephones was estimated recently by one studio 
owner as costing in excess of £1,000 ($2,000) per 
month and that was in a good month. If clients 
need telephone service during sessions, you can 
install one or several permanent lines that are 
accessed by plug-in telephones in the studio being 
used. These phones are exclusively for the use of 
the clients and they will be billed the total cost 
plus a small override for your administrative 
expense and monthly charges from the phone 
company. 

Two, control staff usage of phones by 
scrutinising the bills and making staff members 
cough up the change for extravagant non -business 
calls. Do not attempt to create a fascist 
atmosphere by restricting all staff calls but 
establish respect for phone control. 

Third, do use telephone credit cards for key 
employees who need them. There is a large saving 
for calls made during travel. 

Lastly, use 800 or 0800 services, available in 
most of North America and the UK, to handle 
your outgoing business calls beyond your region. 
With these and other similar techniques, rising 
telephone expenses can be kept in check. 

Rate and charge analysis 
Go through your rate card. Sit down with your 
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accountant and break down all your costs relative 
to a specific rate. Frequently, a studio will 

discover it is losing money on some rates, 
breaking even on others and making a fortune on 

yet other rates. That doesn't sound so bad but in 

fact the various categories usually do not balance 

out and more often than not, a studio or an 

equipment maker is losing money. 
By adjusting the rates or prices to actual costs, 

you will find a big increase in profit. Frequently 
the increases are small and combined with a drop 

in rates or prices that are too high, the client 
base usually perceives these changes as positive. 

In addition, the knowledge behind the improved 

rate base allows the studio management to 

explain rates to clients with a good deal more 

veracity than before. 

Control of ancillary benefits 
No expense has irritated studio owners more than 
that of food. Many studios had been continuing to 

provide some level of food service to customers 
(and by default to staff) as a kind of prerequisite 
for using the facilities, even after this late -1970s 

practice fell from grace during the '80s. Most 

operations providing food had converted to some 

kind of charge basis but never really recouped the 

total expense. If such a service is to be retained 
by a studio as a differentiator from the 
competition, it must be at least a break-even 
operation covering all its expenses, not just the 
obvious ones. 

In fact, one studio owner cut a window in the 
wall of his building facing the street, obtained the 

necessary licences to sell food to the public and 

converted his studio's popular Mexican kitchen 
into a neighbourhood take-out favourite. 

Everybody pays the same price-bands, staff and 
outside customers. The food operation is now quite 
profitable, with the chef taking a small cut. Other 

operators have taken to using specific caterers 
billed directly to the project. Direct billing keeps 

the studio out of the line of fire if the food service 

becomes a bone of contention after the fact. Other 

studios have said `Never Again' and segued out of 

the food arena on a hopefully permanent basis. 

Other special services not directly related to 

recording, such as leasing motel or hotel space for 

recording groups and/or operating a more rurally 
located living and recording centre, have had to 

reshape their focus. Frequently such operations 
have opened their facilities to tourists, or to short 

courses in recording or other areas. As one studio 

owner opted, "It's time to get back to basics. I am 

not a hotelier or an restaurateur. I am an expert 

in the business of recording music and voices and 

that is my core responsibility. Anything else just 
distracts me from my ultimate goals." 

Collecting due bills from clients 
No matter what the financial environment, there 

is little or no excuse for allowing some clients to 

ignore bills due so that the account `ages' 

excessively and/or `drifts' unpaid for months or 

years or even forever. Nothing kills small and 
medium sized businesses off faster than cash flow 

problems brought on by clients who do not pay in 

a timely fashion for services rendered. One studio 

owner has a lovely story about his `collectables'. 

"I had about 20 clients who were paying very 

slowly or not paying at all. They accounted for 

about 25% of my total billing and I was afraid to 

push them, since I `needed' them. After all, who 

am I but a lowly recording studio owner. I kept 
telling myself I couldn't go after advertising 
agencies and record companies. Like the books 

say, you only get stiffed by the best people. 
"Finally, in desperation, I went to a collections 

firm that only charged me 15% of the debt. I 

thought that was reasonable since all I had at the 
time was 100% of nothing. They called up these 
bad debts and I don't know what they said but it 
must have been very motivational since all but 
two paid up right away and the two have filed 

payment schedules. 
"What is hysterically funny, is that these 

debtors call me up nearly in tears and tell me 

their tales of woe. I sound shocked and alarmed 
and share soto voce the fact that I had no idea 

that this would happen. I simply say my attorney 
forced me to go to collections. I commiserate with 

them on the phone and they still love me. In fact, 

I am thrilled and only sorry that the collections 
people did not use pliers on the debtor's toenails. 
Then again, considering the speedy 
repayment...?" 

Using buy out services 
The last cuts any manager or owner wants to 

make involve staff. It is estimated that a new 

employee will need between 6 months and a year 
to perfectly mesh into the unique business and 
technical environment found in a recording 
studio. So there is no justification for releasing 
staff, since the later cost of training new hires 
will more than eat up any saving achieved during 
the short run of down economic cycles. However, 

correctly sizing up a facility's needs in terms of 

permanent staff is equally important. When the 
overhead of health benefits, insurance 
programmes, retirement programmes and 
administrative functions like tax withholding are 
added up, it is not unusual to be spending half as 

much again (50%) on an employee, over the base 
salary. The answer for many businesses is to 

retain outside service contractors and buy in 
many functions that were formerly provided 
in-house. Janitorial and security services come to 
mind most frequently in this category, as do food 

services and car rentals. But areas like studio 
equipment repair may also be more cost effective. 

Such a contractor is frequently on -call to several 
studios and is available by beeper. If the previous 
practice was one of having the studio's 
technicians earn overtime to accommodate repair 
needs, the use of buy out help does mean real 
savings in this category as well. 

Insurance and security 
Probably the last category of protection to be 

removed, even beyond personnel and equipment. 
The insurance policy covering the entire physical 
plant of a recording studio or audio manufacturer 
is one of the most valuable documents that a 
business owner can possess. An up-to-date policy 

is one of the signs that bank officers always look 

for in granting further loans to an ongoing 
business. The use of on -site security is another 

category that indicates a strong desire to protect 
the physical plant investment. Whether the 
security takes the form of drive -by checks by 

car -borne officers or a physical presence on 

premises when the operation is devoid of staff, the 

expenditure on security also serves to lower the 
costs of obtaining insurance coverage. However, it 

is always wise to shop the price on insurance 
coverage and for security services obtained every 

year to make sure that the lowest cost is obtained 
for a reliable level of protection. One does not 

sacrifice quality, if the competitive forces in the 
insurance industry among reliable carriers are 
made use of. The same can be said for security. In 

fact, it is a crucial role of responsible 
management to monitor all charges to the entity 
and to negotiate the best possible arrangements, 
come each renewal. 

Tax and accountancy planning 
The careful analysis of the tax codes, perhaps 
with the aid of an accounting professional can 

sometimes suggest many techniques for cost 

control. One studio owner stumbled upon a 

solution to his equipment rental cost problems. 

"My rental `shop' operated two ways. There 

were outside rentals to anyone in town and there 

were inside rentals to our customers working 

within the studio's 'four walls'. We were losing 

money overall and my tax adviser suggested 
splitting off the rental operation into a separate 
space. We repriced all the charges both inside and 

out, used separate staff and printed up new flyers, 

rate sheets, order forms, etc-all the time staying 
under the same roof. The rental operation finished 

its first year as a unique entity with a small loss 

but not an unacceptable one considering the 
utility it provides for the studio customers as well 

as bringing in some cash for equipment that 
would otherwise collect dust. The bottom line was 

improved somewhat and the next rate sheet 
should make us profitable. We found it curious 

that as a separate unit, we could charge the going 

rate for add-on equipment, which our studio 
customers would never accept when they thought 
everything was coming from the same company." 

It seems clear from the above list that the 
individual business owner or manager has a great 
deal more control of the financial destiny of his or 

her operation than a first look at the books might 
suggest. Careful management will cut some costs 

without cutting proficiency or the service level so 

important to today's studio customer. Some of the 
cuts suggested above will amount only to a couple 

of hundred dollars or pounds per month or even 

less. Yet, as the savings in each category begin to 

mount, the total savings for the studio, 
manufacturer or business will become important. 
£50 ($100) saved each month in each of the nine 
or 10 categories suggested here, soon amounts to 

nearly £500 ($1,000) per month. Yearly, that is 
about £6,000 or $12,000. If you save more per 
month, the total savings could well move into the 
six -figure area, depending on the size of the 
business. Such careful economy that does not cut 

crucial jobs or reduce needed equipment can save 

the day financially, during tight times-and 
during not so tight times as well. 
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Herb Belkin of Mobile Fidelity Sound 
Lab was in London recently en route 
back to California from the Soviet 
Union where he runs a joint venture 

record company with the Union of Composers, 
Domestic Concert Agency and Electronica state 
consumer electronics manufacturing company. 

The joint venture now operates in Lithuania as 
well as Russia, in direct competition with state 
record company Melodiya. They record mainly 
serious classical and jazz music, with studios in 
Moscow and Vilnius. Belkin issues only on 
cassette, duplicating around 100,000 a year at a 
small facility in Moscow. Although Melodiya are 
starting to issue CDs, they are bought mainly by 
the government classes. Soviet LP pressing 
quality is very poor. 

Belkin was in London on a life-saving mission. 
Although few people realise it, JVC in Japan 
closed its Rinkan LP production plant at the end 
of March. Belkin had been using the facility to 
press Mobile's discs for 13 years; in fact the last 
record pressed by JVC was a Mobile title. 

When Belkin heard that the plant was closing, 
he asked JVC to sell him the presses. But the 
Japanese said they had 'made other 
arrangements'. JVC did, however, offer technical 
assistance, and even sold Belkin raw pellets of the 
`supervinyl' material that made JVC discs so 
famous. Belkin supplied the pellets to two 
Western factories (he won't say which) but both 
failed to produce acceptable pressings. 

"I didn't invent the phonograph record," says 
Belkin, "but I am trying to keep it alive. I 
remain in love with the feeling and sensitivity of 
the vinyl record. My mission in life is to try and 
make CDs sound like LPs." 

Belkin gets his conventional CDs pressed at 
RCA's plant in Alabama, with gold releases 
produced by Ultech in Japan, a plant which 
otherwise specialises in CD-ROM pressings. He 
was in London talking with Linn, hoping to set 
up some kind of joint venture deal. It's an obvious 
marriage because although Linn, like Mobile, now 
release recordings on CD, the two companies still 
share faith in vinyl. 

Linn get their CDs pressed by Mayking in 
France, and LPs pressed by Sonapress in 
Germany, via a tortuous distribution deal with 
Polygram via Virgin. Linn are, however, always 
looking for plant "on which we can have a 
stronger influence". Linn and Mobile have now 
"informally agreed to pool resources". 

Belkin was especially chuffed to see, in an 
interview published in US magazine Audio (July 
1990), engineers from the Start Lab in Japan 
explain that they used gold plating for their 
recordable CDs: "because we fmd it produces 
better results, and because we believe it will last 
longer than aluminium". 

As soon as the word got round that JVC would 
cease LP production, there was a run on Mobile 
LPs; 80% of Mobile's vinyl catalogue is now sold 
out, with all the popular titles (like The Beatles' 
discs) long gone. Belkin, of course, still releases 
on CD and cassette format, the latest being a two - 
CD re -issue of Pink Floyd's The Wall. 

"There are many titles we would like to release 
but can't," says Belkin. "Our rule is that we have 

Barry Fox 

Keeping the LP 
alive; problems 
with Q Sound 

to have the original master and must be able to 
improve on the previous issue." 

Belkin is cagey about what he describes as the 
"black magic" and "alchemy" involved in 
remastering for Mobile release. Often the tape is 
replayed at half speed (following the technique 
pioneered for supercut LPs by Stan Ricker) and 
sometimes backwards to improve transient 
response. The half speed signal is then encoded 
and doubled in speed for digital mastering. The 
aim is to make all signal paths as straight and 
short as possible, with no unnecessary processing. 

Belkin bewails the difficulty of locating original 
master tapes. "We can't go back to the 
multitrack," he explains, "because the record 
company has no right to remix without the 
artist's permission. So we have to try and find the 
original stereo master. It took us 5 years to find 
an original master for Tommy. Pete Townshend 
finally found one in the basement of his house. 
It's not exactly the same as the record company's 
master but that's what makes it interesting. 

"There are many other Who masters that can't 
be found. We had a Led Zeppelin master that was 
damaged. We had another tape that was sticky. 
We sent it for analysis and the chemist said it 
was a mix of bourbon and Coke from the original 
studio session. 

"When I started in this business I was dealing 
with 25 record companies, now I am dealing with 
six. They have all amalgamated. Then everything 
moves lock, stock and barrel. With tens of 
thousands of tapes, often mislabelled, misboxed, 
they have no idea where their masters are. 
Remember that up until 1978 the industry was 
putting out 4,000 new recordings a year. Since 
then it's been 2,000. 

"When they can't find the original master, they 
just make a copy of the production master used 
for making LPs, CDs or cassettes. We want the 
original from which the production masters were 
made. We've been sent so-called masters that are 
actually 12th, 13th, even 14th generation copies. 
Is it any wonder some re -issues sound so bad?" 

Mobile will go on hunting for original masters, 
recently tracking down Elton John's Honky 
Chateau and some original tapes of Frank Sinatra. 
from the Capitol years. But unless Belkin can 
find a record pressing plant to take over JVC's 
pressing role, future Mobile releases will be on 
CD and cassette only. 

hear that the American journalist who, 
quite literally, bought shares in Canadian 
company Archer Communications, is still 
collaring manufacturers and journalists on 

press trips and preaching the gospel of Q Sound- 
an interesting approach to independent 
investigative journalism. 

Curiously he has been refusing to say how the 
system works, even though Archer's patent 
application has long since told all to anyone who 
takes the trouble to read it. To pre-empt any 
comment about the patent not telling the real or 
full story, bear in mind that a patent can only 
legally protect what it accurately describes. 

The first Q Sound recording reached the shops 
shortly before Christmas. It was a bunch of 
Madonna's hits, the Immaculate Collection, 
re-released by Warner Brothers after processing 
in Q Sound. Almost immediately alarm bells 
started ringing inside the engineering divisions of 
the BBC and IBA. They were soon warning radio 
and TV stations all round the UK to listen very 
carefully to any Q Sound recording before using it 
for any broadcasts. 

Archer had puffed the system as "revolutionary 
new audio technology" which "provides three- 
dimensional imagery" and makes sounds that 
"actually seem to be coming from outside of your 
speakers". As I have previously reported, the 
system works by taking the recorded sound of 
each voice or instrument, splitting it into two 
channels and introducing artificial shifts of 
volume and phase at different frequencies. All the 
doctored pairs of channels are then re -combined 
into a single pair of channels, which is recorded 
on disc or tape just like an ordinary stereo signal. 

Q Sound creates an odd effect in stereo 
(described by one engineer as "like Christmas 
cake icing") with images spread wide and more 
high and low end bite. Like Aphex, listeners may 
or may not like the effect. What worries the BBC 
and IBA is the question of mono compatibility. 

How a stereo signal reproduces in mono is of 
vital importance to broadcasters because many 
portable radios and most TV sets reproduce only 
mono sound. If there is too much phase 
discrepancy between channels, sounds reduce or 
cancel out in mono. 

This is of course what killed some of the early 
quadraphonic surround -sound systems. And 
binaural systems, too. Recordings that sounded 
good in surround or stereo mode, or on 
headphones, sounded thin in mono, with lyrics or 
instruments pushed into the background. So 
broadcasters refused to play them. Without radio 
and TV play a record is dead. And so is the 
system used to make it. 

Q Sound relies for its exaggerated stereo effect 
on phase shifts. The BBC found that the 
difference signal on the Madonna CD is 
sometimes higher than the sum. 

Even before the official alert, BBC engineers at 
Broadcasting House in London were trying to 
avoid material from the Immaculate Collection CD 
and using the BBC Library copies of the original 
recordings, which were made without Q Sound 
processing. If new releases, eg from Sting, are 
made available only in Q Sound, radio and TV 
stations may be unable to broadcast them at all. 
If that happens it's goodbye Q Sound; and the 
promoting journalist will have lost his 
investment. 

If you can get hold of the Madonna CD, start 
with the track `Vogue'. Listen to the rap -style 
vocal passages while switching between stereo 
and mono. 
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AMS ST250 
Dave Foister evaluates the ST250 stereo 
microphone providing a flexible pick-up 
area via a separate control box and 
surround possibilities 

should start by owning up to being a Calrec 
Soundfield man. My experiences with the 
Mk III version over the past year have 
turned me into a dedicated fan and made 

me particularly interested in the introduction of 
the ST250 microphone from AMS, now the 
manufacturers of the Soundfield. 

The S7250 employs the same tetrahedral 
capsule array as the Soundfield and its updated 
electronics extract the same B -format signals from 
the array. 

For readers who are unfamiliar with the 
Soundfield, the B -format signals are the four 
virtual microphone outputs, which can be 
combined in so many ways to provide astonishing 
versatility. They comprise and omnidirectional 
component called W, a front -facing fig -of -8 called 
X, a left -facing fig -of -8 called Y and an upwards - 

facing fig -of -8 called Z. These signals are used to 
provide facilities such as 360° steering, tilting, 
zooming and full 4 -speaker Ambisonics but the 
ST250 takes a much simpler path. Although the 
B -format signals are available for external 
processing (such as a Soundfield control box) the 
ST250 confines itself to providing a highly 
flexible stereo output. 

At this point it is extremely important to realise 
that it does this using M -S techniques. Failure to 
understand this or to read the manual fully can 
easily lead to confusion and incorrect use of the 
microphone, which is not helped by the front 
panel legending, which could be misleading. AMS 
are aware that the possibility of confusion exists 
and have already updated-indeed almost 
rewritten-the manual. (Now much clearer-Ed.) 

Control of the microphone is handled on a 

separate box, which carries two main control 
knobs marked Pattern and Width. Since the width 
control is calibrated 0 to 180 it is easy to assume 
that it sets the angle between two synthesised 
microphones, as does a similar control on the 
Soundfield. Assuming this, however, leads to all 
sorts of anomalies, such as coincident omnis 
giving a stereo output as the width is increased, 
or 180° fig -of -8s failing to produce complete 
cancellation in mono. In fact the Width control is 
precisely what it says, controlling the width of the 
stereo output by adjusting the gain of the Side 
signal (remembering that this is an M -S 
microphone). Similarly the Pattern control sets 
the polar pattern of the 'M' microphone, which 
may well not be the same as the equivalent X -Y 
polar patterns. 

The upshot of all this is that if you wish to 
synthesise a particular configuration of crossed 
pair, it is necessary to consult a graph in the 
manual, reading off the required Pattern and 
Width settings to produce the desired angle and 
polar pattern. Unfortunately, this chart was 
missing from my initial early manual and it 
would never have occurred to me that, for 
instance, 180° fig -of -8 would be a sensible 
configuration; in fact this produces a standard 
Blumlein pair -90° fig -of -8s. 

The original manual states that the figures on 
the width control indicate an approximate angle 
between an equivalent crossed pair of microphone 
capsules, which is clearly incorrect; with this as a 
guide is it any wonder that so many users got 
hold of the wrong end of the stick? Perhaps the 
conversion chart could be printed on the top of 
the control box to aid those more used to X -Y 
techniques and that the choice of calibration for 
the Width control is a bad one; an arbitrary 
0 to 10 would have removed the possible 
ambiguity. 

Although the ears should be able to tell you all 
you need to know, I, for one, feel uncomfortable if 
I don't have a fairly precise idea of what my 
equipment thinks it's doing. 

Performance 
Once all this is mastered, the microphone is a 
delight to use in many ways. No conventional 
twin -capsule mic can provide the versatility of the 
ST250 unless used in an M -S configuration and 
even- then could not approach its near -perfect 
coincidence. The control of the stereo pickup is 
everything one would expect, and the resulting 
image is vividly clear and rock steady. The sound 
of the microphone is exceptionally real and 
transparent, including the extended low frequency 
response inherited from the Soundfield. In every 
situation I tried, from drum overheads to an 
entire symphony orchestra, the ST250 performed 
superbly. 

A major selling point for the S7250 is its 
go -anywhere flexibility. The control box is small 
and light and can be powered in three ways: 
mains, internal batteries (surprisingly only two 
1.5 V cells) or phantom, although the manual 
warns that many phantom supplies may not work 
properly due to the relatively high current the 
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£495 
+VAT 

VTL MODEL CR -3A 
LARGE CAPSULE 

STUDIO CONDENSER 
MICROPHONE 

THE VTL CR -3A STUDIO 

CONDENSER MICROPHONE IS 

DESIGNED TO MEET TODAY'S 

DEMANDING DIGITAL RECORDING 

NEEDS AT A REASONABLE PRICE. 

FEATURES: 
CLASSIC EUROPEAN STYLING 

CARDIOID POLAR PATTERN 

GOLD COATED POLYESTER 

MEMBRANE 
HIGH PASS FILTER SWITCH 

-10DB PAD SWITCH 

3 PIN "CANNON" TYPE 
CONNECTOR 

SATIN OR BLACK FINISHES 

EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY: 
TONY LARKING 

PROFESSIONAL SALES LTD. 
TEL: 0462 490125 FAX: 0462 490126 

-AVAILABLE AT LEADING STUDIO SUPPLIERS - 

HEARD BY MILLIONS 
BUT SELDOM SEEN 

STUDIO QUALITY CONTACT 
CONDENSER MICROPHONES 
42Hz to 22KHz Frequency response 

Superb clarity - true acoustic sound 

Complete isolation 
Easy to use 

More than 5000 systems in 
use world wide 

Abience-Free 
Stereo 

FOR NEAREST 
DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR CONTACT: - 

UK + EUROPE USA CANADA 
A.M.G. C - T AUDIO 

Call 0428 658775 
Fax 0428 658438 
Int + 428 58775 

Call 1 - 800 C - T Audio 
Fax 407 738 0319 
Int + 0101 407 738 0622 

West Call 416 360 5940 
Fax 416 362 2477 

East Call 604 222 8190 
Fax 604 222 9884 

For peak performance 
from PPM Indicators 
vu Meters and 
AL Indicators... 
Mixing complex audio signals from multiple 
sources is difficult enough, so you need to 
be sure of the meters. 

Sifam is a world 
leader in meters 
and ancillary 
components for the 
professional 
broadcasting and 
audio industries - 
backed by more 
than sixty years 
experience. 

- l 

Are they accurate and 
reliable? Can you read 
them quickly and clearly? 

If you need 
vu meters or 
PPM indicators 
to the highest 
international 
standards - or 
something close, but less costly - then it's 
sure to be in the Sifam range, waiting to 
give you peak performance. 
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...Sifam meters 
FOR LITERATURE ON OUR RANGE 

OF METERS, PLEASE CONTACT: 

SIFAM LIMITED-METERS DIVISION 
WOODLAND ROAD TORQUAY 

DEVON TQ2 7AY ENGLAND 
Telephone: 0803 613822 
Fax: 0803 613926. Telex: 42864 SIFAM 
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microphone draws-standard 6.8 kHz phantom 
series resistors will drop the voltage at the 
microphone to less than the required 25 V, 
causing 'high noise and peculiar stereo imaging'. 
In practice, I was not aware of this causing any 
significant problems. The battery capability, 
however, makes it an ideal partner for a portable 
DAT machine to provide an extremely portable 
high quality system for location work, sound 
effects recording and so on. The drawback to the 
multiple -powering design is that the microphone 
produces a compromise output level, which is 
neither a convenient line level nor low enough for 
some mic inputs. With several pieces of 
equipment I have connected it to this has caused 
problems; some line input stages don't have 

enough gain to produce sensible levels from it 
while some mic inputs lacked the headroom to 
cope. The manual sheds little light on this but a 
rough measurement of the levels produced by a 
loud jazz band showed peaks of around -10 dBm 
without the mic's pad in. I would have liked to 
see some kind of variable output control fitted. 

Similarly, the B -format outputs are 
approximately 20 dB down on nominal line level. 
I checked the behaviour of the microphone with 
these signals suitably amplified and connected to 
the B -Format inputs of the Soundfield box and it 
performed exactly like the Soundfield itself, 
providing all the steering facilities expected. 

One thoughtful development concerns the 
calibration of the capsule array. This B -format 

Your days 
as an Octopus 
are numbered 

If you work with an unautomated desk, you've probable longed for the 
day when affordable automated mixing makes the nightmare of manual 
mixing a thing of the past. Thanks to Optifile 3D that day has arrived. 

Optifile 3D is a very cost-effective pro SMPTE system that's fittable to any 
console. It'stunning array of mixing applications makes it the first choice 
for many console manufacturers. 

Contact The Home Service today for the new brochure and discover how 
easily you can have Optifile 3D fitted to your desk. 

OfTIf I LE 

Australia : Greater Union Village Technology - (02) 550 54 88 Belgium : EML - (011) 34 83 39 Brazil : Libor -(11)34 83 39 
Canada : Video Telecom - (514) 333 14 01 France : AD Système - (1) 42 53 31 18 Hong Kong : Audio Consultants Co Ltd - (852) 351 30 28 
Italy : Audio Palombi - (02) 254 07 21 Malaysia : Meteor Sound & Lighting Systems - (03) 291 65 59 New Zealand : Protei - (04) 854 874 
Norway : Audiotron A/S - (02)35 20 96 Switzerland : Decibel SA - 021/921 75 93 Sweden : Soundtrade AB - (08) 730 04 00 
Spain : Twin Cam Audio - (03) 675 50 11 Singapore : Swee Lee Co. - 336 78 86 Taiwan : Unfair Engineering - (2) 321 44 54/6 
UK : Studio Timeline - 081 994 44 33 Venezuela : Acoustilab - (02) 987 48 45 W.Germany : Mega Audio - (067) 21 26 36 

approach requires exact matching of the four 
capsule output levels and in the Soundfield this is 
done in the A -B matrix module of the control box, 
which means that any one microphone can only 
be used with its matching control box. In the 
ST250 this calibration is done within the 
microphone itself-surface mount technology has 
allowed more electronics to be built into a smaller 
body. This, of course, means that all microphones 
and control units are interchangable, a point 
worth noting for anyone thinking of acquiring 
more than one S7250. 

The control box also has a row of pushbutton 
switches providing various obvious and not -so - 
obvious facilities. The obvious ones include bass 
cut and a 20 dB pad, while the less obvious 
include a switch to select end -fire or side -fire and 
another to allow for inversion of the microphone. 
These permit the S7250 to be mounted in 
virtually any orientation while preserving the 
correct L -R front -back relationship at the output. 
A further switch provides raw M -S outputs in 
place of the stereo L -R, while another selects the 
B -format output. It is worth pointing out that the 
B -format signals are unbalanced and require the 
use of specially -made adaptor cables since the four 
signals share two XLRs. The front panel also 
features a power -on LED, which doubles as an 
overload indicator by going out during excessive 
peaks. The headphone socket, which has its own 
level control, is described as a guide monitor 
signal only and does not work when the 
microphone is phantom powered. (See below-Ed.) 

Construction 
The construction of the unit appears sturdy and 
professional. The Soundfield, although built like a 
tank, always looks a bit home-made and it is good 
to see, for instance, that the Soundfield's wobbly 
and occasionally unreliable bayonet multiway 
connectors have been replaced on the ST250 by a 
much more reassuring screw -in type. 

The standard kit comprises a rugged attache - 
style case containing the microphone and control 
unit together with a 3 metre multicore and a 
foam windshield. Optional extras include longer 
multicores (up to 100 metres), B -format output 
leads, a control box carrying case and a Rycote 
windshield. 

Conclusion 
Despite my reservations about the front panel 
legending and the odd output levels, I have little 
hesitation in recommending the S7'250 as an 
extremely versatile, very high quality stereo 
microphone. Its B -format capabilities are the icing 
on the cake for those with the facilities to exploit 
them but even without these it must be seen as a 
serious contender in the very top league of the 
microphone market. 

AMS comment: As suggested we are looking 
at applying conversion table to top of control 
box. The headphone socket is now operational 
when the socket is phantom powered. 
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A GROWING FAMILY... 
AMP 

DBM-1A Digital Audio Meter for Sony PCM-1610/30 systems 

DBM-2 AES/EBU Digital Audio Meter 

PHONE OR FAX US FOR DETAILS 

Analogue phase meter 
Analogue phase meter 

r , 

. as II 

SPA -1 Eight stereo channel professional Pre -Amplifier 

TOTALSYSTEMS, 41 Windermere Ave, Basingstoke, Hants. RG22 5JH * Tel & Fax 0256 468555 

OTurbosound 
Things are changing 

1991 AES PARIS 

Turbosound Limited, Star Road, Partridge Green, West Sussex, RH13 5EZ. 
Tel: (0403) 711447 Fax: (0403) 710155 

AN GROUP COMPANY 
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Crown SASS -P 
Dave Foister presents an operational 
view of this stereo boundary microphone 

Hsuing launched the Pressure Zone 
Microphone upon the world, Crown 
have since seemed reluctant to jump 
on the bandwagon they themselves 

created. Since then other manufacturers have 
introduced their own models using related 
principles and even gone stereo. Crown have until 
recently been satisfied to produce the mini 
'lavalier' version and the cardioid PCC without 
venturing further. Now all that has changed, and 
it comes as no as no surprise that Crown's latest 
model, the SASS -P, is radical almost to the point 
of weirdness. 

SASS stands for Stereo Ambient Sampling 
System, and even without the elaborate name it 
would not take a genius to discover that this 
microphone is a rather unconventional stereo 
array. It consists of two PZM elements on 
independent boundaries mounted in a sizable 
plastic housing which is designed to produce an 
optimised stereo image at all frequencies. 

The instruction leaflet (it would be pretentious 
to call it a manual) goes into some detail about 
the principles involved in the design and, clearly, 

a lot of thought has gone into the problems of 
creating natural stereo from PZM techniques. Its 
methods of localising sound at different 
frequencies are designed to closely match the 
mechanisms of human hearing so that at lower 
frequencies localisation is mainly due to arrival 
time differences (the elements are some 6 inches 
apart) while at higher frequencies intensity 
differences provide the cues, with a crossover 
region from 1.5 to 3 kHz. Part of this relies on the 
fact that the polar response of the two 
microphones varies with frequency, being cardioid 
at higher frequencies and virtually omni at low 
frequencies, and this also explains the fact that 
the microphone works with such small boundaries 
without the LF losses normally associated with 
PZMs. Phase problems at high frequencies are 
minimised by the foam -filled `nose' that reduces 
crosstalk between the microphones. 

The first obvious consequence of all this is that 
the SASS -P is nothing if not eye-catching. With 
its all -enveloping black cloth windscreen in place 
it looks more like a large format SLR camera 
than a microphone, and the further addition of 

the spherical foam windshields beneath the cloth 
gives it a very strange appearance. 

All this is easily forgiven, however, when the 
SASS -P is in use. However bizarre its design 
principles have made it look, they certainly work 
extremely effectively. I have had the opportunity 
to try it in a wide variety of situations and in 
each it has performed outstandingly. 

Perhaps an obvious use is as a drum overhead 
where its stereo imaging is extremely stable and 
precise, giving a strikingly lifelike picture of the 
kit. On a grand piano it produced a clear natural 
image, while confronted with a classical vocal 
quartet it reproduced the group's physical spacing 
and internal balance with impressive accuracy. 

An acid test was a concert in the Barbican Hall, 
London, with a large symphonic wind group, 
where the SASS -P, suspended over the stalls in 
approximately the same place as I would normally 
position a conventional coincident pair, gave at 
least as transparent an image as any other 
technique I have tried, together with a breadth 
and depth of sound that would stand up well in 
any company. 

While noise did not appear to be a problem, 
Crown also offer the SASS -B, a similarly -shaped 
unit designed to accept B&K 4003/4006 
microphones, which are recommended `for 
applications requiring extremely low noise'. 

The operation notes suggest that the optimum 
position for the SASS -P in any situation may well 
be different from what might be expected with 
other techniques and, indeed, a little 
experimentation proved rewarding. I felt that the 
spacing of the array gave a particularly 
interesting effect on headphones, with a 
significant amount of out -of -head localisation but 
not everyone who heard the microphone agreed 
with this. This in no way compromised the results 
with loudspeakers, however, which always showed 
a clear realistic spread with no centre hole. 

Since the only part of the SASS -P made of 
metal appears to be the back plate, the 
microphone is much lighter than might be 
imagined. Crown suggest several location 
applications and even supply a stubby pistol -grip - 
type handle for this kind of use. Location use is 
further simplified by the battery powering 
facility, requiring two standard 9 V batteries in 
holders mounted in the back plate. A large rotary 
switch selects battery or phantom power and also 
selects an LF cut at 12 dB/octave below 100 Hz. 

While the microphone itself looks less than 
robust thanks to its largely plastic construction, it 
comes supplied in a huge apparently bomb -proof 
case with holes in its foam for all the standard 
accessories and more. Provided with the SASS -P 
are the windshields and handle already 
mentioned plus a novel multithread stand 
adaptor; I understand other accessories are 
available including, apparently, a chromakey blue 
cover. 

This is certainly a piece of kit that gets noticed 
although not all of the reactions are exactly 
complimentary. The results, however, more than 
compensate for the bizarre high -profile image. The 
SASS -P is without doubt a worthwhile addition to 
anyone's microphone arsenal. 
NB: Crown is known as Amcron outside the USA. 
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Studio 
For Sale 

Well located in Brussels (Belgium) in the heart of 

Europe, a residential 3rd floor building 

especially and acoustically designed for 

audiovisual studios. 

Easy access (2 minutes from Paris -Amsterdam 

motorway and 10 minutes from city centre and 

International airport), with adjacent private 

parking facilities. 

Entirely renovated with new soundproof rooms, 

technical wiring, PABX, special noiseless air 

conditioning .. . 

For all enquiries, please contact in Belgium: 

Perceval Technologies SAINV 

Phone: +32-2-640 9194 Fax: +32-2-640 3154 

STAND Nº 
7-1 F59 

_'_ 
FRA 
- 

NKFURT 

UNIVERSITY OF 

DURBAN-WESTVILLE 

Applications are invited until 10 April 1991 
from persons with appropriate 

qualifications and experience regardless of 
gender, religion, race, colour or national 
origin for appointment to the following 

posts: 

Associate Professor/ 
Senior Lecturer in Music 
(Composition/Sound Engineering) 

Applications are invited from 
musicians who have a strong 

academic background in either 
composition or musicology (including 

world music/ethnomusicology). In 
addition to teaching in one or both of 
these areas, the successful applicant 
will be expected to design and teach 

courses in multi -track recording, 
synthesis/synchronisation, 

MIDI/SMPTE and computer 
applications in music. The post carries 
with it responsibility for running the 
Recording Studio in the Department 

of Music. 

FRINGE BENEFITS 
Pension scheme, medical aid scheme, 
group life assurance, leave privileges, 

service bonus, relocation expenses and 
housing subsidy (subject to certain 

conditions). 

Application forms, salary scales and 
further particulars are obtainable from: 

The Personnel Division, University of 
Durban -Westville, Private Bag X54001, 
Durban 4000, Republic of South Africa. 

Telephone (031) 820-2222/3. 
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CASSETTE DUPLICATING: 
GAUSS Loop -Bin TELEX In -Cassette 
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing 
OPEN REEL DUPLICATING 
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.) 
SPEECH RECORDING 
(VOICE -OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS) 

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD. 
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 071-231 0961 

THE COMPLETE 

SERI ICE..... 
DIRECT 

Record Pressings 
Cassette Duplication 
Compact Discs 
Post Mastering 
P.O. Encoding 
Print & Reprographics 
Video Duplication 
Competitive Prices 
Free Quotations 

Make it with us 

We make the hits 

J .J 
MARKET LEADERS 

v. 081-446 3218 LONDON 
v. 0480 61880 CAMBRIDGE 

HIGH SPEED HIGH QUALITY LOOP -BIN 
DUPLICATING BY SRL TAPE SERVICES 

1 DOLBY A 

REEL -REEL{ NA8 
LIEC 

E1 PCM DIGITAL 

N - IN. ..OUT - 
AUDIO DOLBY C ' QUALITY 
CASSETTE {DOLBY B CASSETTES 

THE BETTER THE MASTER. THE BETTER THE COPY' 

HOW MANY WOULD YOU LIKE, 1005000 
081.868 5555 081.866 5555'PHONE FOR PRICE CHECK 

QUALITY 
CASSETTES 

QUALITY 
CASSETTES 

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS 

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication, 
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length 

TEL: 061-973 1884 

TAPELINE 
Blank & Duplicated 
Cassettes 

New Tapematic Loop Bin 
Duplication & Loading 
High Spec Professional Bin 
Mastering 

* 120x Real Time Duplication 
* Ferric & Chrome Cassette supplies * Printing & Packaging, cases & accessories. 

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES 
CALL 061-344 5438 

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street 
Audenshaw, Manchester M34 5HD 

jbs records 
MUSIC -SPEECH -DATA 

REAL-TIME/HIGHER-SPEED Quality Cassette 
Duplication and Blanks from 1-1000. Computer printed 

Labels. Solo, 1/4' Yeel, Sony Betamax or R-DAT recording. 
Fast Security Delivery service. 

FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST 
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR 0992-500101 

MASSED NAKAMICHI'S IN LONDON! 
ULTIMATE QUALITY REAL TIME CASSETTES 

UNBELIEVABLE RATES r DAT TO DAT COPYING 
AND EDITING * BLANKS WOUND 

* COMPUTER PRINTED LABELS 

AURAL CASSETTES 081-460 7435 

I'ASCAM/Sh:XX/BEYER, trade counter. Erricks 
VCD, Brighouse 722121. (X) 

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS 
AMPEX BASF MAXELL AGFA JVC 

AUTHORISED NATIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO TAPE DISTRIBUTOR 

Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank 
custom wound cassettes C1-120, labels, library cases and 
cards, C -zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges. 

yit 12 Britannia Road 
Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA 

Tel: 061-905 1 127 
SOUND ANO VIDEO SERVICES 

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE 

EAST MIDLANDS AUDIO 
STUDER-REVOX 

NEW AND USED SALES 
SERVICE - SPARES 

APPROVED CONVERSIONS 
A807 -A807 VU: POA 

MACHINES CURRENTLY IN STOCK 

STUDER A62 STEREO, TROLLEY, 71/2, 15 IPS 

STUDER B62 STEREO, TROLLEY, 71/2, 15 IPS 

STUDER C37 STEREO, VALVE, 71/2, 15 IPS 

STUDER 867 STEREO, TROLLEY, 71/2, 15 IPS 

STUDER B67 STEREO, PORTABLE, MK1 IHS 

STUDER A80 RC MK TWO, VU STEREO 

STUDER A80 MK ONE, VU STEREO, 711, 15 IPS 

STUDER A80 MK ONE, 16 TRACK, 15/30 IPS 

£ 750.00 

£1,200.00 

£ 1,000.00 

£1,750.00 

£1,800.00 

£2,800.00 

£2,200.00 

£4,500.00 

ALL MACHINES FITTED WITH NEW PARTS AS REQUIRED 

REVOX PR99 MK THREE HS NEW, 7'l, 15 IPS £1,850.00 
REVOX 877 MK TWO HS NEW, VA, 15 IPS 1,300.00 
REVOX C270 TWO TRACK, TIME CODE EX -DEMO £3,000.00 
REVOX B215 CASSETTE DECK, NEW EX -DEMO £1,050.00 
REVOX C279 SIX INTO TWO STEREO MIXER £1,300.00 

ALL 4- VAT 

TEL 0246 275479 
FAX 0246 550421 

IKE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting, 
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin 
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure. Tam 
Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Tel: 
081-346 0033. (X) 

QUALITY CASSETTE MASTERING AND 
COPYING, any quantity, Video duplication 
PAL/NTSC/SECAM transfers, 24 hour, seven 
days a week service. G.W.B.B. Audiovision, 42 
Lancaster Gate, London W2 2NA. Tel: 071-723 
5190. 

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc. New and used 
equipment bought, sold, serviced. Authorised Tan- 
noy specialist. Lockwood Audio, Tel: 0923 210254 
Fax: 0923 240558. 
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A UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY FOR 

HIGH CALIBRE ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS FOR WEST LONDON AND MIDDLESEX BORDERS 

Our client is an established Service Company enjoying the confidence of many Japanese/European suppliers of Domestic 
AudioNideo Equipment. Wishing to build upon and supplement its strengths it now plans to venture into wider spheres 

of commercial/industrial electronics and to bring in new partners. We should like to hear from well qualified, experienced 
engineers who wish to establish their own operation at 50% of the normal start-up costs. 

Requirements: Strong stable background within the electrical brown goods sector 
Good qualifications and strong hands-on experience; specialisation in any one of the specified areas: 

Camcorder Equipment Video/TV Audio Equipment. 

Ability to work and manage independently at departmental and consultant level within a team structure. 

For further information please write to Edward Stuart, c/o Businessolve-ESI, 37, The Gateway, Woking, 
Surrey GU21 5SL or telephone 0483 760617. 

THE AFFORDABLE COMMUNITY BROADCAST MIXING DESK 

ELEGANT IN STYLE, SOUND AND QUALITY 

THE NO SQUARE BOX LOOK 

EVERY PART OF THIS 
FULLY MODULAR MIXER 
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY 
IN KIT FORM OR TESTED. 
SUB UNITS FOR DESIGNER 
CONSTRUCTOR CLIENT DESKS 

Uncluttered Operational Area 
Presenter Designed Layout 

Full Remote Control Facilities 
The Low Profile User Friendly 

WORKS: UNIT D 

318 HIGH ROAD 
BENFLEET 
ESSEX SS7 5HB 

MANUFACTURERS 
OF MIXERS AND 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
SINCE 1951 

TRIED AND 

PROVEN PRODUCTS 

VISIT OUR 
WORKING STUDIO 

AND TEST DRIVE THIS DESK 
PHONE: 0268 793256 

ARTRIDGE 
LECTRONICS 

A. C. PARTRIDGE LTD. 

PHONE: 0268 793381 FAX: 0268 565759 

"BULLETIN BOARD" 
Everything listed is available today, but be quick these are 

special 'AES Only' prices! 
551 4058, G ea m 

t 
oputer, Total Recall. excellent condition £110,000 

NEVE VIII, 60 frame.in immaculate condition, only 2 pre old [115,000 
DDA AMR 24, 36 frame, es new (still in warranty/ automation available..... [26.000 
SONY 3324, Digital multitrack inc: remote. 48 track mod, 1990 specification E26,50011 
OTARI MTR90 M.I. very low hours, superb condition [18.000 
OTARI MTR90 Mkl, good condition. with spare heads [8.500 

2x Lexicon PCM70's [995 each 
1 x Lexicon 224XL in superb condition C4,350 
20 Marshall time moduletore [225 each 
1 s UREI 1178 stereo compressor f 82 
1 s Roland 513E 3000+AES sampler option [595 
1 x Roland 513E 3000 [495 
5 e Roland SRV 2000, with switch on' delay mode 0395 
20Th 2240 M,c Amp/Parametric equalisere [295 each 
1 x Arsomc Sigma 1.2 level control (highly eopheeticated master faden ..1498 o.n.o. 
le Peer Westlake BBSM 6'0 2895 

CLEARANCE ITEMS INCLUDE 
Neumann U87 3300, Neumann U89'º [450. Sennheiser 441/421's £110, 40G 
012/0222 [S6, SONY Pfofeel TV's 3296. Owed 406 amps 3169, Mic Wall boxes £6.00 
men, 19' rack L38.00, XLR plugs £1.00 each, SONY PCM 701 +getemex £395. 
The above is just a TINY example of the massive amount of equipment we have for sale 
all et prices intended to guarantee e very quick sale, 

TELEPHONE: 081-994 4433 or Fex: 081-994 9321 or Mobile: 0831 319111 
Studio Timeline, Lamb House. Church St. Chiswick, London W4 2PD 

FOR SALE 
TRIDENT DI -AN 
48 input, 48 monitors 
Discmix moving faders 

The largest DI -An manufactured 
Totally immaculate condition 

Available immediately 
Call now: UK 081-994 4433 

Fax: 081-994 9321 

SELECTA 
rtP ßw99 

SOUND 

REAL TIME AND LOOP BIN 
DUPLICATION 

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES 
STUDIO SUPPLIES 

WHERE THE CHOICE IS YOURS 

TEL 04024 53424 
FAX 04024 55565 

COMPACT DISCS 
95p each 

PLUS MASTERING MIN. 1,000 

Selecta Sound 

z 
Telephone (04024) 53424 

Studer 867 in trolley. Penthouse VU metes. 77:, 15 and 30 IPS £1.900 

Symetrix 511 Stereo single ended noise reduction £325 

MXR Digital Delay System, 3,000 milliseconds E250 

MXR 01 Digital Reverb E150 

MXR Digital Delay System, 3,000 milliseconds £250 

MXR Digital Time Delay, 1,000 milliseconds E150 

MXR Dual Limiter Compressor Stereo E175 

MXR Pitch Transposer (harmoniser) and digital readout E350 

Aphex Compellor Stereo E600 

Aphex Aural Exciter type B £150 

Bel BF20 Stereo Flanger £250 

Bel BC28T noise reduction 24 channels £500 

dbx 150 type 1 stereo noise reduction E150 

Rebis all Y7 price: 
Rebis RA 203 Compressor Limiters E89 

Rebis RA 201 Noise Gates £49 
Rebis RA 204 Parametric Equalisers f 51 

Rebis RA 202 De -esser 09.50 
Rebis RA 215 and RA 216 programmable stereo Danner, 

fader and dual VCA f174 
Rebis RA 207 VU and PPM LED meters £59 

Rebis 16 -way rack frame f 80 

Rebis power supply unit E60 

Roland RE 501 Chorus echo [350 
Eventide Instant Phaser E150 

Ceduser professional contact microphones x 6 plus 6 -way 

drive plus PSU E250 

Yamaha TX817 Multi Timbal Expander E250 

Tom Sholtz power circ E80 

Oberheim DX digital drum computer, 10 outputs E200 

Massive double Ludwig drum kit, 14 piece plus cymbals. 

immaculate, will separate Off ers 

Gibson EB3 bass guitar, rare classical style headstock E250 

Gibson SG, white, old, superb [300 
Fender Stratocaster with Tremolo E350 

Rickenbacker 4001 stereo bass, black, immaculate offers 

TELEPHONE: 0757 638106 

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems 
bought, sold, installed. and manufactured by 
TAM/ENGLAND, 13a Hamilton Way, London 
N3 IAN. Telephone: 081-346 0033. 

Product 
Marketing 

£20-24K+ Car 
Studio and post 

production products. 
Technical Engineering 
background essential. 

Contact 
Mike Jones 

on 
(0256) 470704 

BROADCAST 
PROFESSIONALS 

Unit 9b, Intec 2, Wade Road 
Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 ONE 

This Ire, represents a small selection of 
equipment evadable. Please call for a 

omplete manIshot 
1ócStockton Dr., C5lnley, 

TM:Oea36M aIFaa:108831 S80 P!AuDIo 
P 5g9101ML 4OIRO 8009 [FN1 

SSL 4048E Obey left, producers desk right. Total Recall Flamed/splay. 
7 years old CPOA 

Midas Pro 3 24/8/16/2 £4,750 
Alice 8/2/8 P.P.M.S .£595 
Ly,ec 532 18 memory autolocate excellent condition £5,750 
Telelunken M6 Mono Valve [P011 
8 x Urei LA4 in 2 flight cases. 4 in each [POA 
Lexicon 224 [2,095 
Roland 55X80 £330 
Akan 5900 ...[795 
AMS 1580513 300 m/s each soda OFFERS 

Lexicon PCM60 C575 
yameha SPX90 Mkl, 2.5 year. old 2 units each 0295 
Roland DEP 5 Echo Reverb multe effects £300 
Roland SSO Sampling keyboard Monitor 50 disc lib C795 
8 x Roes RCL-10 compressors with 19" rack extension h PSU. £150 
Boss ME5 compressor deg stereo [185 
Yamaha Rev 7 t 49 
AKG 440 Spring Reverb OFFERS 
AKG 13%20 Spring Reverb OFFERS 
Tredeq Stereo Sphng Reverb £50 
Sony Cam Corder Video 8 CCD/VEG. net case. charger, rnl mic £396 

Plus lots. lots more. Ring for marlsho1 now. on 0663 750948 or fax 0663 751099 

DMR 2000-DMR 4000 
REPAIRS - SERVICE 

OVERHAUL SPECIALISTS 

TOP-TEKSLILI 
West London Workshops 

Contact-Trevor Porter Tel: 0895 825619 

John Shepherd Fax: 0895 822232 

FOR SALE 
COMPLETE 8 TRACK STUDIO W1 

£7,000+VAT O.N.O. 
INCLUDING MANY EXTRAS 

Tel: 0243 376870 after 7pm 
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NEW AND 

2ó HAND LIST 
MIXING CONSOLES 

AMEK 2500 40 input/patchbay £27,500 
AMEK 2500 36 with Mastermix £22,000 
Soundtracs MR 24116 mint £3,250 
TAC 24/8 £2,500 
Trident TSM 40 £15,000 

Tascare DA30 £1,150 
Studer A810 time code E3,995 
Studer A812 console NEW! E3,250 
Studer 867 console [1,500 
Tascam 52 NB E1,200 
Tascam 52 E800 

Harrison 24 series 40 input & patchbay...E15,000 Revox A77 vgc 1275 
Soundtracs MAX 24/8/16 patchbay E3,950 Sony PCM 701 1400 
Soundtracs PC Midi 24 patchbay... £3,950 Sony PCM 601 f600 
DDA AMR 2436 input p/bay, 6 months old £25,000 Uher CR240 complete E295 

Soundtracs CM 4400 32 patchbay CMS1 .17,950 Tascam 122 £250 
AHB Sigma 44/24 patchbay £14,000 Akai GX912 £325 

Soundtracs CP 68000 4C input with 
Tracmix 2 years old £17,950 

Soundcraft 2400 16/16 patchbay E3,500 

AHB System 816/8 E850 

Clyde Elec. B'cast console E1,750 

Soundtracs 1L4832 2 buss 104 ine ins 

S year old £2,200 
Soundcraft TS2432 bargreph p/bay mint f 12,000 
Tascam M600 32/16/32 £5,550 
Tascam M520 20/8116 E2,400 
Tascam M5 8/4/8 £495 
Tascam M3 8/4/8 £395 
Tascam 3500 32/8/24 E4,750 
Yamaha 1202 NEW £495 
Studiomaster II 24/16/2 £3,750 
Studiomaster Trackmix 24 £2,900 
Seck 18/8/2 E800 

Seck 12/8/2 f650 

FX 

AMS RMX16 t2,750 
AMS 1580$ 6.5 Harm DG E3,250 
Lexicon 224 XL £3,750 
Lexicon SME card for 4801 NEW £500 

Lexicon PCM70 E1,500 

Lexicon 4801 f5,950 
TC 2290 32 sec £2,000 
OBX 165 1400 
Yamaha Rev7 £395 

Dolby 330, 361, Cat22, K9, SR etc LPOA 

BEL 2400, 8D80s, BC series NR LPOA 

Akai S1100 NEW [2,750 
Akai S1000 NEW £1,950 
Urei 1178 NEW £850 
Akai S900 as new £650 
Tube Tech ME1A valve ED NEW E650 

White 4400 pair room eq E800 

SA PPE 2400 Midi parametric 1750 

RECORDERS 

Mitsubishi X850 13 years) EPOA 

Otani DTR-900 11 year late s/w) EPOA 

Ottani M+80 £15,500 

Drawmer DS 2010 E295 
Drawmer DL 221 £295 
Digitec DSP 256 NEW [350 
Digitec WS 338 NEW [800 

Orari MTR 9011 rem/oc £13,500 MONITORING 
Studer A800111 £18,500 ATC SCM 250 pair £3,000 
3M M79 £5,500 UREI 813C pair £2,250 
Soundcraft SCM 76011124 vh E8,000 JBL L250 lop -sided pyramids [1,500 
Tascam ATR80 24remlloc £13,950 JBL 4401 pair with stands £250 
Saturn 24 Rem/loc £14,500 Harrison 0800 E495 
Akai Adam EPOA Studiomaster M-FET 1000 1400 
Soundcraft SCM 381 16T 2' [2,000 Yamaha NS1OM pair E175 
Soundcraft SCM 76211 E6,500 Omniphonics 5100 amp E400 
Tascam MSR24 inc. remote NEW £5,500 Omniphonics S50 amp E250 
Tascam MS 16 complete £4,100 Quad 405 £175 
Tascam 85-168 complete E2,750 Quad 303 E100 
Tascam 85-16 complete £2,000 JBL 4333 Pair full re -con £1,100 
Tascam MSR16 £3,000 JBL 5234 elec x -over F250 
Tascam 38 E895 Whites 4400 eq/3-way x -over E1,200 
Fostes G16 E3,500 
Fostex E16 with 4050 rmnbc E2,700 MICROPHONES 

Fostex E16 E2,250 Tube Tech MC IA valve 2 channel NEW £850 

Fostex 816 E1,500 Calrec Soundfield E2,500 

Ampex MM120016T 2' immaculate £3,000 Neumann 47,56,84,86,87,89,170,M49 EPOA 

Orari MX 50508 III 8T NEW E2,000 AKG 414,400,28A,224,451,112,202, 

Fostex R8 E1,000 190,12 etc, etc EPOA 

Tascam 34 £495 Sennheiser 405,441,421,416,431 EPOA 

Tascam 388 E1,300 EV RE20, PL20 EPOA 

Tascam 238 NEW £750 Shure 57,58,91,548,85,17 EPOA 

Beyer 69,88,201+DT100 HP's EPOA 

Mic stands galore, booms from E20 

MASTERING 
EXPORT PRICES 

Aka 801000 optical E7,850 
Kenwood CD -WO fPOA (UK Customers please add VAT) 

Denon DIR 2000 [695 EXPORT A SPECIALITY 

WANTED 

FOR CASH 
COMPLETE STUDIOS 

0663 764244 
STUDIO HOUSE AUDIO 

High Lane Village, Nr. Stockport SK6 8AA 

Fax: 0663 762328 

Amp Sound 

AP 
Ampex UK 

Audio Design (Recording) Ltd -,.38 
Audio Digital Technology Ltd...77 
Audio Marketing Group 91 
Audio Precision 64 
Axis 13 

Beyer Dynamic Ltd 80 
Britannia Row 24 
Bruel & Kjaer 13 
BSS 47 

D&R Electronica 9 
Denis The Fox 14 
Digital Audio Research Ltd 50 
Dolby Laboratories Inc 76 
Drawmer Distribution 67 
Dynaudio Acoustics 15 

Eela Audio 8 

Fairlight ESP Pty Ltd 57 
Focusrite Audio Engineering..IFC 
FWO Bauch Ltd 17 

HW International (Shure) 72 
HHB Communications Ltd 25 
Hill Audio Ltd 66 
Hilton Sound 21 
Home Service Ltd, The 92 

WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE! Pultec EQs; Fair- 
child & Teletronix Limiters; Neumann, 
Telefunken, AKG, RCA and Schoeps micro- 
phones. Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps and pre - 
amps. Sontec, ITI and Lang EQs. Neve or API 
equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei, Orban, 
United Audio, dbx and other outboard gear. 
Ampex ATRIO2s or 104s. Parts for MCI 
JH110/114 recorders. Altec 604s/crossovers/Tan- 
noy speakers, JBL 2231; Altec 288h drivers. 
Miscellaneous equipment of all types. Please con- 
tact: Dan Alexander Audio, 2944 San Pablo 
Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94702. Tel: (415) 644-2363. 
Fax: (415) 644 -1848 - 

Yamaha R&D Centre, London 
has a vacancy for a 

Pro Audio Product Specialist 

The Successful Candidate will have 
General Studio Knowledge 
Computer Literacy 
Enthusiasm for all digital recording 

In the first instance please write, enclosing full CV to: 

Yamaha R&D Centre 
58-60 Conduit Street 
London 
WIR 9FD 

STUDIO 
AID eases ras. pcfiING 

CIRCULATION DETAILS 
STUDIO SOUND is available without charge to key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any pert of the world. 
Copies must be individually reque.ted. Non -qualifying reader. will be notified in writing and invited to take out a eubetription 
(we below for detian) 

NEW READER ENQUIRIES: Link House Publication» plc, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, UK. Tel: 
081889 2599 

EXISTING READER ENQUIRIES: 
Circulation Dept, Studio Sound, Link House Magasines Ltd, Central House, 27 Park Street, Croydon coo 1YD, UK 

Chang. of addreee should be notified in writing to this addle. end the label containing the old address and reference number 
should be enclosed to eneore accuracy 

SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRIES: Subscription Dept. Studio Sound, Link House Mage.inee Ltd, 120.126 Leveler Avenue, 
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 SNP, UK 
The met of an annual sub. -lotion to Studio Sound ie: 
UK: 124.00 
Overseas surface mail: L30.50USe52 
Over.. eir mail: 152.50/115$89 
USA airspeeded delivery 370 
The publisher reeerve the right to refuse applications roneiderd inappropriate end restrict the number of free copie. sent to 
any one company or orgenieation 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
AMS Industries plc 10, 11 
Abacus Electric. 6 
Admarr Recruitment 95 
AESD Ltd 20 
Akai UK 40/41 
AKG 39 
Alangrove Construction 44 
Amek Ltd 12/28 

32 
IBC 

14 

Isotrack 6 
JBL 58 
Klark Teknik plc 18/19, 73 
Larking Studio Furniture -,.91, 68 
Lindos Electronics 43 
Lyrec Manufacturing 62 
MS Audio 8 
Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group 45 
Neutrik Marketing UK 7 
Otani Corporation 60/61 
Percival Technologies SA 95 
Plasmec Systems 46 
QSC Audio Products Inc 55 
Quested 83 
Renkus-Heinz 23 
Saki Magnetics 71 
Schoeps 37 
Seem Audio A/S 6 
Sennheiser 49 
Shure Bros 53 
Sifam 83, 91 
Solid State Logic 4 
Sony Broadcast Ltd 26/27 
Soundcraft Electronics OBC 
Soundtracs plc 75 
Stirling I.T.A. 31 
Studio House Audio 98 
Studiomaster 95 
Surrey Electronics 52 
Tannoy Products 89 
Teac UK Ltd 34/35 
Total Systems 93 
Turbosound 93 
Yamaha 84 

Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are key personnel actively engaged in ound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the right to refuse applications 
considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual subscription of £24.00. Published 
by the proprietors Link House Magazines Limited, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Origination by Lawrence -Allen (Colour Printers) Ltd, Gloucester Street, Weston -super -Mare, 
Avon BS23 ITB. Printed in England by Andover Press Ltd, Telford Gate, West Portway Industrial Estate, Andover, Hants SPIO 3SF. 
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GFEENE STREET RECORDING 

Sunset Sound 

OLYMPIC '"I'V 1+\k 

MORE STUDIOS GO GOLD 
ON AMPEX THAN ON ALL OTHER TAPES 

- PUT TOGETHER. 
Every studio pictured here has earned the prestigious Ampex Golden Reel Award for creating a gold album 

exclusively on Ampex audio tape. Find out what makes Ampex tape right for your sound. Just call or write 

for a copy of our new 456 Technical Brochure, and see why Grand Master®456 is engineered like no other tape in the world. 

AMPEX 
A MASTER OF ENGINEERING 

Ampex Great Britain Limited Acre Road Reading, Berkshire, England RG2 OQR (0734) 875200 



What singles out the Venue 

as the best 

PA desk in its class? 
4 The Soundcraft Venue is certainly 
full of surprises. 

Like the stereo return module. 

Complete with width control and 
linear fader, its full stereo capability 
gives unique versatility for front -of - 
house mixing, a feature normally 
associated with more expensive 
desks. 

But our surprises don't stop there. 
An alternative dual group 

module (fitted with Soundcraft's 
famous 3 -band Equaliser) can also be 
specified. 

And together with the option of 
a powereful matrix module Venue's 
output flexibility is enhanced in even 
the most demanding situations. 

What's more, with a choice of 
mono and stereo inputs (with or 

without mute group facilities) you 
can specify as many individual 
configurations as you like. 

Such Soundcraft design cunning 
means that you won't find any other 
console that's as compact and 
versatile. U 

And one that also fits perfectly 
into your budget. 

As usual, Soundcraft is in a class 

of its own. a 

Soundcraft 
VENVE 1 


